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No. 1 JANUARY 1973 27th YEAR

SWISS 0 ICIAL POSTCARDS
By DA, G. G. RITCHIE Part I.

Postal stationery, while not boasting the wide following of adhesive

stamps, has an increasing number of devotees. Switzerland provides a particularly
rich field for those interested in this sphere, for not only was there a very wide

range of normal stationery for public use, i.e. envelopee, cards, wrappers etc.,
with an imprinted stamp, but there are also other lesser known types. One of

tnese is postal stationery for official, i.e. mon-public, use. This can be

divided into two classes, those with and those without a printed stamp. Post-

cards used by, for example. the Federal Railwaye and the PTT are of the first type,

being basically normal postcards printed with special messages or forms, and some-

times also with pictures showing aspects of the operation of the service concerned,

such as the railway goods service. A large number of such cards are listed in
Section C of the Zumstein Postal Stationery Catalogue, although this is far from

complete.

This article, however, is concerned with material of the second type,

without an imprinted stamp. A Swiss Federal Decree of 23 July 1870 authorised

the Post Department to introduce special postcards for statutory free correspond-
ence. The card was to match in general those issued for public use, but it would
have only an inscription on the address side and no impressed stamp. The reverse

would be blank for the message, and the size approximately 150 x 95 mm. The
"Formula Number" of these cards was 4337, thie number usually, but not always,

appearing on the card.
Robert Hdrlimann of Biel/Bienne, lately President of the Schweizerischer

Ganesachen-Sammler-Verein (the 'Slii$13 Postal stationery Collectors Society), has
made a special study of these cards, and a comprehensive listing was published for

the first time in the February 1966 issue of "Der Canzeachensammler", the organ

of the Society. I should Iike to express my thanks to Herr Hdrlimann for per-
mission to translate his article for inclusion in the "Helvetia News Letter", and
also for providing a list of amendments and later discoveries which I have incor-

porated and which make the list the most complete to date.

In a field such as this it is quite possible to make unexpected finds, as

the history of card No. 8 shows. This was originally reported last century, but

when Herr Htrlimann and his committee were revising the catalogue listing, they

had no evidence for its existence and deleted it. Some time ago I acquired a

card unusual in that it included the German 'Amtliche' in the inscription, and

this turned out to be the missing card, which was thereupon reinstated. A few

more have been discovered since.

The following is Herr Hflrlimann's listing.
The Official Postcards of " itzerland without Isereseed ,stAaLua

The printed postcards without stamp of value for use for official post-

free correspondence are a greatly neglected sectio
p of Swiss postal history. In

fact the same listing has remained unchaeged for 50 years in successive editions

of Zumetein's Swiss Postal Stationery Catalogue, and this amounts to only half a
page. Of the so-far catalogued official stationery the postcards are the best
known, but in addition there are official postal and money orders for internal and

foreign use.
The following attempt at a complete and clear listing of the postcards
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quotes, for the cards without printing date, the earliest known date of use (VD),
since these dates are the only possibility of fixing the year of issue. The
following list should be complete up to the end of the First War. Printed issue
dates reported, but not personally seen, are marked with a (?).

Material from about 1920 is scarcer. Moreover, with the growth of the
Administration the number of pre-printed cards in the official service has
increased considerably. However, the known cards have been arranged in the
following list to frovide a basis for collectors, and we request all readers to look
over their collections and let the author have details of items not catalogued,
with a photocopy if possible,

N s. 2

101 Similar, but with "Contr.-No." in top left corner,

2 Brownish-yellow card 158-159 x 93-99 mm. (FD 27.3.71)

T. 4337

Carte-correspondance.
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Similar, but v,ith formula number "hr. 4337" at top centre.
"Carte-correspondance" 73-74 mm. long

3 Greyish card 157-159 x 94-96 mm. (FD 21.2.71)

Similar, but "Carte-correspondance" 60 mm. long.

4 Greyish card 155-158 x 93-95 mm. (FD 5.8.73)

There are v,arieus positions of the inscription round the left circle:
'ex' or 'pe' bt top centre.

Similar, but "Carte-correspondance" 65 mm long.

5 Greyish card 145-148 x 02-97 mm. (FD 12.9.76)
5a Misprint in the French notes "Les correspondancea qui n'osi.pas

drois a is franchise ........ " (FD 15.11,76)

(To be continued)
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Frohe Weinachten, Joyeux N6e1

Buon Natale - Pro Juventute

1972 - Zurich 9/10 Dec.

ESCALADE GENEVE, 1602 - 1972
e/10 Dec.

Mies Epreuves internationales

de ski 13-14 janvier 73 -

i.e Brassus, Valle de Joux 13/
 14 Jan, 

Auto 3

ti 5

irt 3

1973

February 26th to March 3ri

'Noe-inthe time to prepare your

WANTS LISTS.

Come and see us on §TAND 
where you can once again examine our

fine display.

H L KATCHER
THE AMATEUR COLLECTOR LTD.,

151, Park Road, St. John's Wood
LONDON. NW8 7HU

Tel. 01-586-0616

PTS., ASDA., APS., SPA,
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VISITING SWITZERLAND?

For anyone who may happen to be in
or near Bern in the next few weeks, 

there

is an exhibition of "60 YEARS OF PRO

JUVENTUTB STANPS" at the PTT Museum

(Helvetiaplatz). It will last until

February 4th and exhibit artistic and

philatelic documents from 1912 to 1972.

Posters, drawings, original sketches and

printing drafts will also be included,

beginning with first attempts at etampe

with a Swiss German text to the rose

sketches for the recently issued 1972

Jubilee stamps.

Opening times: 9-12 a.m. and

2...5 p.m. Closed on Monday mornings.

J.J.E. EUSEBIO

0.1011.11.0.n11.1011101110160.101111.

NEW ARRIVAL:

Heartiest congratulations to

Mrs. E. I. Wiltshire, on the arrival of
a little daughter, Elizabeth Jane, on

24th November.

DID YOU KNOW?
that the Pro Juventute Roses will

be for one year only? This subject was

chosen to celebrate their 60th anniversary.

..... that 2 local publicity cds show e
a

rose? RUschlikon on Lake Zdrich and

Weggis on Lake lucerne. On 1st December

the rush for cancellations was so h
igh

that the local post offices sent their

handstamps to the neighbouring Philatelic

Bureau for more careful application.

..... that the latter- also has a publi-

ity slogan, correcting my previous re- •

Ark in the October RNL that only Ulrich
58 Airport has both, However, Weggis

does not have its own cancelling machine
s the letters, cards etc. are cancelled

in Lucerne with a Weggia town die.
Vitznau also has this arrangement for the

summer months, but has no publicity slogan

only the plain curved lines.

that one of the upheavals caused
by the rise in postal rates on lot Jan.
1973 is that all vending machines for
postcards have been blocked up. Only the

newer machines will apparently be modi-

fied to iaeue the new 30c. cards later

this year. Stamp vending machines, either

one 20c. or two 10c. stamps for a 20c.

piece, will remain,

....  that all Swias stamp and postcard

vending machines have a handle which is

rotated when tile coin is inserted is the

appropriate slot. This provides the

energy to move the stamp forward and cut

it off.

• ...  that another result of the new

tee is that the dozen or so 'ticket'

suing machines in various odd places

around the country, have been removed.

A 'ticket' i5 a email booklet of 10 stamps

having the same size as a railway ticket.
They used to contain Sc. stamps made up
by hand from ordieary sheets, but follow-

tag changed rates in 1967 10c. stamps
have been used. 10 different advertising

texts were used*

 that Switzerland and Austria are,
think, the only countries which put new

issues on sale at all post offices 3 days
in advance of the official firet day of
validity. Stampo used too early can cauze
he item to be taxed at double rates, but

generally there is no philatelic interest
in pre-issue cancelled stamps here,

...,. that Question No. 7 refers to the
P.J. 10 c. for 1928 (.No. PJ46) which
shows the town arms of Winterthur. The
2 anchors represent the lake steamers and
the diesel engines for sea-going ships
built by the largeet engineering firm. of
Sulzer Brothers in Winterthur*

.......  that Question No. 8 concerns the
devil! Those who have travelled from
Altdorf to Andermatt will perhaps remembel
that the devil is painted 011 the rock face
above the Schtillenen bridge, and is bare-

ly shown on 10c. PP of 1953 (Z. PP 62).
Which other stamp shows the devil clearly'

M.R.



Zumst.
Sw. Fr.

150.
33.
60,
15.
50.
15.
5.

50.
40.
25.
20.

430.
100.

15.
40.
70.
18.
14.
60.
10.
8.
4.50

50.
25.

S.

150.
150.

2.50
12.50
19.50
8.

22.
67.50
81.
53
24.50
12.50

100.
45.
90
12.
90.

250. +
180.
80.

100.
100.

103.
4.

10.
55. +

143.
10.
30.
70.

80.
70.
78.
75,

Net Price

6.00
1.70
2.35

.65
3.20

.85

.17
3.20
3.00
1.90

.60

29.75
3.75

.b0
1.95
4.25
1.05

.40
3.70

.40

.40

.20
3.00
1.40

.25

.40
2.65
1.30

.37

.35

.75

.40
1.20
2.65
4.00
1.70
1.10
.60

85.00
2.50
3.65

.60
5.70

14.25
10.75.
5.00
5.25
5.de

3.60
.15
.4a

3.70
9.50

.45
1.00
3.75

2.50
4.20
2.80
6.60
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First let me introduce myself. My name is Bob Clarke and I am a stam, collector who has collected Swiss
stamps since the early 1950s. I have decided to 'sell the majoriry of my Swiss used blocks of 4 collection
to concentrete on other phases of Swiss stamps. The followiee is a list of the iterate for sale and I have
tried to adeemaeely describe and erode each block, Since each item is a one-of-a-kind, I suggest the fol-
lowing Method for ordering. Send me your want list, I will fill it as fat as possible and send the stamps
to you. If the stamps meet with your satisfaction remir the appropriate sum then. All items are felly
guaranteed and may be reterned if they do not meet, your satisfaction. All prices are quoted in Britishl'
I am a member of the American Philatelic Society (0abla5) and, of course, the HPS to name only two. Send
orders to: ROSERT T. CLARKE, 821 HOLYOKE PLACE, GRETNA LOUISIANA 70053, U.S.A.

(cdc means circular date cancel)

798 1900 Ulae 25e, slight paper wrinkles at bottom, cdc1s ea each stamp
110 30c Helvetia, 2 part. Beret ode's; slight vert. crease R 2 stamps, F centering
114 70c nelvetia, eartial urn cdc's, 1 perf. separation @ top, well centered
116 3 Fr. Helvetia, centered acre cdc, 1 perf. separation
125 III 5c Tell bey, centered easel 2 cdc, VF
127 12c brown Tell, centered Zurich 2 cdc, VF
128 15e violet Tell, centered Bern 1 cdc, miner crease LR earner
129 3 Fr. green, 4 clean Geneva-Caz•ttes ode's, VF
130 5 Fr. blue, 4 clear. Geneva-eazeetes cdc's, VF
131 10 Fr. purple, 4 clean Basel-coetrolle cdd's, VF
134 13c on 12c Tell, Luzern cdc, 2 pert'. separation
135 Pf.3 broken 8 ovpt. LL stamp, cent. Easel 1 cdc, 2 Ulterior perfs. separated,

135 Pf.3 cac, e50. Fr„ used block 80. Fr. Rare in block. Fine plus.
138 III 7 c (thick 7) Tell 0ov, 4 Arose cdc's, fairly heavy cancels
139 13c olive Tell, full and partial rroabehl cdc's, Fine
141 80c Helvetia, centered Spines cdc, I perf. eeparation @ top, otherwise VF
142 3 Fr. red, 2 complete Lausanne 2 edc's, 0F+
147 Sc on 2c Tell boy, centered Zurich 2 cdc, VP
149 10c on 13c Tell, aaecial cdc'e, 2 perf. separation R, few minor wrinkles
150 A 20c on 15c Toll (black overprint) 2 Zurich 3 cdc's, VF
191-193 1932 St. Cotaard, centered cee'e, 20c w/ 2 pert. sep 01, & part cdc @ L
194 3c olive 1934 landscape, centered Lugano 1. cdc, vF
197 I5c orange 1934 landscape, cencerea Bern 1 cdc, VP

199 25c brown 1934 landscape, centered atir4eh 10 cdc, VF
203 y 10c lilac 1936 landscape, centered ahaux de Fends cdc, VP
204 y 15c oranee 1936 landscape, centered Zurich 1 cac. VP
207 y 30c blue 1936 landscape, centerec0.Zurich 04iedikon) cdc, VP
218 v 10 Fr. green, cancel date 9-t'-I, 2 partial edc's, minor creases 2 stamps
218 v IC Fr. green, caecel date 9-0-41 (faint), centered cdc, few creases LL
253 Bern 750 year ariniverenry, centered Zurich 2 cdc, aL. stamp minor scrape
280 3Cc 1947 train, centered Davos edc, Le corner rounded by short perfs.
281-284 194a Contitutich, centered Geis cdc'e, emelt line scrape LL 30e stamp
287 20c brown 19ab landscaee, centered Eneclbere cdc, VF
289 30c green blue 1946 landecape, centered Cala cdc, VP
294-296 UTU, centered Bern 1 cdc'e, minor eurface scrateees on left two 20c stamps
297-308 1949 regulars (20c is 3014) cent. cdc's, 2 Engelberg cdc's on 3c. F-VP set
309-312 Telecotmunications, centered cdc's, 40c wl 2 small thin spots, F appearance
328-331 1957 Publicity, corner blocks, all Zorn 1 cdc's, cancels not centered, VP
346 1959 Publicity, 50c value, centered Zurich 23 cdc, VP
Air 2 50c overprinted airmail, 2 clean Zurich 3, 1-VIII-19 cdc's, Zumstein zert„VF
12 z 1 Fr. purple, centered Zurich cdc
13 z 2 Fr. brown grilled gum, 2 partial cdc's, 2 pen. separation at Bottom
21 10c on 20c red, Bern Luttpost cancels,
25 40e on 20c red, centered Bern Luftpast cdc, V?
27-34 Regulars, all centered cdc's, 2 R stamps 50c are white roof var. 29 Pa 1.
35 1941 Pro Aero, Beechs 28-0-41, almost compleee cdc + a ode, VF
36 1943 Pro Acre, Bern 1 13-011-43, complete and cdc, VP
43-44 30 & 40c color changes, centered cdc's, 40c has minute thin spot, VP appear.

Pau./ 22 1922 10e, Zurich 3 cdc'a, VF
33-36 1925, 5c has 5 pen a sep L; 30c has I perf sep N B; 5c & 10c Hedingen cde's,

20c and 30c aeidineen edc'e centered.
50 1929, Sc, centered Heidiegen cdc and cdc @ R; Fine
51 1929, 10e, centered Heiaingen cdc + part ode @ B; Fine
53 1929, 30c, centered aeaditteen cdc + part cde @ T; 011 stamp Pf. 1 (L to T)
57-60 1931 set, all centered eeidingen cdc's, VF +
73 1935, 10e. centered Zurich 1 cdc
74 1935, 20e, centered Zerich 1 edc, also part of U.S. eustomm cancel
75 1935, 30c, centered Zurich 1 cdc, 1 perf. separation @ R
113-116 1945 sec, 5,10,30 centered cdc's, Sc has 2 pen f sep. L, 30c pressed crease

R 2 steeps, UR stamp has "ghost flaw" above L leaf.
117-120 1946, all centered ede's, VP
121-124 1947, all centered cdc's, 30c has 3 pen f separation @ R and C B
129-132 1949, all centered Zurica 38 ede's, VP
173-177 11958, 1st. day on 5,10,a0, centered cdc on 30 & 40; 30c has small part of

additional cdc La 40c has emelt pressed crease on LL stamp

PPat. ly 
)
1938, centeved Bern 1 cdc.

2 1939 centered Bern 1 cde, LL eraap is PS. 4, VF
3-6 1940, cent. cdc's, 20c has 2 It. bre scrapes actoss part of 2 L stamps, oth. VP 139.
30-33 1946, centered ede`s, minor pressed crease LK 30c stamp 108.

34-37 1947, centered cdc's, 30c is Bern 1 Transit 105.
86-90 1958, cent. ateransaorn cdc's, stamp scraped 35.
118-122 1964, all centered Birch 53 Witikan cdc's 26.

knn,, n, . eaeat t0-17:1-881 cde's. reaseaablv centered on ea. stamp 130.

Zumst. No. Descrietion

39. 3.60
30. 1.50
7.50 + .b0

i 5.73
4.75
6.0U
2.25

http://PPat.ly
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1973 NEW ISSUE Programme
Issues of

15 February

the following stamps are announced for

ib1ioit - Series I.,y_ktoma

1973:

3

Va .T.saga,

15 Rp.
Telecommunication station Leuk

100 years Swiss Chamber of Commerce 30

50 years of Interpol

pefi4itives

40 " Fr. 0.85

Architecture & Applied Art 1.30
1.70

4.80

30 April Special stamps - EURigiaM1 2 25 Hp.
" 0.65

29May .2F-9.2326V.111
Archaeological finds from 4 15 + - 5 Rp.

various epochs 30 + 10 "

40 + 20 "

69 + 20 " 2.00

30 August Publicity StamRs - Series II
Morological Museum La Chaux-de-Fonds 15 Rp.

Alpine Ski Championships 30 "

'Terre des homes' .45.1-2...' e 0.85

Delknpl.vep 10

29 November

Landscapes - 5 0, 15, 25, 30, 40,

.212..

50, 60,
4

80 Rp.

15 + Sips

" 3.85

Wild fruits
30 4- 10
40 4- 20 "

_kg '2_,24,9i

To 29 Fr. 15.00
SaatiltallX31101111.1

In connection with the increased postal rates, the follo will also

be issued:

On 1st January a new type of inland postcard. It has an imprinted

stamp of 30 Rp. - designed by Erich Hinz/ of Hinterkappelen - else 54 x 26 'em
s,

showing a yellow postbus on a red background.

On 8th January a new Fr.5.- stamp booklet.  This contains stamps of the

Monuments series: 8 x 10 Rp. (NRfels), 4 x 15 Rp. (Appenzell) and 12 x 30 Rp.

(Geis). The 15 Rp. stamp will also be issued in coil form (available only through

the PTT Philatelic Bureau in complete rolls of 2000 stamps or in strips of 5.
On 30th August 4 new service stamps are forecast for the ORM (Metero.-

logical Office) and 1 for the UIT (Telecommunications Union

triaith tt todig of 4 (Continued)
ALL ITEM IN nirs MSC e,RE CENTI D

2umst. No, Descri tion FIRST DAY OF T sur CANCMATI;;

320-23 1955 Publicity, LR corner blocks, Fr 0; 9 in corners but 1 full 0 ea. block

3470411 Europa, 1959, 6C, 61, 62, 63, and 64.
428-435 1965 Publicity, 150 years commem., Mduntain and F.uropa

448-467 1967, 68, 64 Europa; 1967 Pub.I1, 1966 Pub. I :S. IT, 1969 Pub, I
Air 40 19zi4 Zurich to Geneva
Air 42 . 1947 Geneva to N.-.!w York
?Juv81-84 1937, Bern. 1 cancel, unfortiv:tately half cancel at T, B, 20c minor thin

UL stamp; 3Oc both a stamps are 84 Pf. 2. Set VF appearance

193-197 1962 Pro Juventute
21.0-231 Pro Juventute, 1965, 1966, 1967, 1968 and I969
PPat56-GO 1952, Sehaffhautrn 31-V-52, 20c minor light blush stain upper part of

UL stamp rnrgln, rest VF
123-149 Pro Parria, 1965, 1966, 1 9

67, 1 96 6 , 
1969 an6 1970

UN 22-27 1953 regulars, minor hinge min on both 20c and 40, vF appearance

28039 1959 regulars, World Ri?lfgeo Year, 5 Fr. UN 314.13., UNCSAT (8 blocks)

Kll (not a block o;:' 4) Sc Pro Juv. teto-bece used, Dec. 31,1915 Avully cdc, VF

ORDER FRO(: ROBERT T. CLAM, 821 HOLYOKE PLACE, GRETNA LOUISIANA 70053, U. S, A.

Tanner
9r. Fr.

Net Pr,..e

55. 2.55
3.5:

31.50 1.75
57.50 3.Z)

220.
200. 12.50

300,
55.

10.00
3.20

so. 4.75

140. 7.00
96. 5.64,

180. 6.25
90. 5.50

400.(Zum) 44.75
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A. SNEW DEFINITIVES1 The present series of definitives are largely those issued
in 1960. Changes in postal rates provides an opportunity

for new designs - ARCHITSCTU 4 APPLIED ART - to be issued over about 3 years. The
lower values from 5 to 80c. mainly used on letter post) will appear in the autumn.
Meanwhile 3 of the higher values will be issued on 15th February.

Fr,1.30 Inn-sign "Zur Somme" from the Toggenburg district, Ct. St.Gallen. The sign,
by an unknown craftsman, is a fine example of the beautiful hand-

wrought ironwork still existing in Switzetland and points to the long tradition of
Swiss hospitality. One colour: orange-brown.

Fr.1.70 Remanesnue Capital in the church of St. Jean-Baptiste, Grandson and dates
from the 12th cent. The church is one of the oldest and

most remarkable examples of the Romanesque style in Ct. Vaud. The nave is separated
from the ailes by two rows of 5 Roman columns taken from the ruins of the nearby
Roman towns of Eburdanum and Aventicum, which accounts for the columns of unequal
length, compensated for by the addition of capitals.  The third capital in the soUth-
ern row (by an unknown artist) is dedicated to St. Michael, who is represented fight-
ing the dragon. One colour: grey.

Fr 1,80 Gargoyle, Bern Cathedral, Mouths of gutters, when carved in grotesque
human or animal figures, are known as gargoyles. On antique

temples they usually represent lions' heads, while on mediecal cathedrals they are
shown as animal demons and fabulous creatures. The gargoyle reproduced on the stamp
is to be found at the chancel end of Berne cathedral and was made probable about
1670/80 in the workshop of the coppersmith Rudolf Sprengli. The mouth of the pipe is
adorned with a fantastic dragon's head in chased copperwork: it's symbolic meaning is
not known. One colour: red-brown.

Desiener:
isnreever:
Printings
Paper: 
Cylinder:

Hans Hartmann, Koniz
Albert Yerain, St. Sulpice (VD)
Line-engraved intaglio by the PTT Stamp Printing Works, Bern.
White, luminous, with violet fibres. gUldo 29 x 24 sm. (26 x 21 mm.)
4 sheets (1 - 4) of 50 stamps each.

One special envelope will be available for the set, also collection sheets
and folders. A simple First Day cancel will reads '3000 BERN - 15.2.73 - AUSGABETAG'.

10••••11.

B. ZaBI_ZSLI_ISTARS§_y•iesI

15 RN Satellite earth station Le*. Under construction at Leuk-Brentiong, to
come into service at the end of 1973, and

will set a milestone in the history of Swiss telecommunications. For about 10 years
it has been possible to place microwave relay stations on board artificial earth
satellites over the oceans and to use them for establishing radio links between the
continents. Telecommunication satellites enable practically any country. on earth to
take up direct contact with any other country.  For developing countries they con-
stitute the only economical means of joining the international telecommunication net-
work. The design shows a parabolic aerial, the most striking feature of a satellite
earth station, and a world map showing the service area of the satellite.

30 Rp. 100LIAleneefe2nps Association of Commercial Employees, The Association has
73,000 members and is the largest employee organisation in the

country. With its comprehensive educational facilities, which are available to
members of the commercial professions at all levels, the Association perform8. an
important national task. The design shows the contrast between a modern computor
notation and a quill pen, indicating the various aspects and enormous development of
commercial training and activity. A double arrow points to the dyleamic efforts of
office workers and salesmen in the interests of modern economy,

40 Rp. 50 Years of Interpol, the International Criminal Police Organisation, which
has its headquarters in Paris and looks back on its

achievements. It aims at the fullest possible co-operation among all criminal
investigation authorities, within the legislation in force in different countries,
involving the provision of facilities designed to contribute to the prevention and
control of criminal offenses. The design shows the internationally used emblem of
Interpol and a reference to the jubilee.

Designers: 15 Tip, Hans Thoni, Bern - 3 colours: grey/lt.blue/yellow
30 Rp. Eugen & Max Lenz, EUrich - 4 " red/violet/grey/blue
40 Rp. axle Mauerhofer, Bern - 4 " blue/lt.blue/dk.blue/grey

PriAtiam Roto-heliogravure by Courvoisier S.A. on white, luminous papers violet
Sizes 36 x 26 tom. (33 x 23 mm.) in 2 sheets (A-B) of 50 stamps each 'Ifibres

(Continued on Page 8)

http://perform8.an


THE EXCHANGE PACKET
By the tine you will be reading these notes we will be half-way through

the 'Season', certainly as far as the Exchange Packet ie concerned. Twenty-five

Packets are on circuit, some of which will have completed their round very shortly.
Sales are very good, over 41,000 to date. nut, I need URGENTLY more material,

but please let me have it before the 15th of February at the latest.

I want to thank the many members who have sent we their good wishes and
send me notes of encouragement and appreciation. It is not always easy to run -
an Exchange Packet, particularly when there is a virtual breakdown in postal
communications, but things do appear to be getting under control again.

There are certain aspects about the way the Exchange Packeta are
handled that worry me and which I-must raise. *

The Packets must be handled with care. I am most concerned at finding
cigarette ash and"food crumbs in booklets. Also members must not get the book-
lets mixed up with their own collection. Two Packets that have come back to we
have 'collected' soee Indonesian Airmail stamps and :;WillS Post Office labels.
A stamped addressed envelope from the owner(s) will enable me to return these
items!

I am also most concerned at the standerd of packing used by some membere.
It is an insurance condition that the material must be securely packed and a loss
due to bad packing could render the sendieg member liable for euch a loss. Thin
second-hand oversize envelopes are not a secure way of packing.

When passing on Packets by hand, to leave Packets with a neighbour,
without prior agreement of the receiving member, is extremely dangerous and
unacceptable and 1 shall have no option but to remove the offending members from
the circuit.

And 211eee read the Rules: It is amazing how many members do not know
them. I see it all the time by the way cheques and postal orders are made out -
and please sigh the anvice notes. I cannot guess right every time wno the
sender is.

All the best and may 1973 be a good collecting year
C. RAUCH

Ed. note: And one with fewer headaches for the Exchange Packet Secretary:

BY w .0DR,, R. i. BULJTR00E
u 'SPLAY GiVEN AT LZD0N NEETIN'

ht the December meeting in London members were privileged to see an out-
standing display of unusual material, commencing with eeeaye for Hotel Post stamps,
followed by examples, almost all ON cover or piece of Rigi Kulm, tigi Kaltbad,
Maderanerthal, $t. Gottnard, Stooe etc. In many cases the dates of opening of the
nearest post offices were noted and were usually later than the covers shown.

Then followed proofs and essay; of the 'Zurich 4' arid 'Zurich 6'; else
the 'Basle Dove', wite a copy of the issued stamp and a proof 'doctored' to re-
present the genuine. Geneva 1647 'Large Troof and issued stamp, ae else
the 'Neucheltel' (with undramed cross) and the b us 'Tesein', lithographed before
1860 and based on tne 'eeueteZtel'.

Sext came proofs, colour triele ane issued etamps for the Rayon I, Rayon
II - unframed creee on yellow eoper ane issued etaep on white paper - ens proofs
of the 'Strubeli' issues. ?sr the 'Sitting Helvetia Perf.' there were eroofa,
including see° in eilver on blue and -;Ad on red, perforation trials and verioue
colour trials. Next came exampiee of essays for several proposed designs: the
'Ruth', 'Tell chapel', 'Libertee' and 'Medallion' Seeays, ete. Among items
connected with the 1900 U.P.U. issue were plate proofs in black. Then examples of
the_6 winners-in the Poet Office competltion of 1901, none of which were actually
used. Proofs and colour triaie were eeoen of various issues petween 1907 ane
1942, and proofs of the Pioneer Flirt stamps, together elth flown covers, Nor
were Postage Dues omitted with esseye QC 1876/82 etc.

The opportunity to se',? so such of the background work to etamp production
comes all too rarely and nere wae a wealth of unique meterlal full or interest and
ranging from the ear i t deee of . tamps rieht up to the modern PIT priatinr trials
on the 'latest stamp producing machines.

A truly memoraole display.
L.J.R.

STOP PRESS: Northern Group members are advised tbat the subject scheduled for
January - 'Standing Helvetia' - wile:, be given on March 3rd, and that for this year
only there will be no Competition,
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Once again I wish to thank the many

members, at-home and abroad, who were
kind enough to send Chrittmaa cards and
letters - too many for individual
acknowledgment, but greatly appreciated.

In reply to their rood wishes and
messages of encouragement, it must
suffice to say that every effort will be
made to maintain our progress in the
coming year, with the help of our many
excellent contributors. To one and all
Good Health and good :Fortune in 1973.

E. J. RAwNSLEY

pORTHERN t.;BOUP - Halifax

We hear that the meeting on January
6th had to be cancelled, partly on
account of the dense fog and partly' be-
cause many members wre sufferine' from
the prevailing 'flu: Normal service
will, it is hoped, be resumed next month.

'A,ATHCONIIIC LE TiNGS:

NGRTHERN 7-1,t;F: at Spriur Hail sans ion.
lialifAx on February 3rd. S: )ject:

11,2iBELS' - D13CUEW1011 Leader Dr. Ritchie

/PDC* GROUP: at Kinpsway Hall on
February 14th. Subject: 'TaGL BOY

ISSUES' aid 'T.1212;-BECH'12, ec 2E-
TEI;ALTI - All Members.

ZUM STEIN
CATALOGUES 1973 

New Editions will be published
on 1st September, 1972.

catplogue EUROPE 1971; Price C5.50
with thumb index: 46.00

gjaacag ANe" D' ERILLMSTEIN
1973 - Pocket size: 40.70

Please order catalogues from:

Harris Publications Ltd.,
42, Maiden Lane, Strand,

London wC2 7LW

Supplements to the Europe Catalogue
are published regularly in the

BRI N  ZFIITUNG

Journal Philatelique de Berne

Annual fees 41.70

For fine, first-class stamps .....
BAU120.-2E-aAIIPLANO 4.1iP 111/"PE
send your Want List to:

ZUMSTEIN
Propr. Bertsch •t Co.

P.O. iiox 2585, CB-3001 BERN

FIRST. ISSUES OF 19U (Cont. from Page 6)

There will be a special cover for
each value in the Publicity Series and
one for the set. Collection sheets and
folders as usual. The same First Day
cancellation will be used for both sets
issued on 15th February.

STALDI4 HLLVETIA ARTICLL 

Once more we regret that owing to
the exceptionally large amount of New
Issue information, this has had to be
held over on this occasion.

SPECIAL CANCELLATION 

th Anuiversar: of World, Health Organ-
isatiorninIGeaeva. A special cancel
will be used from 3 Jan. - 28 Dec. 1973
at P..0. 1211 Geneva 27. The cancel-
latlon shows the WHO symbol and '25' and
reacts: "1211 Gn'WaTL 27 - date - OMS -
WHO - 1948-1973".

TOURl",;T NCELLATIONS (Circular)
From 6th December 1972:

3415 HASLS-RUL4SAU (K.590)
6217 ',;ILCdINGEN Winzerdorf im

Telettrau (K.591)

diXaNT ..k0GAR Cia6OLLLaTiONS 

XXIIes Epreuves internationales de ski -
13-14 janvier 1973 - be Brassus,
Vallee de Joux - Lausanne to 14 Jan.

700 Jahre Burrdorfer Handfeste 1273 -
1973 - 3400 Burgdorf

Organisation mondiale de la sante 194-
1973 - World Health Organisation -

1200 Geneva 1
Le Locle 27-2 ,ianvier 197!, - to 28 Jan.

.0•nnn•n••••nn••nn•••n•

Aat doeS your collection meat
to you?

Do you collect merely as an
investment? This may be practical
but dull.

Or are you a real collector?
Always on the lookout for those more
elusive items, the shades, flaws,
varieties, special cancels, unusual
postmarks .... the material that
lifts your eollection out of the
ordinary and makes it full of interest?

If, as I hope, you are in the
latter catcgorya then let me know how
I can best help you.

Your WANTS IJI.M will be dealt
with promptly, or APIROVAL SELtXTIONS
can be sent from which to choose the
Items you require.

J.S.ARMSTRONG.
14, Low Lane, Torrieholme,

MORECAMBE, Lancs.
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POSTAGE SLUM & PtilLATELY-THEN Si NOW
Reprinted, with permisaiox romthe 'CIBA REVIEW and adapted

by F. BOSWELL
t"Pre-nhilatelic" ti. e . The Bible'm Book of Esther (8:10) provides one of the

earliest references to a poatal service: "And he wrote
in the king Ahasuerus' name and sealed it with the king's ring, and aeat lettere by
poste on horseback, and riders on mules, camels, and young dromedaries". Kowever,
our oldest complete records are those of highly efficient mail and passenger eervice
set up by the Roman Emperor Aueustus, the cursue cublicee. In the Eiddie Agee the
free cities of the Holy Roman Empire - aid somewhat later the great gUilde,
monasteries and universities - established tteir own courier services.

In Switzerland the Eaufmannischem Direktoriva (Nerchente Council) of
St. Gallen led the way by setting up the .Lt_enen_naereeLedielari. It's couriers went As far
as Lyons, but were at first forbidden to carry personal letters. Later the volume
of private mail rrew so great that its delivery was tacitly permitted and eventually
given legal approval.

Rates were paid by the addressee until the early 19th century, but there
are numerous instances where attempts to institute a prepayment system existed.
For instance, after town councillor Jacques Renouard de Villayer had the Paris
municipal post revenues farmed out to him by Louis .IV it 1653, be put up posters
proclaiming: "Thanks to my mail service many can uow write to persons whom, for the
sake of courtesy, they would not like to let pay the cost of delivery; in addition,
they can write to their lawyers, representatives and tradesmen without caueiag them
expense,"

•Villayer sold letter writers a bille e de xpet eae6 which was a poetage
stamp in all but size, handwritten entries, and the leek of a gleamed back. This
billet WaS pinned to a prominent part of the envelope, the letter tossed into a
special mailbox, and the billet detached by the mailman when he made delivery.

London merchant William Dockwreeimpreved on Villayer l e idea when he
organised his London Penny Postein 1680. he charged id. on all packets up to 1 lb.
in weight, this rate being prepaid and the package marked in red with a triangular
stamp saying 'Penny Post Paid'. Dockwra's staff was larger than that of the
General Post Office in the whole kingdom, and he made 4 tee 8 deliveries daily in
the greater part of London and 10 to 12 in business centres. When the Penny Post
began to show a profit, the Duke of York asserted hiz monopoly of post office
revenues. Dockwra was forced out of business and his enterprise incorporated in
the General Post Office.

The very first one-piece franked letters, a sort of precursor to modern
lightweight airmail forms, were in use in the Kingdom of Sardinia from 1818 to 1836,
Known as oavallini or ennenelatnti, they consisted of paper bearing an official stamp
which, according to a royal decree of November 7th, 1818, also had to be applied to
all other types of letter. Ideas which eventually led to present-day postage
stamps came from the Swedish Lieutenant von Treffenbere (1823), the Slovene Lorene
aohir and James Chalmers (1782-1853), a Dundee bookseller and printer. Chalmers'
proofs were so near the mark that his son, and others, subsequently disputed the
claims of Rowland Hill (1795-1879) to have invented the rammed postage stamp.

The Great Britain 'Penny Black and the 'Twopenny Blue" appeared on May
6th, 1840. They were the world's first postage stamps. Three years after the
appearance of the 'Penny Black', the Cantonal post offices of Zurichand Geneva
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became the first Continental mail services to copy Hill's reforms. March 1st, 1843
saw the introduction of the 'Zurich 4' and '6'-cent stamps, September of the same
year the advent of the 'Double Geneva'. Geneva's first stamp is to-day a highly
prized collector's item, whereas date-stamped 'Penny Blacks' are available to any
collector at a reasonable price.

E rl el d its subse alizatio . Eccentrics started to collect
stamps only a few years after

the first few had come into use. In those days post offices everywhere regarded
their stamps as mere receipts for postage paid and it was comparatively easy to
acquire a 'complete' collection. It was left to later generations to turn stamp
collecting into a business. The early philatelists collected stamps from each and
any country that used them. Phillip von Ferrari (1848-1917) was one of the most
important° He was the scion of a noble family with maternal ancestors who had been
highly successful moneylenders and a grandfather who left 150 million francs, when he
died. Ferrari settled in Paris at an early age and in 1863 met Pierre Mahe, the man
who started him off on his stamp collecting career. Ferrari soon developed connect-
ions and friendships with numerous-contemporary stamp dealers such as Jean-Baptiste
Moens, Louis Hanciau, Thomas Ridpath, etc. Be set up a network of dealers and
agents in the Old and New Worlds, and acquired the incomparable collections of
Judge F. A. Philbrick and Baron Arthur von Rothschild as well as dozens, or maybe
hundreds of other, smaller collections and dealers stocks. World War I hostilities
induced the man officially knowe as Baron Arnold de la Renotiere von Kriegefeld
Philipp von Ferrari to flee to Switzerland. In his scanty baggage he took with him
only the albums with his Greek stamps. He never saw the rest of his philatelic
treasures again, and died on May 20th, 1917 in Lausanne. Ferrari had bequeathed his
immense stamp collection, his life's work, to the Reichspoetmuseses in Berlin, but
it was deemed enemy property by the French authorities, confiscated, and disposed of
at various auctions.

Maurice Burma (1882-1959), a highly successful German-born Alsatian
tobacco manufacturer with swiss and French citizenship, was another of the great
philatelists. He began collecting while he was still a child and had laid the
foundations of his future collection with a few well chosen items by the time he

4 was in his twenties, but it was the auctions at which he, like King George V and
U.S. industrialist Arthur Hind, acquired large selections of the Ferrari collection,
that really launched him on his philatelic career. Business was good and eventually
Burrus was elected parliamentary
representative of the keepeastALeemet. du Hest-
1=110 Burrus spent his years in
Lausanne, devoting himself almoat exclusive-
ly to his stamps. Five years after his Renowned for their interest
death, his collection was put up for auction.and beauty.
To-day collectors all over the world can 3uild up your collection as near
display one or more 'ex Burrus', to completion as your purse will

permit, then follow some of the many
side-lines which can keep you

cupied for a long time:

SUBSCRIPTIONS
Renewal subscriptions for 1973

or 1973/4 have been coming in well' but
there are still a number outstanding,
both home and overseas.

It would be much appreciated
if these could be forwarded as soon as
possible : £1.00 for United Kinedoth
members and $ 6.00 (for 2 years; + 2.0C
per year for airmail for members in the
United States.

A.J. HARDING
(Hon. Treasurer)

SWISS STAMPS

The total number of stamps issued
to

es
1969 is estimated at 160,000. Only

about 42,000 of these had appeared by 1942.
In that year the number of new issues was
about 600, in 1969 it was between 4,000
and 6,000. This proliferation of new
stamps reflects their evolution from the
role of a simple receipt to that of a
highly effective advertising and propaganda
medium.

POSTAL HISTORY
POSTMARKS

SPECIAL CANCELLATIONS
FLIGHT COVERS
T.P.O.

SOLDIER STAMPS
Or make detailed studies of:

STANDING bELVETIA
TETE-BECilE de 6E-TENANT

FLAWS & VARIETIES
etc. etc.

The choice is wide, and you can
study material in your own home.

Send for APPROVAL SELECTIONS
from my extensive stock, or forward
your Wants Lists to me for attention.
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SWISS OFFICIAL POSTCARDS
by Dr. G. G. Ritchie Part

Continuing the listing of the various types of official postcards issued;

Altered 2-line inscription "Carte-correSpondance / officielle."
with wavy line underneath. Word "officielle." 30 mm. long.

Greyish card. 145-148 x 93-98 male
6 Ia Circles 223- mm. diameter. Wavy line 173- mm. long (FD 26.9,75)
6 lb n 2

23- mm. .,
" " 13i mm. n

6 II Circles 26 rum. diameter. (FD 23.9.76)
6 III Circles 24 mm. diameter. (FD 3004.79) •
7 Word "officielle." :39 mr.1. long.

Anithohe Korrespondenzkarte.
Carte-correspondance officielle.

German-French inscription. 2-line heading "Amtliche Korreepondenz-
karte. / Carte-correspondance officielle" with ornament underneath,
no other printing except address lines (3).

8 Greyish card. 155 x 95 mm. (FD 2842.78)

Return to earlier inscription as No. 1, but with printer's imprint
at lower left. Wording round the right-hand circle in various
positions.

9 Greyish card 161-162 x 94-98 mm.
Imprint: H.K. Dez. 77 100,000

433,

Carte-correspondance
4

officide.

Nr.11.1

Ang Inscription back again to "Carte-correspondance / officielle" but
in non-serif type-face and with a straight line underneath. Notes
in all three languages in Roman type. No imprint.

10a Buff card 149-151 x 93-94 mm, (FD 25,12.78)
10b Greyish card

1222 As No. 10 but with imprint.

11 Buff card 151 x 95 mm.
Imprints: /LAS. - V.79.-400,000

RAS. - II080.-400,000

(Continued overleaf)



RAS.— XI083,-400,000
RAS. - IX0840-400,000
Rocs. - VII.89.-500,000
RAS. - 11.910-500,000

GUS x1.910-500t000
Glt&S -VII.92-500,000 •
GR&S - X 93 - 500,000
GR&S - IV 93 - 500,000
GR&S - I 95 - 500,000
GUS - VIII 95 - 500,000

Adel,
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1211

Imprints: RAS.
R.S.a
LAS.
RAS.

Address lines 135
Imprints: R.&S.

RAS.
RAS.
RAS.
RAS.
RAS.

11111.11••••n••

- X.80.-400,000
- VII.81.-400,000
- V.82.-400,000
- 10830-400,000
mm. long
- W.85,-500,000

1V086.-500,000
- ino87.-500t000
- 1.88.-500,000
vx110850-500,000
Ive90.-500,000

11111111181•11111011111111111•111111111•1111

Nr. 12 & 13

"Ufizio" in the wording round the left-hand
"Uffiiio". Address lines 135 mm, long.

131 Buff card. 155 x 96 mm.
Imprints: GR&S - III 96- 500,000(?)

GRAS - IX 96 - 500,000
GR&S - V 97 - 500,000

1311 Greyish card. 154-156 x 94-97 mm.,
Imprints: GEM -'VII 99 - 500,000(?) MS

GR&S - I 00 - 500,000 R&S
GR&S - VII 00 - 500.00T) R&S
GR&S - VII 02 - 500,000 7) MS

- II 03 - 500,000 MS
MS - VIII 03 - 500,000

1222‘ Formula number and the imprint together
in narrow running script. French text
"franchise de"

14 Greyish card. 155-156 x 96-97 mm.
Imprints: MS - VII 07 - 500,000

MS 07 - 500,000
1908, Notes in broad running script. French text

with °franchise"
15 Greyish card. 154-156 x 96-97 mm,

Imprints: R&S - V 08 - 500,000
MS - IX 09 - 500,000

circle altered to

- VIII 04 - 500,000
- II 05 - 500,000
- VII 05 - 500,000
- VII 06 - 500,000
- I 07 - 500,000

ends in the first line

in the left corner. Notes
ends in the first line with

(To be continued)

M ARCH MEETINGS
NORTHERN GROUP: Saturday March 3rd. Subject: STANDING HELVETIA - Discussion

Leader: Mr. L. MooreLONDON GROUP: Wednesday March 14th POSTAL STATIONERY - All Members
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STANDING HELVETIA 1905 07
Translated by: MRS. K. MacMAHON & H. E. CHAPMAN

1906 Continued: Perf. 11! (14 vertical teeth). For No. 93B a book printing
paper ream was used. Through variation of the paper the
perforation varies and is mostly 11! t

No. 93B 25_2a_alleatelljen (Type 11) (Illue.)
Colour-. 4.4k4.1

(a) light blue, blue
, pate Flaws,

1. Typical flecks: parallel to right margin, flecked lines
2. Typical lines: hair lines in upper, lower or right margins

Worn Plates 
1. Upper centre, lover corner shield worn on margin, star bane light

Retouches 

1. Upper tip improved
2. Value shield upper right partly outlined by improvement lines,

similarly corner shield lower left or right improved
3. Left star band outside or in general refrained and improved, similar-

ly right band , (rarer)
4. Both star bands retouched, similarly and in addition also part of

the oval and in the inscription banf 'HELVETIA° re-engraved
5 Similarly and irregular horizontal retouching is right oval or

upper tip, or lower value field likewise retouched
6. Large value shield 1 5 1 strongly improved.

No. 89B 40 c. grev (Type II)
2 u had

(a) light grey (b) grey, dark grey

v/—.1X-Weite.
1. Impression of two stamp halves
2. Impression weak - strong

1.-tatate .
1. Typical flecks: upper left parallel to margin fleck lines
2. Left, upper small value shield enlarged

Worn Plates 
1. Right or left margin worn, similarly under the value field
2. In oval right of Helvetia or in the right band

Retouchee 
1. Right margin improved by delicate linen
2. Outer tip improved on lower left corner shield
3. Left star band and left value shield outlined
4. Retouch on head

1907 Pert'. 11+ x 12 (14 vertical teeth)
No. 860 20 c. orange 

gaaar Shadea
(b) reddish-orange

Vardasty 
sion on the back

Plate Flaws 
1. Small typical dots: in 3rd star left in hand by coat-of-arms
2. Typical lines: left diagonally between 1st & 2nd star; similarly

throngh 3rd star
3. Diagonal arrow above towards left (A 1-3) and small value shield

upper right partly double outlined (A 5), outside left in the
margin under 3rd star.

4. Feather behind ear (diagonal arrow through head and 1st star on
right as far as the margin (B 3,4; C 5,n)

5. Notch left of knee in oval, similarly, vertically over the coat-
of-arms right, in oval.

Continued on Page 14.

Part

(a) yellowish-orange

1. Light



    

STANDING HELVETIA (Continued)

No. 860 (Cont.) ligrp

1. Corner upper right or upper arid left margin badly worn.

No* 900 -5.9.-9.e.-JELLM

Colour Shades 

(a) green (b) yellowish-green (c) green, Helvetia
greenish

itire4.1/2
1. Clear impression on the back

Plate Flawa
1. Short horizontal line right of the upper left '50'
2. Typical lines or flecks: in the margin left (light plate fracture

diagonally over Helvetia, fleck in left margin, 'nought' over
'5, upper left

Colourless wedge... from the lower number as far as the right lower
corner (G 4/5)

2.12121-EilItt.

1. Lighter place in left margin
2. Lighter place left in the oval

Ret hes

1. Right margin outlines by a strong line
2. Figures or lower value field retouched (G. 3/4)

No. 910 12r4r_sju_ja'mine 'pjr
Colour Shade;

(a) carmine pink, light (b) carmine pink! dark
Plate Flaws

1. Typical lines: strong vertical line after Fr. upper left, similarly
from 'V' of 'HELVETIA' to just before the face, horizontally
through the upper inscription, similarly through 'FRANCO' lower
left, similarly through lower 1 Fr.

2. Right in the margin, marking notch diagonally through the 6th star
left, fracture-like horizontal streak through the 3rd star right,
horizontal plate fracture in the upper margin from the centre to
the right into the margin.

bat. Plates 
I. Outline left of the upper small value shield worn at left
2. Left atar band wore, lighter places in the oval.

No. 920 11„ta_irsara
29.1192-LAA400k

(a) light brown (b) yellow-brown, dark

?late Flaws 

1. So-called engraver's marks: diagonal line in the 'R' of 'FRANCO' left*
2. Dot under the 'N' of 'FRANCO' left, in the head
3. Small colourless triangle right in the oval 0 5)
4. Deposit OA the upper right '3'

Worn Plates.

1. In the marginal areas, upper, lateral and lower
2. In the upper inscription band or in the star band
3. In the oval: between spear and head, left or right of Helvetia

Retouches,

1. Undulating retouching of the upper horizontal lines, the upper right
corner, dot or engraver's retouch above in right margin

2. Retouched inscription band above, improvements ix star band
3. Delicate retouches between spear and head (as 1901 & 1904) (B 3/4/5)
4. Vertical or diagonal engraver's retouch between spear and head, left

of spear, right of Helvetia, left of Helvetia (lower)
5, Retouches in oval and in surrounding area, i.e. in upper inscription

band, in star band, in upper and right margins, large value numeral
and in background.

In the main the same retouches are dealt with here as with No. 92AI occasional
established variations depend partly on wear and tear and partly on repeated
retouching of already retouched plates,, (To be coatiuued)
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LIECHTENSTEIN pEw ISSUES 

Three new defiaitivea in the 'Land-
acapes' series and two for 'Europa' 1973
will be issued on 8th March. Details
are as follows:

A. keelealas.
30 Rp. - Feld, Schellenberg - 2 colours:

violetiltarown
Fr.1.30 - Frammexhaus - 2 colours;

ultramarine/turquoise
Fr.1.80 Hehlawangspitz - 2 colaure:

dk.brown/lt.brown

Deeigney: Louis ager, Vaduz
Priating: Rotary recess printing by PTT

Stamp Printing Works, Bern
36 x 26 mm. in sheets of 20

. stamps
Paper: White with violet fibres

B. :Europa' 

General design of 3 coiled
directional arrows - 5 colours:
yellow/ochre/greexisheyellow/

ltalue/violet
40 Rp. -do- 5 colours: red/

ye1low-01./greea-o1dorange/
hue-green

Desi gners U. Animdahl (Norway) -
adapted by Josef SchRdler

(Triesen)
Printing: Roto-heliogravure by

Courvoisier S.A.
gjaw 36 x 26 mm. inesheets of 20

stamps
roper: White, brownish-green fibres

A simple First Day cancellation
will be used reading: '9490 VADUZ -
Auagabetag 8.3.1973', and special
commemorative covers
will be available
as usual.

AJELIAUW.L.I gt2e_29.1_um ?
The 'Schweizer Briefmarken-Zeitung'

reports in the January issue the finding
of a so-far unrecorded variety in the
3c. grey of the large 'Landscape' series
(Zum. 297). In the block of 12
illustrated, the 2 right-hand stamps in
the centre row are incompletely printed.
One has the centre power lines and the
3 aeroplanes missing and in the marginal
copy the upper horizontal quarter of
the stamp, within the frame-line, is
blank. The S.B.Z. asks: "Does anyone
know of this variety?"

PUBLICITY SLOGANS - issued On 7th Feb.

VILLARS - Air pur soleil - detente

ANDERMATT - 1444 - 3000 m*

WEINFELDEN - Koagresszentrum im Thurgau

DID YOU KNOW?
..... that the new PEN Catalogue has
arrived? It contains all the special
cancellations, all the ?PO cachets, and
all the FD cds in a single loose-leaf
A4 voluMe. The explanations are in 4
languages, including English, and
poatmarks are illustrated. A separate
list of prices in included. Altogether
a great,improvemeat on the previous
separate volumes, and also cheaper.
The increasing number of special date-
stamps used by the mobile FOB in recent
years makes for increasing duplication
in the 2 previous volumes. Not include
ed are the special flight poetmarkn, but
less understandable is the leaving out
of the 2 'foreign' postmarks of the IVA
Exhibition in Munich is 1965 mad for
'Philympia l in Louden in 1970. The
latter was, however, used on any letter
sent iato the Philatelic Buro in Bern
for caabelling, On the other hand PEN
has inCluded under No.A.1232 the ordin-
ary date stamp of Sion 2 because the
len No.3 was used as an auxiliary post-
office to help out during a renovation
for some reason. But these occasions
are never mentioned by the PTT, and in
fact practically eery Christmas a
mobile post.-office helps out where the
normal post-office is too small. There
is no way of identifying such service
by the postmarks used. Thin excellently.
printed catalogue costs SFr. 42.- and
SFr. 38 for 5) and don't miss it.

that 3 times, in 1961, 1963 and
1964 a mobile PO has been in use for
normal Christmas service in Geneva dur-
ing which period the }PO date-stamp was
used on all mail etc., without any cachet.

....  that another special use was when
the main station in Lucerne burnt dowa
in 1971, then MP° No.4 did service as
a ticket and booking office,

that the 25c. : green Lau:mane has
had to he reprinted as it is needed for
the 2ad step printed matter now; the new
stamps will come only at the end of
Angust this year. The same had to be
done with the 40c. Geneva when the letter
rate to Europe was reduced in July 1971
and no new stamp was available,

 that the January 1973 issue of the
'Berner Briefmarkea-Zeituag' (BBZ),
published by Zumsteia, has a wealth of
information on the ?TT stamp issuing
policy. One item is that the latest 50c
PJ stamp was printed on thicker paper as
n experiment. This should keep the
tamps flatter when drying after being
caked off the paper, but that is not

the aim of the experiment:

30 Rp.

..... that question No, 9 is: In add-
ition to those mentioned in the November
issue which other swiss stamps show a

that the answer to uestion No. 8
is to be found amongst the 153 separate pictures on the ceiling of the 12th cest,
church in Unit), on the road.from Chur to the San Bernardino pass. Pro Patria
stamp Bo. 127, the 40c. of 1965. M.R.
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NORTHERN GROUP.: Hon.Seo, R.A. Hoyle,
6, Limes Ave, Huddersfield Rd. Halifax

At the February meeting in Halifax
Dr. G.G. Ritchie presented his paper
and display on 'SWISS LABELS'. He
described the various types of labels
which can be found either applied at the
time of posting or in transit and dis-
played a wide range of interesting
covers showing many of the types he
listed with particular emphasis on the.
'Retourzettel' or 'returned to sender'
types.

Among the items were Refused
labels, Firm closed, Gone away,
Unclaimed, Urgent, Insuffient address,
Delay in delivery, Nachnahme, Airmail,
Address Unknown, Addressee deceased,
Express and Registration labels.

Other items were displayed by
Mr. J.N. Bighsted and Mr. G.D. Wilson
and a study of the different typos of
Registration and Express labels, many
in complete strips, was showu by Mr.
I. Tillen, who had made the long
journey from Birmingham to share in the
Northern Group's study of this most
interesting subject.

ANNNMIA

LONDON  GROUP: Hon.Sec, Mrs. E.J.Kawnsley

32, Ethelbert Gdns, Ilford, Ex. IG2 6UN

On January 17th the London Group
of Helvetia enjoyed a most entertaining
and interesting evening as the guests
of Kr. H. L. Katcher, assisted by the
members of his staff. Some 28 managed
to telescope themselves into the avail-
able space!

Mr. Katcher gave some lively
comments on his recent visit to the
United States and then showed several
unusual items which have come his way
lately, including a copy of the very
rare Rayon II in the brownish-orange
shade.

There were discussions on many
philatelic 'matters and members were
also able to look at many superb
'tens from the A.C. stock, this being
one of those rare occasions when one
can see and examine near-band so many
of the superb classics that are missing
from the average collection.

Altogether a fascinating evening
and members expressed their appreciation
to Mr. Katcher for his hospitality and
for providing so much of interest.

CIRCULAILTOURIST PIJBLICITI C 

As from 21st February:

3942 MON - Ruhestatte von R.M. Pilke
(K.592)

STAM P EX
A final reminder that this

Exhibition will be held, as usual, at
the Royal Horticultural New Hall,
Greycoat & Elverton Streets, London,SW1-
from Monday, February 26th to Saturday,
March 3rd,

Times: Monday: 1 -8 p.m.,
Tues., Thurs..& Friday: 11 a.m. - 8 p.m.,
Wed. & Sat. 10 a.m. - 7 p.m.

Admission: First day 50p. Other
ays 30p. (after 5 p.m. 15p.) Season
tickets 41. Children i price at all times.

UNITED NATIONS
On 9 March the U.M. in Geneva will

issue 2 special stamps for '10 Years of
Disarmament'.

Desien: Broken sword & olive branch
Values/ 60 Rp. - 4 cols. lt. & dk.violet/
COlours: br-yellow/red

F.1.10 - 4 cols. lt-yelleol./br.-
yellow/red/dk.grey

Printinc: Offset by Imprimerie Ajans-
Turk, Turkey

Wee: 36 x 26 mm.
Issue: 60 Rp. 2,100,000; 1.10 2,000,000

A special FD cancel will be used on
9 March showing roses and readings
'1211 GENEVE - 9.3,73 Premier Jour -
Decenne du desarmement - Administration
Postale des Nations Unies'.

Similar stamps of U.S.A. 7 & 15o.
will be issued in New York on the same day.

ZUMSTEIN
WALOCUES 1973 

New Editions were published on
1st September, 1972.

Cat 1 ue EUROPE 1973: Price 45.50
with thunb index: 46.00

Cat e SWITZERLAND LIECHTENSTEIN
1973 Pocket size: 40.70

Please order catalogues from:

Harris Publications Ltd.,
42, Maiden Lane, Strand, London WC2 7Li

Supplements to the Europe Catalogue ass
published regularly in the

BERNER BRIEFMARKEN ZEITUNG
Journal Philatelique de Berne

Annual fees 41.70

For fine, first-class stamps .......
RARITIES OF SWITZERLAND AND EUROPE
send your Want List to:

ZUMSTEIN
Propr. Hertsch & Co.

P.O. Box 2585, CH-3001 BERN
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HELVETIA SUCCESSES AT TTAMPEX'
Despite the inconveniences of railway strikes etc., this annual event

was held in London from 26th February to 3rd March and, PS always, was both
interesting and enjoyable. In the general sections the standard of competitive
entries was distinctly higher than last year and there were many very fine
exhibits.

It is extremely gratifying 1-(: announce that the H. L. Katcher Trophy
for the Best Swies Entry (plus a Silver Medal) has once more been awarded to a
Helvetia member.: MR. S. R. MauKENZTE of Bridge-of-Weir, Scotland, with a
superb selection of Pre-stamp Covers from the 01d Confederation, and the
Helvetic Republic, : including the annexed areas and French army of occupation
cancellatiens; other choice items carried marks of 'Le Landamann de 14 Suisse',
'Central Post Bureav', 'Extra Courier', Fischer Post and many other interesting
cancellation::: Cur heartiest congratulations te Mr. MaoKeazie.

The other Swiss entries, all from Helvetia members, gained awards as
follows:

Silver Medal - 1,; Cdr. R. F. Buistrode - for a selection . from his unieue collection
of 'SWISS' FRoOFS & ESSAYS' with items

free Urich, Geneva, Basel, 'NeucAte...1 1 , Rayons, Silk Threads, Sitting Helvetia
eto., the 1901 competition miniature sneet and many other rarely seen items.

Brenze-Silver hr, J. h. Seri& - for 'STU ITREAD ISSUES 1854-62', with colour
trials, printing and paper comparisons, many

selected items and fine cancellations and covers.

Bronze7-Silver - Mr. A. h. Hoyle - for 'PERFORATED S MING HELVETIA ISSUES', a
efu'dy of the various issues with the different

types and varietiee.

3ronze Medal - Mr. A. . Sizelaal - for an outstanding airmail display , on
1 SUITUhLAND AEI) T EPPELIt', with, covers

and cards carried on man7,, of trio Zeppelin fliehts..

Cur coegratulatione to all these members oe their suceieeees.

The trophe for the best etand was egain wen by The Amateur Collector.
and justly so, for not only was there ample room for those wishing to transact
buoiness, hut also to study the array of seeerb material on view.

Veedless to say this stand as a maenet for our Helvetia members and on
the tee oceasieas :hen the writer was there it was very pleasant : to meet old
fric:nds and make no ones, eapccially those free other parts of the country.

Alteeether a theroughler enjoyable event.
E:J.R.

F O .
RT H COMTE"

NCRThElill  GROUP: Saturday, 31st veeee,
Geeet Speaker: Pi

:i9:3 A. Granberg
IP} OR TAI T 

This eeetin r will be held, not in
Halifax, hut at Gilchriet Bros. Ltd.,
Claypit Lane, Leeds LS1 1IN. ee al'eo
back pa.

A ELTINGS

Le:WO GROP: eiednesday, llth April

Subject: t hAV.,:. YOU A iett0BLEW7
(Philatelic, of course!)

and AUCTION
KinLsway Hall at 6,30 p.m.
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The above cover, addressed to
Col. Bieri, as carried on the
12. Rumgnenzug (Rumanian train
No. 12) and the other item on the
5. Polenzug (Polish train No. 5).

The chance finding of items like
these make the hunt worth while.
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Once again we were very

pleased to meet many of our

Helvetia friends at 'Stampe10.

If, in the comfort of

your c-,in home, you wish to view

any of the interesting and

unusual items displayed on our

Stand,. please do not forget that

our Approval Service is fully

at your disposal.

H NITCHER
Tfli caucroR LTD.

151, Park Road, St. John's Mood,
London, NW8 7HU
Tel. 01-586-0616

F.T.S., A.F.3.,

SWISS MILITARY RARITIES
Dr. F. Ganz on his last visit to Switzerland, was able to obtain some

further material relating to Swiss Military Mail, both for W.W.I and w.W.II.
Among the former were two extremely elusive items and Dr. Ganz has very

kindly sent
illustrations
for the
benefit of
other
collectors
interested in
this subject.-
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FINALLY: JUST OUT
And only 1.001

(G.B. £1.00)
GUIDE LIST

FOR SWISS SOLDIER
STAMPS W.W.IL

We have just published a very complete
alphabetical list of the abbreviations used
on Swiss Soldier Stamps, classified and
separated into the 34 branches of the Swiss
Army. ' Including also a separate list of
the 34 branches showing the number of
stamps issued for each. All the data
needed for making your own album. Over
400 entries; pocket size and easy to use.

Only 0 1.00
(G.B. £1.00 air paid - 50p. surface mail)

With over 2300 different Soldier
Stamps to classify, you should not be with-
out this valuable aid. Order to-day!

We also stock 'Swiss Soldier stamps,
and can send approvals. Introductory
offer - 100 different: only $ 9,00 -
G.H. £4900 4. 40p. airmail). The.story of
the Swiss Soldier stamps free for stamped
envelope.

RIVIERA STAMPS
P.O. Box 6250, SANTA BkRBARA,

Calif. 93111, U.S.A.
Member: H.P.S., A.P.S., S.P.A., etc.
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SWISS OFFICIAL POSTCARDS

En franchme de port - in tranchigia th porto

Mr. 16

1910 with new headinr "PORTOPREI" with cross in rays, and underneath
"En franchise de port - In franchigia di porto". PCRTO.:!RI in
seriffed letters.

16 I Greyish card. 14o x 93 mm.
Imprint: R&S-II1 10-500,000

16 II Greyish card. Smaller size . 14C-15 x 8 1 -90 mm.
Imprint: h&J-VI

fid,:.!; Xi 13-500,000
R&$ IX 15-5L0,000
R&S X 16-500,000
R&S X 17-500,000

IX 18-500,000
R,V6 400.-1. 20-500,000
a 76.Cc.-III .21-5t0,0040
R,V&Co.-X 22-50C.000

16 III Buff card. 140 x 89-90 mm.
Imprint: VII.24 1'000,000

. 25-300,000

Sirdlar, but "PuAa El" now in non-serif type. Cross and ways
26 x 17 ww. In lower ri o ht format details: A6 (1 t.

5x148).-K 160
17 Greyish card.

Imprint: V.25. 1,200,00L

1927 Cross and rays smaller 14 x 11 mm.

16 Greyish card.
Imprints: 111.27. 1,00,00U

1,500,00-

'4>

Portofrei
f r.re de port - 1 ,.inco di pork,

_

................0.
r. 19

Cowpletely new design. Card divided into three parts with the
neading at diddle left, in italics. Imprint at bottom centre
and formula detaila in tne lower ri ght: A6(105x146).-K180
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SWISS OFFICIAL POSTCARDS (Continued)

1930 - 19 Greyish card.
Imprint: VI.30. 1,500,000

1,922 Different type of cross and rays.

20 Greyish card.
Imprint: V32, 1,000,000

Poriofrei
i mil“kyori h. im o d i poao

Amtiich
officio — Official*

AMffidl
Otliciel - °Oklal.

Absondemte, AmIssleMi
011.-0 awir•d.inur LINK. nulls...,

Nr. 22

Allomlorld• Ambolollo
Otteeet.011dflowe - Onin.1*

Nr. 24

Attt,,./is•

o Vs,,004,11. - t,/

Nr.21

1231 Portofrei etc. now in normal type, with Swiss cross in shield

underneath.

21 Greyish card.
Imprint: 111.35

New inscription "Amtlich Officiel - Officialle" with Arms etc.

underneath. No address lines. -

22 Greyish card.
Imprint: 7111.36

Amflich

OffiCiel Officiate

Ab,endentio Aint,Adle
Office oxpectilIN, Officio iiiilfento7

14r. 23

1941. Similar, but•slightly different type face. "Amtlich", "Officiel"

and "Officialc" all now in same size. Longer hyphens.

address lines.

23 Buff card.
Imprint: XI.41.

1956. . Inscription in thicker non-serif letters, with 5 address lines.

24 Greyish card.
Imprint: X.56. 5000 (GD PTT Wertzeichenverkaufsstelle)

Herr Harlimann's 1istin finishes here, and it is hoped that its

publication in Englisn will increase the interest in these post cards. If any

members can report additional Items, as there must be amon7 the later cards, the

writer (Goa) will be pleased to pass on the information to the oririnal

researchers in Switzerland.
Erramogargfiwiel.INO.

   

Packet ,.MG, while travelling from Yorkshiro to Warwickshire, wr.s

attacked by rata, which chewed throup:h the outer wrapper and the polythene bat

and devoured part of the Postal List, Advice Notes, booklets and envelopes

containing the postal history material. In the,case of two envelopes the amount

eaten away was such that the identifying details elven to the items by the Packet

Secretary inaveben lost, BUT ... the rats always stopped snort of the actual

ite= of Postol Iiisto,-y or Postal tationery I can thus reassure any anxious

owners as to the. 1,. afety.of their propert;?.. Obviously port-Office rats are very

cobservative in .tj'7, Irtastos an0 lo tot co, for :.outinental dia1is1 The Packet,

after belhr rade 7ood, will r.o back ihto circulation- The question is: do

rats cat stall,p.s? I hcrc4 do rot have t, piq the matter to the test.

C. RAUCH. .

hote: 4!,O syw there are no advi,n ures in stamp collectine
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STANDING HELVETIA 1905-07
Translated by: MRS. K. hacEAHON & H. a. CHAPMAN

" 37A*1\DIG " GRANITL

Granite paper. watermark: Larre Cross. Perforation 11+:12,
In circulation until 31st December 1924.

No. 94. 20 c. orange No. 98. 50 c. green

95. 25 c. blue (Type II) 99. 1 ?r. carmine

96. 30 o. brown 100. 3 Fr. brown

97. 40 c. grey (Type II)

bL perforations and

1907. Perf. 11i:12 -(14 vertical teeth)

No. 94A  20 c. orange,

Part XVIII

Colour shades 

(a) reddish-orange, clearer darker pint like No, 86A (Note)
(b) orange-yellow

(c) orange

(C) rose-orange

Note: The printers, Benziger, erroneously kept the plate, with others, which
had already been withdrawn from the printers Cirardet. Immediately
after confirmation of the retouches the printing was discontinued.
The issue consisted of only about 150e stamps. The colour variation
(a) and tne retouch No. 3 originate from these approxiaately 50 half-
sheets of 50 stamps. (Jee note to No. 86 Aa/Ret. 8).

The variety on 94A of the so-called engraver's marks occurs on the
stamps so reteuched once on every sheet (bead on the large '2').

Plate Flaws 

1. Typical dota: on the 'I' of the inscription 'HaLVLTIA' or on the
'A'; in the oval belo. tae letter s e'; below 'FRANCO' lower
right

2. Jimilarly 7th star smeared
3. Jimilarly; dot right in the large '0' (G 4')
4. Tynical lines: diagonal arm0 from the upper tip towards the left

A 175) and also email value shield upper right partly outlined
(A 5; (also occurs in the latter form without the arrow left)

5. jimilarly; arrow and small velue shield outlined and dot in the base
of the large '2'

6. ;:.: omma-li'fse ':late flaws: in the 'A' of -en the 'a' of
'FdaeC,' lower left, in tee corner seield lower left (F 1), from
the tip of the email valuc aeield upper rirtA to the top (5/6)

two siailar horizontal lines on the left margin level eith 3rd
and 4th- stars (D 1)

7. Typical flecks: upper left of the tip (A 3)
8. Plate flaws: spear with colourless streamer-like continuation (C 2/5)

left in the oval colourless fleck extending on a level with the
5th star

9. Jiailarly, diaroeally through the large '2' at foot (G 3) (with
deformation of the head of the figure '2' or horizontally between
the figures (C 5/4)

10. 8o-cal1ed engraver's marks: beads on the large '2' (41st stamp in
the half-sheet (F 3)

'id orn Plates

1. Upper margin almost colourless
2. left band right, partly continued upwards, partly left in the oval

aleo lighter

Retouches 

Inscription l eaLVaTIA re-engraved in strong block letters (with
back ground lines wide apart)

2.
 in the lo.er value field, in part strong horizoutel re-en-raving

in ueeer entrain, vertical or dia gonal retouceing, ie parts also
horizontally left or rieht (F 6) in the margin, in parts also
with vertical margin outlinee right (as Illus. 86A/Ret.8), colour
shade a; reddion-orange.
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STA:MING HhINLTIA
 

Continued)

No. 95A 25 c. blue (Type II)
Colour a;hades 

(a) blue (b) bright blue

Variety 

1. Double printing, strong and complete

Plate Flaws 

1, harked flecks: over the head, over 'H' of 'HaLVETIA'

2. Typical dots: by the '5' upper left or right
3. Vertical line right of Helvetia through the whole stamp

4. Strong colourless plate flaw left of the band as far as the margin

(D 1), colourless flaw left (A-D 1) and right in margin (C-D 6)
(Illus.)

Worn Plates 

1. On the upper tip, left corner shield (PG 1) or lower right towards

the margin worn (G 6)
2. In the oval: lighter places left or right of Helvetia

Retouches

1. Upper or lower small corner shields in part newly outlined (Illue.)
2. Strong horieontal re-engraVin, at top and both shields improved,

centre of right band streng horizontal improvement, and above by

the small value shields

3. , Oval beteeen spear aad Helvetia re-engraved (Helvetia wita angular,
shoulder) and enaravet's retouch on the dress

4. Left, or rieet star band completely retouched and partly also in

-edjoining areas

On this and some of the values listed later ore meets now and then with

lighter streaks about 1 mm. wide, which run threugh the whole stamp picture in

various places. It ie not yet completely clear whether these are typical plate

flaws or only deposits made when the dolour was applied to the plates.
 Further-

.more, there is knoen on the above value a strongly deformed obverse double print,

very similar to the double print of the 40 c. Type II, also originating from

Girardet. See note after No. 76F.

No. 96A aLea_ece_b .in

Plate Flaws

1. Typical dots and flecks: by 1st or 2nd of stiaLVSTIAI, right of

shoulder (C 4), on the feet (F 3), of Helvetia, below tionieUCC'

lower left (C 1)

2. Diaeonal line from the left into Helvetia

3. Colour fault left of 3rd star in the left band (D 1), by the 7th

star in right band semi-circular indentation (a 6), Margin by the

lower ripht corner shield closed in (FG 6)

aorn Plates 

1. Upper tip or rieht of small value shield upper left light

2. itole stamp picture badly worn (white Helvetia and surrounding

parts patchy white, particularly the star band (Illus.)

he touches 

1. Small value shields u er left partly outlined, similarly and corner

rarizontally re-eneraved4.lower value field vertically retouched

2. 'V' or 'VeT' of s HLV1TIA' outlined

3. Diaronal eraraver' retouch between spear and head (B 2/3)

4. Right of the head and shoulder dark improvement

5. Hight in the oval, sharp, thin eaeraver'e lines

6. In the whole oval vertical and diagonal retouching (regular)
7.. As No. 88/Ret. 18 7 4th state

5. Similarly, newly appeared light places left of spear masked by

thick blotchy horizontal lines. (5th state)

9. Hight margin strong horizontal retouching. (Pr hP nnntinlied



DID YOU KNOW?...  that there was an error in the
Feb. "Did You know?". The thicker P.1

stamp of 19731s the 30
- c. not the

printed 50c.

.. that the PTT Philatelic Service
in Bern' has blotted its otherwise immac-
ulate copybook with the lack of prior
information to their Standing Order
customers, and collectors in general,
about the issue of new 15c. tte-bche
and coil stamps on 8th January of this -
year. As the tf.te-bgche sheets for the
new 3Fr.5.

e. booklets were actually print-
ed late in September (27.IX.73) there
can be no excuse about lack of time.
........ that the 'new' 15c. Appenzell
made up in coils of 2000 - with a 4-digit
number on the back of each 5th stamp -
is not for slot machines, but for private
dispensing and applying machines used by
bulk mailers, such as 'Readers' Digest',
for reply covers.

 that the 30c.. Geis is also obtain-
able in rolls of 1000, but these are made
up from sheets, eo have a selvedge join
every 10th stamp and no back numbering.
They are used mainly in PTT counter
dispensers at the pareel counters of the
larger post-officei, by private firms
and in the experimental slot machine
in Bern 1.
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SWISS oFFIcIAp CR SERVICE CANCELLATIONS 
Our meMber in Geneva, Mr. F. Hobbs;

has sent 116 a translation of the relevant
Swiss section of an article in the Jane
3BZ by Herr 1.,BommeIi, since this may
be .of interest to mans collectors:'.

In the last centUry a number of
cancellations appeared in the form of one
two or three circles, a few of which are
classified in the 'Handbook of Swiesj
Cancellaticns 1844-1907' in the first
chapter as 'Dumb Cancellations 

group 2B.,
These one or two circle cancels can also
be found on more recent stamps. They are
called cancellationa 

e d'annulation
i
, are

' made of wood, first used in the 1880s and
still in use hero and there. They were
used to frank all stamps not already
cancelled coming from Switzerland and
abroad. Their manufacture and the
materials used left much to be desired
and this is why 'a certain number of
varieties exist. .

In order to standardise the wayeim
which Intufficiently or uncancelled
stamps Were treated, both in:internal and
external traffic, the Swiss post office
authorities 'introduced special wavy line
cancellers. Since 1948 the principal
poet offices and airports of Switzerland
and Liechtenstein have had these cancell-
ers, made of metal and more durable than
the circle caacellers.' On this subject
the PTT Rules B21, No. 4454, Says:

"Forwardine or receiving offices
cancel with their date stamp 'Swiss
stamps which are not cancelled or are
insufficiently cancelled. On letters
from abroad uncancelled 'stamps shall be
cancelled by means of a wavy line
canceller. If they do not have this
cancallerthin they shall use *another
one or caacel with a pen."

In practice, when the wavy linee
canceller is missing, it is not unusual
to find the stamp cancelled with the edge
of an ordinary date stamp.

There exist two types of this canoe
er, each with three wavy lines but of
different . dimensions. The most common
is 16.5 mm. x 11.5 mm., the second and
rarer one is 13 mm. x 9.5 mm.

Translator's Note: The thing is to find
, these cancellations

on Swiss stamps, since the wavy line can
easily be confused with a machine or parc
cancellation. Or stamps from abroad the
can also be difficult to find and to have
them on cover seems to be the caly way to
be sure thet tney are the correct ones.

ANT o D

Our member in Canada, Mr. F.W.L. Keane,
of . 1605, Pembreke St., Victoria, B.C.,
-wishes to purchase mixed lots of SWISS
PERFIN stamp, If any mdmber has any
such material for disposal, please
contact Mr. Keane direct.

........	 that the next private railway to
be converted to a road-bus service' this
year is the Biasca-Acquarosea, BA, route
No. 70b, and service code No. 028. .
AnoLner TFO cds lees, and one of the two
uhiCh carry the Postal District 'XI' in
the lower eegment of the postmark.  For
the stations along the route see the SBB
rap (1:500,000) of which the Sept. 1969
iSBUti still seems to be the latest edit-
ion. The price is still SFr. 2.- and
.ssential for all collectors of railway

postmarks. .
........ that collectors of ordinary cds
know about the 'Crtaverzeichnis' which
comes out every year and ie actually part
of the official timetable in its postal
edition "Kursbuch, Postauegabe" now at
SFr.10. And then there is the latest
1971 edition of the postal codes also
arranged alphabetically (PTT ho. 310.02).
However, there i6 another very useful
booklet giving-all the postcodes in

numerical order (PTT 310.05). The
latter two are free, but a Reply Coupon

should be enclosed if ordered from the
PTT direct (Laterialeektion, GD PrT,
3000 Bern,
.......  that the answer to question No. 9
Ls the 1945 PJ 20 c. (Z.115) and the 1956
Pro Petrie 5c. (Z ..76), both snowing a rose.

that questien No. 10 is: What would
you have paid at the PC counter for one
each of the 'fluorescent' Swiss stamps
which had .already appeared on plain paper?

m 
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•NORTHERN GROUP: 
6, Limes Ave,

At the-Northern Group's meeting in
Halifax on March 3rd, Mr. R.A. Hoyle
showed over 90 sheets from his 'Standing
Helvetia' collection, commencing with
proofs, continuing with the various stamp
issues (including some mint and used
blocks) and finishing with over 50 sheets
Of varieties, among which were off-sets,
blind perf., worn plates, plate flaws and
retouches. Also shown were many photo-
graphs which clearly showed many of the
flaws and retouches.

The afternoon ccncluded with a short
diaplay on the same subject by Mr. G. D.
Wilson. -

Will Northern Group members please
sote - as stated on the front page - that
the meeting on March 31st will be held at
Gilchrist Bros. Ltd., Claypit Lane,
Leeds LS1 1NN. This is to enable the
Gueot Speaker, Miss A. Grunberg, to avoid
extra travel and leave more time for her
display.

If any member requires additional
information on this change of venue,
please contact Mr. Hoyle.

Compiled by Dr. F. Ganz and Messrs.
4. HOrlimann & J.E. Enschede and publishe
by the Perfin Club of the U.S. A copy
of this work has been added to the
society's Lihraree.

ZUMSTEIN
CATALOGUES 1973,

Eew Editiens were published, on
1st September, 1972. 

le SWITZERLAND ILIEHTINTEIN
1973 7Pocket size: £0.70

Please order cataloeues from:

Harris 'Publications Ltd..
42, Maiden Lane, Strand London WQ2 7Le

Supplements to the Europe Catalogue
published regularly in the

Journal Fhilatelique de Berne

Annual feel 41.70
+moral. ...N.

For fine, first-clase stamps
R RITIES OF SWITZERLAND AND nuAppE
eend your Want hiot tc:

ZUMSTEIN
Propr. Rertsch & Co.

P.O. Box 2585, CH-5001 BERN

MARCH197

Alimeimmerwarinor

It is with deep regret that
we learn of the death of

- DR. F. H. TAYLOR. 0.B.E.,
who joined the Society in 1952.
Until he moved to Droitwich he was
a keen and active rember, holding
Office as Chairman for a while.

An expression of sympathy has
been sent to his daughter.

1.11111111•1•101111111111111111.11•INIMMINiv

LONDON GROUP: Hoh.Sec. Mrs. E.J. Rawnsley

At the February meeting the subject
was 'Tell Boy &,Tell Issues' and also
'T'ate-be`che & Se-Tenant'. Many members
combined to present the most comprehen-
sive display of these issues yet seen.

The first section included stamps
of all the various issues, including
the provisionals, with many interesting
covers, while the latter covered the
meny types of interspace pairs, strips,
blocks etc., ineludinE the Salvage issue,
P.J. Butterfly sheet, up to the recent
se-tenant sports stamps.

SU B SCRIPTIONS 

4e regret the isoertion of yet
another reminder but there are still a
number on our 'Wanted' list and time is
running cut. Those who have still not
paie' their 1973 subs of 41.00 (G.B.) and
ie 6.00 for 2 yeare (U.S.) plus airmail
postaee if required, will soon be deleted
from the mosbership list, so please
remit without delay.

Also please do'NOT include your sub
with a facket payment, as this complicetes
the Society's bookkeeping.

A.J. hARDEG
4.0111.1.1sys.101110MO......*

Coeeratulatiose to those
Heleetia eester.' 0 have achieved
success at 'etampee'.

It is not too early for others
to start planning their entries for
Lest year, in order to be in the
winning class.

Let me help by supplying
materiel which you can study at home:

All Stamp Issues - mint and used

Covers: Pre-stamp, F.D.C.,
Commemorative or Airmail

Flaws and Verieties

Speciel study issues - Strubelis,
Stasdine Helvetia, U.P.U.,
Sitting Helvetia perf. etc.

Fer all these and more -
send tet

Hon, Sec. R.A. Hoyle,
Huddersfield Rd. Halifax.
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THE POSTMARKS of TICINOI
By DENIS WILSON

When I first settled down to prepare a parer for discussion at the meeting
of the Northern Group of the Helvetia knilatelio Society, held in Halifax in
December 1972, I woneered how I eould reduce the wide scope of this topic to
manageable proportions. My solution has involved dealing with the earlier post-
marks (i.e. more or less up to 1850, as chosen by Herr jean J. Winkler for his
'Handbuch der Schweizer Philatelie'), together with a few individual indulgences
in those facets of the twentieth century of which I have some knowledge and
collecting interest. It is my hope that this personal approach will be of value
to my colleagues.

THE CANTON OF TICINO: Ticino lies to the south of the main watershed of the
Alps. Communications with Italy are both obvious and

comparatively easy, but major passes have to be crossed to reach the valleys of

the Rhane and Rhine. Further passes, or lengthy detours, have then to be

surmounted to reach Bern and Zurich. It is not surprising that oven to-day
the language and culture of the area is Italian.

The official entry of Ticino into the swiss Confederation was in 1803 in
the company of St. Gallen, Graubfinden, Aargau,.Thurgau and Vaud. A year earlier,

in 1802, Napoleon had signed. the Act of Mediation, thereby recognising the
sovereignty of the Cartons which he had absorbed into the Helvetic Republic in
1798. This Republic - "One and Indivisible", but nevertheless very subordinate

to France - recognised some Cantons, reorganised others', and created new ones.
Two of these new ones were LUGANO and BieLLIEZONA. The Canton of Bellinzona
was a long, narrow stretch of territory with the Val Leventina as its main axis.
The Canton of Lugano comprised virtually all the rest of what we know as Ticino.

This whcle area had been for a. long time jealously guarded by tbe Dukes of
Milan and Como who built the three fortresses at Bellinzona. The positioning

of these castles serves to emphasize the historical importance of the lines of
communication from Northern Italy via the St. Gotthard, Lukmanier and San
Bernardino Passes. Although the history of the region is rather sketchily
recorded, it ie known that Zurich and Bern, having defended the alpine region
crossed by the St. Gotthard route againot the Austrians, then pursued an

expansionistpolicy . In the late 15th century they drove the Austrians out of
Certral Switzerland and then proceeded to defeat the Duke of Milan and annexe
the territory of the Ticino. In 1515, at the Battle of Marignano, the Swiss
were defeated by Francis I of France, but in the settlement which followed this
setback, the southern part of the St. Gotthard route as far as the northern
shores of Lake Maggiore, remained under Swiss rule. This area was then ruled •
as a subject state until the setting up of the Helvetic Republic. One
historian has written that the bailiffs of Uri and Schwyz ruled Ticino with a

severity which often exceeded that which they themselves had experienced at the
hands of the Austrians.

It is of interest that when discussion the Cantons of Bellinzona and Lugano,
Jean Winkler writes: "Untertanenitinder gab es nicht mehr" - "subject territories
no longer". Winkler also records that 17th century messengers plied between
Lugano and the Cantons of Luzern and Vrich: and this is consistent with the
efforts to maintain the Gotthard route. Thera were certainly other links via



Distinct from the civilian
mail was that of the various
armies of occupation. Two

Fig. I.

Fig. 2.   

Chisvenna and the SplOgen Pass.

ThE HELVETIC BePUBLIC: For the period of the Helvetie-Republie (1798-1803).

LUGANO and BELLINZOLA both used straightline.handstamps

(Fig. 1). In both cases, the first marks (1799) were unboxed, followed by later

marks which were boxed. Of the extensive bureaucracy set up by France, Only the

following marks are recorded:

PREFETTURA b./DEL CLUTONE DI/LUGO°

CANTONE DI LUGANO/CAMERA/AMMINISTAATIVA  (Fig. 2)

REPUBBLICA ELVETICA/IVTEYDNEZA DI  LI/CANTON./DEL TICINO
REPUBBLICA ELVETICA/MUNICIPALITA/DEL CIRCOLDARIO DI/AIVA S.VITALE

marks of ths French Army are recorded as having been used in Lugano in 1803:

commD13Alar, DES GUERRES/DEGASPERIS
CONTE/CAPITA:ME/COMMANDANT DE PLACE - this being used by the 1st Infantry

Battalion.

AFTa 1803: Pietro Rossi, who had been in charge cf the Poet in Lugano during

the Helvetic Republic, was appointed in 1803 as the Director Of the

Ticino Postal Administration. He very soon reorganised and improved the postal

system and cet up six offices: AIROLO, BIASCA, nun, BUIL:ZONA, LOCARNO and

MEM)RISIO, together with four depots at AVBRI, DAZIO GRAD, FAIDO and GIORNICO.

By 1311, regular links had been established with the messengers of Zurich and

Luzern, as well as with Italy and France.

The four Depots, mentioned were, of course, all Cr. the important approach to

the summit of the St. Gotthard Pass. DaZiO was certainly of great interest. A

small hamlet of about five dwellings, situated at the end of the Monte-Piotino

gorge, was christened_Dazio, which-yels an old word for Zoll (i.e. Customs).

Later, when the Gotthard railway was constructed, DaZiO was just a short distance

from the remote station. of Rodi-Fieese. Dazio Served ae a customs post between

Ticino and Uri tnd for the period 1846-185C, the oval handstamp 'DAZIO CT' was

used (CT e Cantene Ticino). This mark is found in black, fereen, blue and violet.

On •the 30th May 1843 an order was issued which listed the post offices then

opereting in Tioino and this illustrated the coneiderable development since 1803.

The offices were designated ,in six classes!

Class 1 AIROLO, BELLRZONA, 07'1ASSO, LOCARNOe LUGANO
ts 2 BIASCA, LAGADINO, Mi'ZDRI310

3 AYBRI, 2.ALLa1A, BIRONIGO, BODIO, ',;;ADL;EAZZO, FAIDO, GIORPICO,
MELANO, worTA, TAVER14L

ft 4 AC; WAROSZA, LUILA, BIGNAJCC, CJOIO, DUeGIO, NAGGIA, MALVAGLIA,
OlIVONE, SRUICO3 7201M

ft 5 - Somt2 district depcts

6 some village depots.
To be continued.
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NEW ISSUES in APRIL and MAY
30th April - EUROPALM1

25 c. 3 colours: brown/Ad/yellow

40 c. - 2 " : blue/yellow

3 arrows forming a posthorn, representing the 3 services of CEPT:
Post, Telephone and Telerraph

Desisner: L. F. Aeisdahl, Norway, adapted by Heinrich Hope
i, Zurich

Engraver: Karl Bickel-Courtin, Walenstadt

Printing: Line-engraved intaglio by the PTT Printing Works,
 Bern

Size: 41 x 26 rim. (38 x 23 mm.) in 4 sheets (1 - 4) of 25 atamps each

Paper: White, luminous with violet fibres

The First Day cancellation shows the same posthorn symbol and reads:

"3000 BERN CPT EUROPA - AUSGABETAG 30.4.1973".  S
pecial covers, collection

eheets and folders are available.

B. On 29th May - PRO PAT RIA 

Four new stamps in the "Archaeological Finde" ser
ies begun in 1972 and which

represent objects from different epochs, discovered in Switzerland and on display

in Swiss museums. 90A of the money from the additional charge will co to the

Cultural Fund and the remaining 10i to other cult
ural work of national interest.

15 Rp. + 5 Hp: Vessel of the late Celtic age (Historical Museum, Basel).

The painted globular vessel was discovered in a d
ump of a Rauraric

settlement near 3asel. The Rauracii were a reighbouriug tribe of the Helve
tii.

It is an almost spherical vessel whose curves are so elegant that it does not look

heavy although rather bulky. The shoulder bel
t is decorated with whirl and

bubble ornaments painted in finely shaded beige c
olours, while the neck and lower

parts are in a dark brownish-red colour.

30 Rp. + 10 Hp: Lironz deof ;e2_centar.-Hist/heeeicegjeusLteum e
The life-sized head was discovered in the 18th ce

ntury at Prilly

near Lausanne. It ia an excellent wax bronze casting and was certainly intended

for a statue of the same material. Nothing is left of the statue and the eye-

balls, consisting of coloured eubstance, are also lost. The short, scraggy

skull, sturdy hooked nose, fringed haircut with a parting and the moustache

reveal the Celt, and was probably a native nobleman. Roman and Celtic stylistic

elements are linked in a manner which give the impreseive, but unusual and

reserved portrait its unmistakable individuality.
 Such an intensive penetration

into the Roman gulden age of art of the 1st cent.
 A.D. be tIle ornamental abstract-

ion of Celtic vigour can only have been achieved in Gallo-Roman territory. An

exact localization and closer dating of the work 
is impossible due to uniqueness.

40 Rp. + 20 Hp: Alemannic dress-i:eeeeherlifthelaeleifirst half of.6th c t. A D. -
Swiss National Museum

The gold celle of these splendid items of jewellery are underlaid

with waffle-shaped, gilded sheet silver and fille
d in with dark red semi-precious

stones (almandine) and opaque green glass. A pin and pin-holder for fastening

the dress are attached to the back. While bird-shaped fibulae are found

occasionally in the early Middle Ages, the large fish fibulae are unique in their

way. These fish brooches came from the cemetery of Mach (Ct. Zdrich).

Their length is 9 cm.

60 Hp. + 20 Hp' Gold bowl (6t1  cent. B.C. - 6:HIELEIUSEAJNItterlla.241/19.111
Apart from the smooth adge with its reinforcing rib, the whole

surface - is thickly studded or embossed.,  The decorative motifs 'stand out by

being left smooth. Three crnamental areas may be distinguished: suns and Moons

alternate on the upper zone, a series of moons is visible on the lower, while

the central area shows a frieze of seven animale. A stag may be definitely.

identified, but whether the other animals rep
resent hinds or dogs, (stag-hunting

themes) cannot be established for certain.  Made of chased sheet golds height

12 cm.e diameter 25 cm., weight 910 g, Found in 1906 in ZdricheAltstetten. -

A. On

Values:

Designs

Colours: 15
30
40
80

21411&112.0.:
Printing:
Size!
Paper:

+ 5 Ap. 3 colours: greon/ochre/violet-brown

+ 10 Rp. 4 " : red/grey-blue/ochre/dk brown

+ 20 Rye 5 " blue/reddish-blue/yellow/red-carmine/brown
+ 20 Hp. 4 " reddien-erej/yellow/orange/brown
Max & Eusen Lenz, Zurich
Rotogravure by Courvoisier S.A., La Chaux-de-Fond

s

33.5 x 28 men (30.5 % 25 mm.) in 2 sheets (A & B) of 50 stam
ps each.

White luminous with violet fibres
Continued on Page 28,
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18th ANNUAL COMPETITION
TO BE HELD AT THE KINGSWAY HALL, 1C2, on WEDNESDAY, 9th MAY 1973 at 6.45 P.m.

RULES 

1. The Competition, open to all members resident in Great Britain, will compris
e

two sections:

For the 'HELVETIA' SILVER CUP: Entries of not less than EIGHT and not more

than TWELVE sheets, comprising any postage stamps, charity, airmail, special,

postage dues, official or other items, miniature sheets, flown covers etc.

Cadet Thematic entries are not excluded, although more difficult to assess in
comparison with more philatelic material).

(b) Postal History Competition for the 'MOORE TROPHY': Entries of NIKE sheets

on any aspect of Swiss Postal History.

Members may submit one entry in each section.

2. Entries sent by post (preferably registered or covered by compensatory fee)
should be in the hands of the Competition Organiser: Mrs. K. J. Rawnsley

and sent to 32, Ethelbert Gardens, Ilford, Essex IG2 6UN, not later than Monday,

7th May. Members attending the meeting may, of course, bring their entries

personally.

3. All entries will be covered by insurance during the period from receipt until
return to their owners.

4. A Jury appointed by the Committee of the Helvetia P.S. shall judge entries

and award the Trophies to the owners of the entries which they select bx

most worthy.

5. Entries will be judged by a system of points based on the general headings:

akEELLUMISUE MOORE TROPHY 

b
1:

3
L3 

Philatelic Knowledge
General Philatelic Interest .. 30

Presentation & Condition
.. 30
• . )25

(d) originality • • 15

6. The Helvetia Silver Cup, awarded annually, shall remain in the possession o
f

the winner for 11 months and then be returned to the Competition Organiser

named by the Committee and then awarded to the next winner. 
If the same person

wins three successive Annual Cup Competitions the Cup shall become his or he
r

property and the Committee shall provide a new Cup for the next Competition,

7. The 'Moore Trophy' shall also be held by the winner for 11 months and then

be returned to be corn eted for a ain,

(a)

Subject Knowledge .. 40
Presentation & Condition 40

General Interest 20

' PR9 PATRIA' - Continued from p.27

A special commemorative cover

will be available for the whole set,

repeating the fish ornament design
of the 40 c. value, while the First

Day cancel shows the gold bowl of the

60c. stamp and reads: "3000 BERN -

Ausgabetag 29.5.73- BADESFLIER-
MAUEN".

Collection sheets and folders
Will also be available as usual.

"AERO-PHILATELIC DAY" - Special cancel

Aero-philatelic day 1973 will be
held at Altenrhein on 28th April.
The mobile P.O. No. 5 will be in
attendance and mail posted will receiv

a special cancel showing a winged glob

with letters 'PISA' and reading:
"9499 ALTELRELIN - 26.4.73 - TAG DER

ALR0FH1LATELL;".

COMPETITICN RULES - See above

PRICES

We kept our promise and

held prices for 'Stampext.
Only from March 15th have
essentials been increased,
i.e. material already

purchased at new prices or stocks about

to be replaced. The majority of our
material remains, for the time being,

at old prices. It is, therefore, about

lro cheaper than at the time our 1973
Catalogue went to press.

You will save money if you buy

before more prices have to go up.

Users of our 1973 Catalogue would
dn well to subscribe to the Price Change

Bulletin (see pink form at the end of

the Catalogue.)

H L KATCHER



Also in

Ho. 98A

Colour had 

(a) light grey (b) grey, dark grey

Variety 

1. Blurred print (traces of double print, shaded design)

Plate 
19.Aw!$ 

1. Small value shield upper left enlarged towards the left (AB 1
)

2. Colourless dot over the 'V' of 'HnlaiLTIA' (iaus.), similarly
 lower

left in the oval
Colourless fleck in the large lower '0'

Worn Plates 

1. worn in upper centre or in lower value field

2. Left star band light, to the right in the oval light
Re touches 

Horizontal lines in the right margin entirely, or in the centre
re-engraved in strong black (D 6)

2. Similarly in upper inscription band partly re-drawn or in various

, places in the oval (left of spear, left of the figure, right
 of

the head and shoulder, right in the margin of the oval).
3. Helvetia without diadem (horizontal re-engraving round the he

ad)

(Illus.) and band frame over 'HZ
. of 'RU11E/

ilk' strengthened

4. Corner shield lower left partly re-engraved (C 1/2)

5. Right star hand re-engraved (in clearer, cleaner finish; this being
the only difference from the original design). Horizontal

re-engraving left over the shoulder (B/C 3)

this value there exist strongly misplaced double prints by Gi
rardet.

50 cc green
Celour Shades 

(a) dark green, clear (b) dark green, dark
'Varieties

1. Completely blurred print with practically unreadable letterin
g and in

part empty fi res above (Illus.)
2. Green Helvetia (dotted)

Plate Flaws 

1. Snort thick dash after the '50' upper left (A 2)

2. Large feather-like coiffure over the diadem (B 2/3)

3. Typical lines and flecks: vertical or diagonal (C 3) line th
rough

Helvetia, fleck in left band, fleck in the cross
4. Plate flaws: near above, fracture line diagonally below breast,

double line diagonally through the cross towards the lower ri
ght

5. Narrow colourless wedge below from '0' towards lower right, d
iagonal

coloured line from cross to star band

Worn Plates

1. In upper margin in centre or right or left therefrom, left in margin,
lower left or lower right worn

2. In uaper inscription band or left or right in star band

3. In oval in various places: near head, between spear and head
, left of

spear (Illus.), near foot, right of Helvetia, over the coat-o
f-arms,

more or less in whole oval, partly also in surrounding parts.
4. 1 HLLUTTA' (Illus. 70 D/Pa.4) (B.B.Z. 1/1944)

Retouches

(c)
 

bright green

1.. Vertical frame lines in tight margin

2. improvement to left or right margin, partly also
3. Unper ' inscription

- band strongly re-engraved

4. Horizontal or vertical .re-engraving in various places

also in adjoining bands (many shapes)• - -
Similarly, as thiCk-atrong lines, next to each other

other, partly alae
- With outlining of the spear

Similarly, and whole left half of the stamp and upper

band strongly re-ingraved.

band

in tv 1 partly

in star

or crossing each

inscription

(Continued on page 32)



THE P A C ACCOUNTING
My blunt remarks recently that members do not, perhaps cannot read rules, seemto have fallen on stoney ground. Perhaps it is worth while explaining the account-ing and financial arrangements of the Society. Mr. Harding, the Treasurer, livesnear Dies and operates the Society's account at a bank in Disse-over 60 miles awayfrom me in Chelmsford.

The Exchange Packet has its own account in a different bank in Chelmsford.As a security measure all Exchange Packet receipts are paid, once a week, into thisbank, and since the banking system does not cater for payments below one penny,half-pennies on cheques and postal orders are a loss to the Society, and all paymentsshould be rounded to the next penny above. I accept small payments (10p and under)in stamps; these get into the bank by being stuck onto postal orders, but theymust be of values suitable for this purpose, i.e. 1,2,3 or 4p. All cheques andPostal orders should be made out to the Society. It is a nuisance and anembarrassment involving me in extra 'bank charges when made out. to me personally and;reused "A/c Payee only", because I meet then pay such cheques into my privateaccount and make out a cheque to pay the Society
I have recently been involved in attempting to sort out the accounts of anotherSpecialist Society that will be nameless. They are in great financial trouble,and one of the reasons that has encouraged the dishonesty of one of the Officers hasbeen that Members have not followed the rules just by making monies payable to theindividual instead of the Society, and the particular Officer has had no difficultyin misappropriating so4ety funds. The purpose of rules is to help the smooth .running of the affairs of the Society, to Protect the members and prevent thingsgoing astraye Please read the rules and apply them.
And subscriptions to the Treasurer, not to me please; I only have to sendthem on and it is just as simple for you to send them to the right address.
Now for a brief report: At the time of writing I have launched the finalPacket for this season - No. 44 (43 Packets last season), and I must thank thosemembers who supplied extra material at short notice. Every member, barring thosewho have been away or not wanted the Packet, will have seen 6 generalised ones.Those who have indicated specialist

interests, and where there has been
suitable material available, have seen
more. --374 'booklets' have been-sub-
mitted. (45 more than last year) of a
total value of £5,957 (Z40450 last
ssason). Sales are just over £2,000
in 27 weeks and I estimate should go
up to £2,500 at least (C2,168 last
year). Expenses are up, of course,
insurance alone is £100.

Perhaps members will start thinking
about what they can submit for next
season when I shall look forward to
receiving material from 1st September
1973. Of one thing there is no doubt:
material, assuming it is at the right
price, goes:

After having been critical in my
earlier paragraphs, I want to thank
all the members for their support and .
assistance which makes my task a
Pleasure despite py frequent
homilies:

C. RAUCH

TOURIST PROPAGANDA CANCELS

8807 FREISNBACH (K.593) from 7 Mar.
2127 LS BAYARDS - Air pur et sante- -

(K.594) from 14 Mar.
9476 SSVELSA - Zwischen Rhein & Alpen -

(K.5)5) from a Apr.
SLOGAN CAVCELLATION

ReIDEN Johanniter Komturei 1284 -

from 7 Mar.

We have just published a very
complete alphabetical list of abbreviations
used on Swiss Soldier Stamps, classified
and separated into the 34 branches of
the Swiss Army. Including also a separate
list of stamps issued for each. All the
data needed for making your own album.
Over 400 entries; pocket size and easy
to use.

Only $ 1.00
(G.B. £1.00 air paid - 50p. surface mail)

With over 2300 different Soldier
Stamps to classify, you should not be
without this valuable aid. Order to-days

we also stock Swiss Soldier Stamps
and can send approvals. Introductory
offer - 100 different: only $ 9.00 -
G.B. 44.00 + 40p. airmail). The story of
the Swiss Soldier Stamps free for stamped
envelope.

RIVIERA STAMPS
P.O. Box 6250, SANTA BARBARA,

Calif. 93111, U.S.A.
Member: H.P.S., A.P.S., S.E.A.. etc.



UNITED NATIONS IN GENEVA

A. Two special stamps were issued on
9th March to mark 10 years of

disarmament:

Design: Broken sword and olive branch
Values: SFr.0.60 - 4 colours: lt.violet

dk-violet/brn-red/red
Sler.1.10 - 4 colours: yell-01./

brn-red/red/dk.grey
Printing: Offset by Ajans-Turk Printing

eorks, Turkey
Size: 36 x 26 mm.
Issues SFr.0.60 - 2,100,000

SFr.1.10 - 2,000,000

Similar stamps of 8 & 15c. USA were
issued in New York on the same day.

The special cancel showed roses and
read: "1211 GerleVE - 9.3.73 - Premier
jour - Decennie du desarmament ADMIN-
ISTHATION POSTALe DES NATIONS UNIES".

B. A special stamp was issued on 13th
April with the theme "Halt Drug

Abuse".

Design: A skull superimposed on a poppy-
head

Value: SFr.0.60 - 3 colours: blue/
green/black

Designer: George Hamori, Australia
Printing: Photogravure by Heraclio

Fournier S.A., Spain
Size: 26 x 41 mm.
Issue: 2,100,000

Two similar stamps of b & 15c. USA
were issued in New York on the same day.

The special cancellation shows a
noose suspended from a poppy flower and
reads: "1211 GIZEVE - 13.4.73 - Premier
jour - Stop a la drogue - ADkildiSTRA2ION
POSTALE DES hATIeNS UNIES."

L ETENSTEIN,
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Because of increased postal rates
for postcards and until the issue of new
cards with imprinted etamps, the follow-
ing have been surcharged as from 1st Feb.

1. For internal mail & members of CPT:
Postcards depicting landscape sketches

and imprinted stamps of the 11.districts
of Liechtenstein, issued on 7 Dec. 1967:
Value 20 c. overprinted 30 co

2. For international mail:

Postcards with sketches and imprinted
stamp: value and crony:
Value: 30 c. overprinted 40 c.

••••••n•n•••n•n••••nnn•••

SPECIAL CANCLDLATIONS

• ?'lotor
Held from 15-25 March. During the

period of the Exuibition a special cancel
was used reading: "1211 GeNEVE - date -
SeL011 DE L'AUTO".

2. 57th Swiss Trade Fair in Basle: 
Held from 7-17 April. The special

cancel showed winged helmet emblem and
"4000 BASeL - SCHWEIZER MUSTERMESSE".

DID YOU KNOW?
... that as the PTT did not want to
give free publicity to the Restaurant
'Sonne t in the Toggeeburg valley (see
latest SFr.1.30 stamp) they did not
mention the name of the village -
Krummenau. However, it ieno'ese going
there to photograph this remarkable inn
sign, as not only was it replaced about
2 years ago by an electric one (because'
of old age), but the original has been
stolen from the storeroom! A small
Consolation is that a nice cancellation
can be obtained from the village PO,
housed in the same building.

.... that even though postcards with
paid reply are prohibited now in inter-
national cemmunications, Switzerland
expressly allows them internally,. but
does not issue them any longer.
Privately they can be used as long as
they conform to PTT standards of size
and stiffness.

.... that similarly the PTT does net
issue aerogrammes any more, but private
firms can print their own toPTT
standards and benefit by the 70c. rate
to all countries. The normal 5g.
(1/6 oz.) rate to Australia, for
instance, is SFr. 1.10, but I doubt if
any firm uses it.

.... that all letters to European
countries are sent by air at no extra
cost, and this means in practice from
the Canary Islands to Greenland and
across to Kamchatka for 60c. (20 g.).
To CEPT countries only 40c.

.... that until the 1964 issue the
'Europa' stamps had been for the foreign
postage rates for letters or postcards.
Afterwards the internal letter rate was
also considered, following newspaper
articles suggesting that the Swiss
population had to be reminded that they
were also part of Europe, but there
seems to be no explanation as to why
the 1973 issue has a 25c. value, as this
is the rate for printed matter to-day,
for items of the second weight step. i.e.
50-250 g. This type of letter is
seldom franked . with stamps and rarely
canodned clearly, so the number of
used copies is going to be small.

.... that the answer to Question No.10
is SFr. 9.30, consisting of 15 values:
Z.355L to 371L, issued between 4.10.63
and 1968 (Feb. ?) and the 3 PJ of 1963
Z.20CL to 202L. There were coils and
at,e-bche as well, but these were
obtainable over the ordinary PO counter.

.... that Question No. 11 is: Which
Swiss stamps have appeared, in error,
with the fluorescent effect being on
the gummed side only?

---o0o---
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NORTHERN GROUP: HoneSec. R. A. Hoyle,
Lines Ave, Huddersfield Rd., Halifax !

A large attendance of N. Group members
ip Leeds on Mar. 31st were privileged to
meet MISS A. GRUNBERG, F.R.P.S.L., who had
kindly made the long journey from London in
order, to display parts of her magnificent
collection of early stamps & postal history

The display was in three sections,
beginning with the postal history and early
postal markings of the Cantons of Geneva,
Vaud & Fribourg, from a letter of 1748 to
Marseilles followed by a large selection of
covers showing a wide variety of markings
and cancellations, including items from the
period of the Helvetic Republic.

The second part concerned the Imperf.
and Perf. Sitting Helvetia issues, includ-
ing proofs, colour trials, many strips and
blocks, varieties of all types aed a wide
range of stamps on covers, again showing
many of the different types of markings in
use at this time.

Tne third part of the display was
devoted to selected 20th century items
including ship and ambulant marks, 1929
Postal Congress covers, Kocher stamps and
many examples of the high values, Cross &
Figure, Tell and Pro Juventute. Again
there were many fine blocks and covers,
thus rounding off, a truly remarkable
.display.

R.H.

ZUM STEIN
CATALOGUES 1973 

New Editions were published on
1st September 1972.

Ca.elLeiatmel_311101 _92.211: Price £5.50
with thumb index: £6.00

Catalogue SeITZERLAND/LIECHTENSTEIV 
1973 - Pocket size: £0.70

Please order catalogues from:
Harris Publications Ltd.,

42, Maiden Lane, Strand, London WC2 7Li
......n• n•nn••••••

Supplements to the Europe Catalogues are
published regularly in the

BERNER BRIEFkAAXEN ZEITUNG

Journal Philatelique de Berne
Annual fees £1.70

n••n• n••nn••••

For fine first-class stamps
RaAlTieS OF SAITheRLAND AND tUROPE 

send your Want List to:

ZUMSTEIN
Propr. Hertsch & Co.

P.O. Box 2585 CH-3001 BeRh

LONDON GROUP: Hon.Sec. Mrs. E.J.Rawnsley
Postal Stationery was the subject

for the March meeting and a surprising
variety of items was displayed.

W.Cdr, Bulstrode showed examples
of early printings by Benziger, essays
for the 1900 UPO postal stationery
and a number of other very unusual
items.

Mr. Redmill showed the Bundes-
feier cards from 1910 and also a range
of reply cards.

Mr. Lienhard showed privately
printed envelopes, Pro Juventute cards
and Money Order forms, and hrs. Rawnsley
a further selection of postal stationery
and postcards, all of which demonstrated
the immense field to be covered under
this heading.

STANDING HLLVETIA - Retouches (Cont.

7. Dot-shaped retouches in various
places in oval

8. Smaller and larger retouches in oval
in strong engraver's lines, partly
combined with dot-shaped retouches

9. Large retouches of whole oval in
dots and lines, similarly and re-
touched by thick horizontal lines
(plastic appearance)

10. Dot or engraver's retouching of
lower value field

1. Spear more than once cut into (thru
lengteening of horizontal re-
engraving lines into the spear).

(To be continued)

Do your interests lie in the
following Subjects:

4 Jubilee issues

Airmails and flight covers

Rayons

S Miniature sheets
Soldier stamps

Teterbeche & se-tenant

Railway cancels

Officials

New issues(Ei Good quality stamps
All these eed more, mint or

used, available on approval or Want
Lists welcome.

14, Low Lane, Torrisholme,

MORECAMB E,

Lancs.

Strubelis
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COMPETITION AWARDS
The 18th Annual Helvetia Competition was duly held on 9th May with the

lowest number of entries ever received. No doubt the high cost of postage and
insurance deterred many country members ... when will the Post Office realise
they are &Mine their own golden goose? ... but it was also disappointing since
last year Itt) were hard put to find room for all the displays.

The task of the Judges e H.L. KATCHER of The Amateur Collector Ltd.,
and Mr. E Young of Stanley Gibbons Ltd., was, of course, made much easier by
having fewer entries to study and it was not long before members, who had been
meeting in another room, were able to hear the results.  The awards were as
follows:

•SILVER CUP to•MR. G. M. HODGES of,Ewell, who won for the secendlear with a
superb display ozethe 'Strubeli t issues,

linking them with the early Bavarian stamps and following'
through the various issues.

Second Place - MRS. A. HERTZBERG of London, with a Most interesting study of the
'Postage Due' issues, never, an easy subject,

and which included a number of unusual covers illustrating the
use cif these stamps.

Other entries dealt with the 'Small Landscape Issues', 'Imprinted .
Postcards' ete. In the Postal:Heetory section awards were:

hOORE TROPHY - to NR. H. DIXON of :Leamington Spa for an outstanding and delight-
fully presented display of '19th Century TPOs.'

in which the items were accompanied by smallsketch taps showing,

the routes, together with brief details on the period of use etc.

Second Place MR. D. R. BEAK of Maidstone, for an entry on the unusual subject
of 'Custows Cancellations', giving insight on the

fascination of-this field.

Other entries were on the postal history of Geneva. Zarich and the
Ticino, the latter dealing with the 'Ticino Oval' cancellations.

liatcher and Mr. Young, in giving -their comments and criticisms On

the entries.:sai&that while they had had no doubts at all on the main awards, both
of outstanding merit,,other . entries could have been placed higher if a little more
attention had been paid to some aspects. Their-comments were made,Wih a.view
to suggesting ways in which entries could be improved and thus stand a better
ceance of achieving success on future occasions. Entries need careful planning;
writing up is always a vexed question, unless well done it should be kept to-a
minimum; care is needed to achieve soee uniformity of the sheets, both in.
arrangement and the amount of information given which should strikeea happy mediume
between too little and too much.

The Cheeemen, Mr. Slate, on behalf-of members, thanked the Judges for
their assistance and.for the comments which the felt sure would be most helpful.'

Members were then able to study the various entries and to discuss them
in detail.

,During the evening various other matters were also discussed and ideas
were put forward lo: !'-ie programme for the/973/4 season, and this will be
published as soon as possible.

o0o
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DID YOU KNOW?
that often when the main Philatel-

ic Bureau in Bern is out of stock of some
item it can still usually be obtained at
one of the other branches, of which there
are 7 offering a full range of services,
and 3 with a limited range. For instance
the Bureau in Ulrich still has white 
Paper the-bgche sheets of the 1960
poStal messengers, an item removed from
the official stock list years ago. But
branches cannot handle mail orders.

,.... that according to a list just pub-
lished by the Swiss Machine Cancellation
Society (VSM) there are 243 cancelling
machines in service in 232 Swiss POs
(including FL and .UN). 101 of these
machines are of the small desk type made
by Kldssendorf in Berlin and used in the
smaller POs. They can be recognised by
the 28 mm. diam. town die.

• that this Society is considering
changing its name to include all types of
postmarks, as its new issue and exchange
packet schemes take into account all post
marks, and as there is no specialist
society in Switze-land at the moment
Which caters for non-machine cancels.

...  that the popular PTT lopse-leaf
catalogue (unpriced) of all slogan and
local publicity (K) cancellations is now
definitely sold out, but that the third
instalment for 1971 & 1972 should be out
any day now. If you want a copy of this
excellent catalogue, write to the Phil-
ate1ic Bureau in Bern, Parkteraase 10,
thil would help to get a reprint approved
sooner.

• that the cartographic firm of
Mimmerly & Frey in Bern have just publish-
ed a new up-to-date edition of their multi
coloured map of Swhtzerland giving all the
Postal Code Numbers, as well as inform-
ation on train and mountain cable
connections. Folded or rolled: SFr.9.80.
Scale 1:300 OUO.

• that Lucerne is now using an inter-
esting slogan to commemorate the centenary
of its famous Glacier Garden, showing the
well-known scene of the mammoths surveying
the ice covering Central Switzerland.

.,.., that the answer to tlestion No. 11
is the 10, 20, 25 & 75 c. (z.Vos. 356L.
3581,, 35% 366L) definitives. It happen
ed this way: after the roll of paper is
gummed on one side, the other is covered
with the fluorescent wash. This is the
side onto which the picture is printed.
However, at least one roll had the fluor-
escent layer put over the gum, so when
viewed from the front the stamp does not
fluoresce under U.V. light and proved to
surprised philatelists that the substance
is not mixed into the paper, as had been
assumed, with the violet fibres etc.
.... that,luestion No. 12 is on Cantonal
issues. How many times longer did it take
Basel to follow Geneva, than it took
Geneva to follow =rich?

A NEW CANCELLATION?
In the 'Schweizer Briefmarken

Leitung for March, Herr 1. J. '‘iinkler

comments on a recent discovery.

As far as was known the earliest
postal markings of Zurich were straight-
line ones of 24 Nov. 1798 (W.185) and
1799 (w.186).

Lately, however, a number of letters
have come to light which have a circular
cancel of 19i am. diameter, encircling
the letters 'Zch.'. All
emanated from =rich and
are addressed to the firm
of Johann Jacob Casten:
(Castelli) & Co. in Schwy-th,

Of 8 letters 3 have thitkmark in
red and one in blackish-red, all from
1793. Of the remainder 3 are in black,
from 1799, 1801 & 1802. The fourth
of 1799 is almost colourless.

Does tnis indicate that the ZOrich
Post Office possessed a hitherto unknown
'canceller? Or must they be regarded
as private cancels? Perhaps the mark
of a messenger? It is noted that for
at least 5 years - 1794-1798 - no letter
with this mark is known, although the
firm of Castelli existed, as many pre-
stamp covers are known from Zdrich to
this address.

Maybe more information will be
forthcoming on this interesting puzzle.

After one month's
experience of

operating the pilot system which we
had adopted (i.e. adding 10A V.A.T.
to inland sales), the system has
proved too complex.

As our sales overseas
(where V.A.T. is not applicable) have
always far exceeded inland sales, we
have decided that our selling prices
will'be-inclusive of V.a.T. from
May 8 onwards. This policy will
'even apply to Neu Issues (except
Bulletin No. 71) which is already in
clients' possession).
WHEN BUYING FROM US FORGET V.A.T. !! 

V. A. T.
vosa•sramer....110001.0

H L KATCHER
THE AkaTEUR COLLECTOR LTD.

151, Park Road, St. John's Wood,
Lon. on Nw8 7HU

Tel. 01586-0616

A. .6., a.h.D A., S.P.A.

M



Part II.

THE POSTMARKS of TICINO
By DENIS WILSON
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THE TICINESE OVAL CANCELLATIONS: The best known postmarks of Ticino must be the
oval cancellations in use from around 1852 until

1897. Although invariably referred to as 'Tioinese Ovals t , five of the offices
which used tnem were in the Mesocco Valley and. therefore, in Graubtinden.
Altogether 79 offices used these marks and the commen factor is that they were all
in the Eleventh Postal District.

The factual knowledge about their use is sparse and a degree of speculation
is necessary. In May 1930, Rodolro Botta - President of the Ticino Philatelic
Society - published a booklet giving details of each mark; its degree of rarity,
and a 'Suggested market price.  He had very little to say, however, about the
postal use of the marks. What kind of offices ueed them? That order of 30th May
1843 seems to provide most of the answer. All the Class I and Class II Offices
used a'straightline handstamp and never had an oval cancellation.  This was also
true of all Class III offices, With the possible exception of CADEhAZEO.  Hodelfo
Botta says that this office possessed an oval stamp from 1852 until 1857, but that
no known example of its use has been recorded. His authority for this claim Was
a M.-Lienhart, Postmaster at Bellinzona. The revised Emmenegger, however, puts a
high price on the mark for Cadenazzo and gives 1853 as the year in which it was used.,

Of all the Class IV Offices all but Sernico had oval stamps and never used a
straightline stamp prior to 1850 (Sernico no longer features in the Swiss timetable
of road, rail and ship routes). So it would seem that the oval cancellations
were used only by the smaller offices. This is supported by the fact that ,even
to-day some of the places concerned are still only small villages, and even hamlets.

Rodolto Botta found that the oval marks were introduced by the Head Postmaster
of the Eleventh District - Signor ranciola - and that the dies were made by
Salvatore Torriani in' Mendrisio. What was his purpose? Well, it seems most
likely that they were intended to record the point at which a letter first entered:
the postal system. There are many parallels for this. Many covers bear the
mark of the 

nearest Post office through which the letters would be despatched, but
in the remoter areas this could be some 4istance.from the small office first
accepting the mail. Whatever the actual reason, these oval marks were certainly
used also as transit and receiving marks. For example, a letter from Lugano to
Piano in the Val Maggie, dated let October 1867 bears the oval cancellation of
Giubiasco. This mark could only have been applied while the letter was in
transit from Lugano to Locarno via Bellinzona. Piano is some 35 km. beyond
Locarno. This serves to show that these marks were applied as transit marks and
it would be of great interest if we could find out whether there were written
regulations authorising this practice.

There is good reason to suppose that these marks were never intended for
cancelling postage stamps. Where they appear on covers franked with stamps -.end
Ticino lagged well behind the rest of the country in using stamps - their
positioning suggests that it was either by accident, or contravention of
regulations, that they cancelled the stamps, Indeed, on some covers whore this
has happened, the stamps have been cancelled a second time by the mark of the
nearest large office.

Fig. 3.

In all, 79 offices appear to have used oval cancellations and as four of them:
BIGNASCO, CHESCIANO, GSNESTRIO and ST. GOTTARDO, each had two different stamps, a
total of 83 marks is recorded. All except one have a basic design of a, Federal
Cross surrounded by rays of varying-length, with the letters comprising the name
following the curve of the lower frameline. The exception is MERGOSCIA which has
the name in a straight line across the major axis 'of the ellipse and laurel leaves
in the lower part of the oval.

The size of the ovals depends. mainly upon the length of the name. CURIO,
with five letters, measures 24 x mm.. while MADONNA DEL PIANO, with fifteen
letters and two spaces, measures 34 x 15.4 mm. mu has the shortest length,
24 mm., and MONTECARASSO is the longest at 34.9 mm. The minimum height is
10.6 mm. - VERSICO - and the tallest is GERRA-GAMBAROGNO at 17.7 mm.  These
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statistics clearly show that neither the size of letters nor the setting out
was standard.

REGISTERED MAIL: The mark CHARGi, boxed, is recorded as having been used in

Lugano in 1805, but perhaps of More interest is the cursive

RACCOMANDATO which was used in Lugano in 1837. This was followed in ,1839 with
another interesting mark.- ASSICURATA, which was unbOxed. - A similar mark, but  .

with a slightly different spelling -.ASSICURATO - was in-use in Bellinzona-in 1849,

glij This mark was used on letters from Ticino toterritories Controlled by

Sardinia and was applied by Exchange Bureaux setup to deal with such mail.

but for CORRISPONDENZA TICINESE.

The cover illustrated in Fig. 4 is most interesting because written in the

handwriting of the person writing the letter is: "Sul Vapore Maria Antonietta".

It is well before the Verbena marks, but in his researches on the Lake Maggiore
steamers, our President, Mr. Moore, has not previously seen this name.

T. TARD:- This mark was introduced in Lugano in 1837 and it is interesting to see

how the strong influence of the French Postal Authority in this period

had spread so far beyond its frontiers.

LI14,: The letters stand for 'Rayon Limitrophe', or in Italian 'Reggio Limitrofo'.

The system was one of accepting letters at reduced rates between towns on

opposite sides of the frontier and not more than 30 km. apart.  Examples are found

of the Swiss mark, boxed in a single frame; and of the Sardinian mark which has

a double frame-line.

OFFICIAL MARKS: Between 1803 and 1809, the small council of the Canton used an

oval mark - PICCOLO CONSIGLIO/DEL/CANTONE TICINO - Ton its official

mail. This mark is recorded in brown-red violet red-violet and black.

(To be continued)

• ' RECENT: IMMOBILE CANCELLATIONS1.

Auto 3' aircher.Sechselluten 1973 - Zunft cur Saffran • • 8/9 April

" 4 , BEA 73 Ausstellung. 28 April - 8 Mai 1973 - Bern
5 30. Eidg. SanFerfest ZUrich 24-27 Mai 1975

30e F6te federale de chant ZUrich 24-27 mai 1973 )
25-27 May
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Colour Shades 
(a) carmine-rose. (b) dark carmine. (c) carmine-red (bright)

Plate -Flaws 
1. Vertical line in the small value shield upper left. 'F' elongated

to the top right by a fine line, email horizontal dash after 'Fr'

upper left;. upper right '1
1
 with hyphen towards inscription band

2. Dot between 'F' and 
s r i upper right, in 3rd star left, in the lower

figure '1', strong dot under 'FRANCO' lower right, almond-shaped

.fleck (B/F) in left margin .
3. Small defects: on the upper and lower left margins as if sewn,

margin on right at levelof'2nd star broken into (C 6), small

horizontal fracture in small 'value shield upper left, lower value

field extended towards the bottom.
. Plate defects: along the upper or lower margins or outside the

margin, left or right vertically parallel to the margin (Illus.)

9. Similarl horizontally from left over 2nd or 8th stir up to the oval

cc 1/2 , similarly up to 3rd star and here widened out to the dot
C 1/21 , horizontally right above 1st atar or from 3rd star up to

the margin (CD 6)
Wore 4ates 

1. Worn parts upper centre, upper left or right (11 5/6) on left or right

margin, in lower value field
2. Similarly in upper inscription ban, in left or ri

ght band, lower

left or right corner shield more or less strongly worn.

3. Upper left of centre and left margin partly very strongly worn (Ill.),

4. Light places in oval: both sides of spear, left by Shoulder of

Helvetia, by foot, rieht of head and into the small value shield

upper right, right of coat-of-arms and in whole lower right

corner area .
Retouches 

1. Horizontal lines in upper left corner or left of centre (1, 1/2), or.

fine retouches through centre, similarly in the lower margin

2. Strong upper horizontal improvement (partly in conneetion with nearly

colourless left star band. (Illus.)

. Irregular horizontal retching in left margin (DE 1); smaller

vertical improvement in left band, lower left corner shield

improved (F 1) .

4. Value markings upper left or right retouched
5. In the oval between spear and arm horizontally re-engravd (with red

glove) (C 2/3), simila y very strong retoucW.
T e right of head

(B 4) or right of head diagonally and horizont6.14.y LAO the right

band (Red Indian head) (,, 4/5)
6. Vertical engraver's retouch both sides of spear (on a light ground)

(BC 2), partly also with improvement of the value marking upper left
7. Engraver's retouch between spear and head (B 2/3), similarly right

from the head
8. Large dot-shaped retouch rielt of Helvetia and engraver's retouch in

the dress
9. Engraver's retouch in upper part of dress and in the head
ip. Imperfect retouch in left band downwards as far as 'FRANCO', like

inverted commas one below the other (CDE 1)

No, 100A a3 Fx.,,j2oLn

Of this value only a few used copies are at present known in this

perforation. It is very probable that of the few sheets which were issued, the

plate flaws, worn plates and retouches are the same as on the 3 Fr. stamp No. 100B
with the perfora

tion llf : 11.
.2.9.27--be-s-Lii.....L.11-1.13.29-raira1iatta
No. 95B 25 o. Blue  (Type II)

Colour Shades 

(a) blue (b) light blue

Luittat
1. Horizontal ruche (2 mm. colourless
2- Large fleck between spear and head caused by a foreign body)



 

1. Typical dots and flecks: above the head, above the 'H' of upper
, inscription, upper left next to the '25'

2. Typical lines: hair line outside or on the margin of the stamp picture,
parallel vertical lines before large '25' downwards into margin

3. Vertical line right, next to Helvetia through the whole stamp
4. Large value figure '2' deformed (Illus.) *
5. Right of 4th star deformed .
6. Strong colourless plate 'defect left from the band as far as the margin

(D 1), colourless defect left (A-D 1) (Illus. 95A/Pf.4)
7. Imprinted corner lower left, tip of the. '1' upper left corner shield

extended
8. Marked coloured fracture parallel to upper or lower margin, left or

right (See note) (Illus.)

I.246V Plate flaw No. 8 was caused by inserting a new single clich4 in the left .
lower .corner of the plate (41st stamp of the lower half-sheet).  The blue

lines parallel to the margin originate from the soldered places; according to the
centring of the sheet they can occur on either side. The most interesting is the
block of four, which shows the inserted cliché'. Pairs are also known 'in which the
left clichg-is about -i- mm. higher than the right.

Also of No. 95B illegal double prints were produced by the printer Girardet
but these-have only a limited speculative value.

Worn Plates 
1. Top or upper left worn, similarly right tip of the small shield upper

right, left tip of lower left corner shield, lower left corner, left
under tip of the corner shield

2. Right margin in centre light to colourless and lower left corner worn,
left or right star band light, lower right corner worn

3. In the oval both sides of the spear very light.

Retouchee 
1. Upper margin has strong horizontal retouch
2. Upper and lower shield corners partly newly
3. Similarly, and right martin 

I
horizontally retouched

4.. •In the oval between spear and
head horizontally re-
engraved (Helvetia with
angular shoulder) (BC 3)
and engraver's retouching
of the dress (CD 3/4)

ir Left star band strongly re-
touched, in parts also the
left margin, corner shield
lower left and the lower

. margin .
6. Right star band and corner

shield lower right strongly
retouched, in parts also
the small value shield
upper right outlined

7. Small retouching left or
between the large lower
figures.

(To be continued)

outlined

(post paid *
41.00)..

1914-18

25 cliff. £ 0.40 4 1.00
50 It t 1.50 4 3.75

100

• 

7.00 (#17.50
250 £38.00 (195.00
500 NINO

750 ft

1000

SWISS,
SOLDIER

M P 

The following are our
current selling prices
except 'for orders below

1939-45 

• 0.30 0.71
£0.80 $ 2.00
4 2.75)3 6.87
t 9.00 $ 22.50
431.00 0 77.50
445.00 11112.50
£80.00 0200.00

All the above are in stock.
Post paid for overseas orders applies
to seataiI'delivery

26th Assembly of World Health Organis-
ation, held from 7-25 May, with use of a
special cancel showing the serpent emblem
and readings '1211 GENEVE - date -
ASSEMBLIE MONDIALE DE LA SANTE'.

1BBITION TO THE LIBRARY
Through the kindness of our member,

Mr. M. Rutherfocrd, we have received a
copy of the booklet (in German): 'BEAT
FISCHER VON REICHENBACH 1641-1697 -
Begrender der Berner Post' by Marc Moser.

English translation of Military Units
and Abbreviations for W.W.II, as
given in Locher Catalogue, supplied

FREE OF CHARGE
with each order.

H.L.KATCHER.
The Amateur Collector Ltd.,

151, Park Road, St. John's Wood,
London. NW8 711U

Tel. 01-586-0616
P.T.S., A.P.S., A.S.D.A. S,P.A.



"R" and
"P 149'P" in
green; 'rest
in black

-
"R" in red,
rest in -
black
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SWISS igammon LABELS - A New Version

Recently I have noticed a hand-made "V" in various forms on certain other-

wise ordinary "R" or "R PP" labels, as shown below:

Thinking that these might be a temporary substitution for the pink "Valeur"
(Declared Value) labels, 'I enquired at the main TO it Winterthur,- The interest-

ing answer was that sea simplification
: - the ordinary registered items are sent

unlisted from onePO to the next, and this has been the procedure'for
-
several-

years now. However, items fiehled withs
g
aling

..wax are given preferential treat-

ment, and %.11s-is thereasot for the "V",-that-is they are treated as witeleur"
iteme and, therefore, sent lirsted. ,To indicate this hydrid service a "V" is

added to the -7R" Isbel l either by ball-Pen or black crayon 
by the PTT, or if the

bank (the usual users of this facility) attaches the "R" label themselves - 
as is

usual - they add the "V" by means of a. rubber stamp in black or violet. Only
sealed items can have a 77 added to their "R" labels, and. this free.

The economics of this service are as follows.  An ordinary registered letter

up to 250 g., and _B5 in size costs ,SFr0.,1,- {3000 postage + 700. registration) and

the maximum compensation on loss is SFr 75 * - (foreign SFr 53.-). A letter with

"Declared Value" (Valeur) coats more, depending on the y amount enclosed. As
banks have , their Own internal insurance coverage, and as registered letters seldom

go astray, the cheaper method is preferred * However, it must be emphasized that

the "V"-is purelY sn . is.tSrsal PTT mark to indicate a more careful handling, other-
wtse-the.sealed:envelopea obviously containing cash ' would be more liable to be
stolen.

Such items should be collected on cover, showing the postage and the sealing
wax seals on the back.

M. RUTHERFOORD

REPORT pH THE 55TH CONGRESS

Raving attended Congress as a Delegate for 'Helvetia', members may be inter-
ested in a brief account of the proceedings.-

Three papers were presented. The first: 'POOR RELATION .OR POOR RELATIONS'
was given by Mr. S.V. Thomas, .Director of Postal Services Isle of Man. Mr. Thomas,
who organised the setting up Of the Philatelic Bureau in Edinburgh, the Jersey
Postal Administration and now that for the Isle of Man, dealt with the services
of the Postal Authorities as a whole and the requirements and desires of philat-
elists. A much closer co-ordination between the philatelically minded Postal
Authorities and their customers would appear to be at least one of the solutions
to satisfy both sides.

The second paper, entitled 'ON THE FRINGE' was given by Mrs. Barbara Baker,
who claims to be an unconventional collector, but who nevertheless dealt cogently
with many aspects of our hobby, such as the increasing number of-tcheque-book'
collectors who know little about the

1
 material they acquire, and the need to realise

that nowadays not everyone can be a collector of the 'Classics' and that some
modern issues may well become the classics of to-morrow.  The present methods of
exhibiting and judging were also raised.

In the third paper on 'EXHIBITIONS' by Mr. J. Hubbard, President of the Royal
P.S., many points of interest were dealt with, such as: Why are there fewer
entries from advanced collectors? Are there too many National and International
Exhibitions?

Of the three papers the last probably provided the most argument and comments
from Delegates. Should there be one large exhibition each year? Row, can a
really large exhibition be financed? - bearing in mind that 'PWAympia' cost about
4 mln. and by 1980 such an event cold well cost ii.

m
l
s. . Where can they be held?

Although promises of suitable centres have been made for the last 10 years, there
remain still only Olimpia and Earls Court. Should there'be esepaiate exhibition
for Postal History in view of the increasing popularity of this subject? Why not
a 'Day of the Stamp' in Britain as elsewhere? Should judges provide written
comments on competition entries? These and many other questions provide ideas



ZUMSTEIN
Propr,,Hertsch & Co.

P.O. BOX 2585 CH-3001 B E R N.

REPORT ON CONGRESS, (Continued)

for future consideration.

On the final afternoon awards were presented to the winners of the Melville
Junior Competitions. CT the 16 awards and commendations it is noticeable that all
but 4 were on specialised themes. The winning entries are on display at the Postal
Museum in London (in conjunction with other displays aimed at helping young collectors)
and although the judges' report makes some criticism on the standard, in my own
opinion they showed considerable ingenuity and would put to shame many adult entries
to be seen in Society competitions.

The Philatelic Congress Medal fOr 1973 was „Awarded to Mr. Thomas H. Wilcox, a
noted North of England personality.

This was followed by the impressive ceremony of the Signing of the Roll of
Distinguished. Philatelists. This year was a notably European event, with all four
recipients preseit: Monsieur Ilia Braunstein of Belgium; Mr. John Hubbard of
Great Britain; Monsieur Charles Rousseau of Luxembourg and Dr. A.M.A. vela der Willigen
of Holland, all noted philatelists with wide interests in many fields.

Together with the exhibition at the Post Office KEB Hall, organised by the
Civil Service Philatelic Society, hosts to Congress, and the various excursions
which were arranged, notably to Syon House, Greenwich and 'behind the scenes' at
Stanley Gibbons, it was a most enjoyable week, but above all it indicates that the
interests of philately are well and truly being guarded by devoted adherents of
our hobby.

E.J. RAWNSLEY

-TOURIST PROPAGANDA CANCELS

•From 9 Maya

2126 LES VERRIERES Air pur touts
l'annee (K.596)

7551 CCMPATSCH (SAMNAUN).- Sommer- und
Winterkurort (4.597)

7551 SAMNAUN - Sommer- mid Winterkurort,
(K.598)

ZUMSTEIN' CATALOGUES 1973

New Editions were published on
.1st September 1972.:

Catalogue EUROPE 1973:1 L Price 45.50
with thumb, index: 46..00

Catalogue SUVUERLAND/LIECHTENSTEIN 
1973 - Pocket size: • 40.70

Please order catalogues from:

. Harris publications Ltd..,
42 Maiden Lane, Strand, London W02.7LW

• 0.•••n•n•nn••

Supplements to the Europe Catalogues are
published regularly in the

BERNER BRIEFMARKEN ZEITUNG

Journal Philatelique de Berne

Annual Free: 41470
•n••••••••••••nn•

ITEMS REQUIRED BY MEMBER&

Covers (or cards) with embossed
stamps (Ganzsachen - Zumetein 1924.
p.315). 306. blue of 1867/68 with
stamp to right and to left. Mint and/or
used.
Capt. F.G. Davis, The Spinney,j)evenish

Lane, Sunningdale, Berks.

Mint•definiti;es: ,A.C.Nos. 357, 362RP0,
3634C, 364RPC4 Also 301A0 with control
number. Must be accurate under U.T.
light,
J.C. Cummings, Med.' Biology Centre,
Queen's University of Belfast, 97 Lisburn
Road, 73elfast BT9 7BL N. Ireland.

VARIETY

is the spice of life - or so it is

said. Why not put some variety into

your collection?

Send now for a selection

:If flaws, errors etc., and see how

these will add interest to your.

pages.

; can supply on approval,„

or against Wants Lists, stamps of all

•n•••nn•n•0001.

For fine, first-class stamps .....

AAKTI TZEBALW----ABIR9121
send your Want List to:

issues, mint or used, pre-stamp covers,

commemorative covers etc. etc.

j.S.ARMSTRONG.
14, Low Lane, Torrisholme,

MORECAMBE, Lancs.
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THE BIRTH OF THE SWISS POSTS

As everyone knows Switzerland has never been a kingdom.  It grew

from the gradual fusion of individual areas, the Cantons, yet its geographical

position in the heart of Europe, despite the immense difficulties of the

mountainous terrain, made it a highway between its more powerful neighbours.

From the earliest times messengers made their perilous way over the mountain

passes.

Elsewhere the establishment of organised services for the transmission

of mail were in progress, principally due to the efforts of the Princely House

of Thurn tic Taxis, which owned vast estates in Austria, Germany and Belgium.

Ce of the princes, Roger, set up a system of horse posts linking Tyro:Land the
Italian States in 1460; another, :Franz, a similar service between Brussels and
Vienna in 1616, while a third, Leonhard, in,1595 became grand postmaster to the

Holy Roman Empire. Thus by the end of tee 16th century it had become the major
pOetal service in Europe.

Among the many honours given to this famous family; was the Order of

the Gclden Spur, conferred upon Franz. To the armorial bearings of the Rouse

was added e golden horn and the post-riders began to carry these coiled horns
to annenno their eeeival at a relay station. "Since then the posthorn has
become the symbol of the'mail service.

Inevitably the service became-too much of a monopoly and although for

a lone time the nobles and rich merchants were willing..o pay high prices for

swift and sure carriage of mails, when the charges became excessive even the

royal patronage declined and soon the enterprise was deeply in debt.  Since,

however, the maintenance of communications had becoee essential, the Emperor

Natthias in 1616 granted the house of Thurn 'te Taxis the hereditary right to
carry the mails and in a reorganised form the development of the postal service

was, further extended and in Germany continued its operations until the 19th cent.

-
I All this was outside the confines of Switzerland, which had been

slowly emerging from its feudal origin and in the 15th and 16th centuries it

was mainly the merchants who enlisted the am ofthe larger towns in the Cantons
forming the Old Confederation, known as the Thirteen Ancient Places, in operating

relays of official messengers who, as we know from the old records, were highly

organised, privileged persons, employed by the Cantonal authorities and wearing

picturesque uniforms of the Cantonal colours. For a while this system worked
well but soon the increasing growth of trade demanded more.

In 1675 a Bernese aristocrat, Beat Fischer von Reichenbach, an
ambitious man and a member of the Council, no doubt inspired by the success of

the-Thurn & Taxis enterprise, proposed tee setting up of an extensive postal -

system and succeeded in beiae appointed as the first holder of a State postal

service.

The Fischer Post, as it became known, was very successful and by 1700-

had developed into an efficient organisation. Sealler, rival systems were

bought and merged with his own, together with some of the existing Cantonal

services, until he was sufficiently powerful to be able to conclude treaties
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Since most mail was paid for on arrival at destination, it was necessary
to provide ,a system:wherebythe amounts of postage due to the two countries could

'.b&. calculated. Accordingly, Ferney and ])elle were designet0 as officeset_entry
into France and Geneva and Porrentruy for entry into Switzerland and the use of
handatamps, indicating the route and charges were shown on the actual letter.

Letters to France, or passing through France, received a .handstamp-
censistiee of two lettere: F.F. i.e. Fischer via Ferneyi Cr:F.D4 ii.e. Fischer
via Delle, and a number' indicating-the amount in Kreutzer due to the Fischer
service. In the Treaty of 1828 the agreed rates were for Ferney: 4, 10, 12,
14, 16 and 18 Kreutzer and for )elle: F.D. 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14 and 16 Kreutzer.

The Fischer Post was responsible for the transportation of the mail to
and from these offices of entry and received appropriateCompensation.

Correspondingly, the French postal service used C.F. (i.e. a letter or
correspondence), via Ferney and C.D. via Delles with numerals indicating in decimes
(1/10 of a French franc) refundable to France.

The period of use of these -marks was 4 years and 3 months, o they are
well worth looking for.

The upheavals in Switzerland due to the invasion and occupation of the
country in the Napoleonic wars may have been partly responsible for a falling off
in the efficiency of the Fischer service, but in themain it was the Bernese,. -
revolution of' 1831 Shich brought about its decline::- The conservative government
wasteplabed,by'a liberal One under which modifications in the contract between
Bern and the Fischer Post were demanded and because of Fischer's refusal to comply
with these demands the contract was annulled as from 1st August 1832, thus forcing
the Fischer Post out of business and also terminating the Franco-Fischer Treaty.

1111.848 the Cantons were united under one central government, all private
posts were abolished and the Federal-postal administration came into being.

L.J.R.

with other countries.

This Bernese postal service operated successfully for more.than a century,
then, like that of Thurn es Taxis, its charges became so extortionate, wnile the
service declined, so that in 1832 the Cantonal autiorities took over the service
and paid the Fischer Family some 120,000 francs as compensation.

A very large part of the Fischer Post was concerned with mail to and from
France and for the student of postal history, the main interest lies in letters

a

rried after the conclusion of a Treaty between the Fischer Pout and the French

F

: foetal Authorities, dated l thet May 1828 and operable from 1st October of e same
year.

NEW SLOGAN. PO STMARK

Schweizer Mustermesse Basel 7717 April
1973 - 400O Bern 2 to 17 Apr.

700 Jahre Burgdorfer Uandfest 1273-1973
- 3400 Burgdorf 1 .

Programme elimentaire mondial 0411/FA0 -
dixieme annee - Les vivres au service
du progres 1700 Fribourg 2

Programme taiMentaire mondial - 10e
'- anniversaire les vivret au service
du prOgres 1211 Geneve 10
Service philatelique des Lations
Unies

Gletschergetten Luzern Naturdenkmal
1873-1973 - 6000 Luzern 2 to 30/4

Treffpunkt der Pferdefreunde 0stermonta
Amriswil - 8580 Amriswil 1 to 21/4

Journee Mondiale de la Sante 7 avril
1200 Geneve 1 26/3 to 7/4

AUTOMOBILE CANCELS 

Auto 3 archer Sechselauten 1973 Zunft
sur Saffran - 8/9 Apr.

I II
 

4 BiJi. 73 Ausstellung 28 April -
8 Mai 1973 - Bern

hOR SLOGAN C-A NCMLS

Organisation mondiale dc la sante
19487..1973 - World Health Organisation

- 1200 Geneve 1
Programmi: alimentaire mondiale'ONU/FAO

dixieme annee les vivres An service
du proFres - 1227 Carouge (G6)

CoMmission economique pour l'Aperique
latine-25e anniversaire. - 1211 Geneve

10 U.k, Postal Service , from 7/5
75 Janre'Landesmuseum - 75 ans Muses

14ational - 75 anni Muse° Nazionale
Zurich 15.6 - 6.74973 -

8023 Zurich 23
internationale juni-festwocnen sdrich

8000 Mrich 1
11. Internationales-Bach-Fest -
Schaffhausen 27 hai 3 Juni 1973

8200 Schaffhausen to 3/6
8 Schweiz. Knabenmusiktage 16. u.-1:7.
Juni 1973 in St. Gallen

9000 St. Gallen 1 to 17 June
Pfingstrennen FrOenfeld

8500 Frauenfeld 1 7/5 .7. 11/6
Championnats du monde 73 Judo Lausanne

22. 23. 24 juin 1973 -
1000 Lausanne 1 to 24 June
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OFFICIAL CACHETS: Much of the mail in the first half of the nineteenth century,
and even later, was official correspondence between local

municipal authorities and the various Cantonal authorities based in Bellinzona and
Lugano. Bather striking cachets were used and these make a colourful section to
a display on the Postal History of Ticino. It is often said that the area was

Fig. 6

was much slower than others in. adopting the use of postage stamps, and it is true
that twenty years after the first Federal issues writers of letters did not seem
to be using the 'new system', but this was not necessarily entirely due to the
remoteness of some districts. Aremarkably high proportion of mail was official
correspondence. These covers usually have 'D'UFFICIO' written on them and this

Fig. 7

is invariably aupported by the cachet of some local, or central, authority. Even
in modern times there is still a fair proportion of this official mail and though
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the cachets are no longer so Artistinthe special envelopes are suitably inscribed
with the name of the anprepriatt'authority.

SHIP POSTMARKS: The 'VERBALO' marks Of Lake Maggiore are an important feature of
a study of this subject. The postmarka were in use between 1852

and 1877 and are evidence of the importance of' .the lake as a line of communication -
an importance whith goes back to the Roman era. . Rowever, since the research and
publication of findings in this field is almost entirely the -work of our President,
iv1 ,. Moore, I de not propose to trespass upon his domain.

-4IL4iAYS AND, T.P.Os: Since the Swiss Confederates had through the centuries placed
such great store upon the St. Gotthard route, it is hardly

surprising that they should think of it in terms of a railway link.  The first
i railway on Swiss soil commenced to Operate in 1847 and in the very next year the
, dream of a Gotthard route was first mentioned.  After construction had started in
1072, the line opened 10 years later. It included the 93 mile long Gotthard

, tunnel; spiral and helicoidal tunnels, and imaginative and brilliant engineering.
In 1870 T.P.O. cancellations had changed from those having the names of the

terminal stations to marks which gave Route numbers. In 1882, when the Gotthard
line opened, the numbers 38, 39, 40 and 41 were allocated to the main line route

. Basel-Chiasso. -In the revision of Routes carried out in October 1889, the number
was changed to 20.

In April 1910, further changes occurred and the cancellations no longer had
Route numbers, but.just the train number. One or two main line routes did continue
to have distinctive cancellations however, and for the period 1913-14, the route
Basel-Chiasso had the mark: 'BASEL-MILANO-BASEL/BAHNPOST AMB.'.

The Private Companies of the area used T.P.Os quite extensively and cancell-
ations are to be found for the following routes:

BELLINZONA - LOCARNO BELLINZONA - WINO
BELLINZONA MESOCCO (Rhaetia Bahn since 1942)
LOCARNO - BIGNASCO LUGANO - PONTE TRESA
LUGANO - TESSERETE BIASCA - ACQUAROSSA

, The practice of station personnel clearing mail at certain times and using the
station cancellation on the stamps has been widely used in the Ticino area.  In
fent, the preponderance of small communities makes this 'practice all the More
beneficial for the inhabitants. The Federal stations incorporate the'100ersFFS (FERROVIi, FOERALI SVIZZERE) in their cancellations, but there are all the
deviations and Private Company marks which make this such an interesting study for
all regions of Switzerland.

MOBILE POST OFFICES: After the introduction of the first Mobile Post Office on the
12th March, 1937, the PIT organised a programme of short

visits, mostly tor one day, to as many areas of the country as possible.  The first
visit to Ticino was-not until 2nd October, when the MPO began an 11 'day stay at the
Lugano Fiera Svizzera. As the Mobile Post Office used in its cancellation a text
appropriate to the lanruage area in which it was operating, this stay in Lugano
saw; the first use of the Italian text: 'Iu UFFICIO POSTALL 5VI22ER0 AUTOMOBILE'.
The,MPO stayed-in Ticino until 20th October, visiting Chiasto4 Merdrisio, Lugano
again, Locarno and Bellinzona.

The second_ MPO came into service on 11th February, 1938,. and paid its first
visit to Tioineon 31st May, 1938.  This was the first use of its Italian text:'UFFICIO POSTALE SVIZZERO AU-20MOBILE 2'. MK No. 2 returned to Ticino on 7th June,spending the day in Ascona.

It is of interest that by the time MPO No. 1 revisited Lugano on 1st October,
1938, the two mobile offices had operated on a total of 235 occasions, only 8 ofwhich had been in Ticino. From the beginning of 1939 MK 1%o. 1 began to use a:
cancellation which, like that of MPO No. 2, showed its number,- the revised Italiantext being: 'OFFICIO POSTALE SVILZERO ti:UTOEOBILE 1'. It was not until 15thAugust, 1946, however, that this cancellation was first used at an event in Chiesso.

Neither MK visited Ticino in 1939 and than an annual visit was made, until1953, to the Lugano Fierz Svizzera. Apart from the odd occasion in Locarno and
Bellinzona, this was the extent of Ticino's share of the MPOs, which had grown to3 in number. After 1953 no MPO visited the Canton until 6th May, 1961, when No. 3went to Bellinzona. This was followed by another long absence until 15th June,
1963, when No. 3 visited the Swiss Philatelic Congress in Locarno. In 1960 new
cancellations were introduced which included a pictorial representation of an MPO.Only No. 3 has used this new format with an Italian text.

On occasions the EPOs have not used their own distinctive cancellations but
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have used the special mark designed for
some event and used by post offices in
the district. Of the many instances of
this practice, only four have occurred
in Ticino. No. 3 covered the Bellinzona
Pasta bazionale on 1st August, 1968:
the Bellinsona 'Pisa Giornata Dell'Aero-
philatelia' on 27th April, 1)68, and the

Bellinzona 'Regiophil s on 19th-21st June,
1970, while No. 5 made its first, and
only, visit to Locarno '1970 Giornata Del
Francobollo' on 6th December, 1970.

whether the reason be geographical,
economical, cultural, political or some

combination of several of these, the
Swiss PTT has not found it necessary to
arrange more than a few visits of MPOs
to Ticino. The visits which have been
made reprtsent only about 1 of all the
operations since 1937.

41thouqh I have tried to do as much
research as possible, I know full well
that someone may well have a cover which
either contradicts one's arguments, or
makes a speculative guess rather more
substantial. It is my hope, therefore,
that this study will also prompt
colleagues to let us share their know,-
ledge, so that we may establish in more
detail some of the Postal History of
this region.

*** THE END ** *

EDITOR'S 1WITE: Not only may other
members be able to add

facts or information to supplement this
excellent article, but it would be of
great value if they would also contribute
studies of the Postal History of other
Cantons and thus put on record a great
deal of information that would benefit
other students of this subject.

z.J.R.

DID YOU IOW? (Cont.)

1.3.1843, 30.9.1843 and 1.7.1845, the
nicest trio of FDCs one could possibly
imagine I guess.

M. RUTHERFOORD

ADDITIONS TO THE LIBRARY

Copies of both the booklets
mentioned in hr.Rutherfoord's column
have been presented to the Library.

The text of that on Beat Fischer is
in German, as - unfortunately - is also
the article referred to on the 1924
U.P.U. stamps.

Although Packet circulations are
in abeyance during the holiday season,
it is not too soon to start preparing
booklets for the autumn session and be
ready to forward them to the Packet
Secretary by mid-September.

DID YOU KNOW?
...  that at long last the PTT is using
'Hawid' strips to mount the mint stamps
on their collector's sheets and folders
instead of the conventional hinges. they
have used since 1939. ffinges:will still

be used for 'used' stamps.

.... that the UN Philatelic Bureau in
Geneva is'at last getting over its
computer problems which have caused
severe delays and general confusion.
Under the old system all standing order
customers lost money every time the US
dollar was devalued, as all accounts
were kept in that currency. Now one can
choose from a number of major currencies.
Using solely Swiss francs for stamps
issued only in SFr would have been too
simple, or perhaps because Switzerland
is'not a full UN member!

.... that the designer of a postmark
is seldom named, but the UN has announced
that the designer of the UN Geneva 'Drugs
Abuse' FD postmark is none other than
Julien Peneveyres, editor of the well-
known PEN postmark catalogues.

.... that Marc Moser has just issued
an interesting booklet on Beat Fischer
(pronounced Beehaht), the founder of the
Bernese posts which operated in compet-
ition with those of Mirich and St.
Gallen from 1765 -Until 1832. This
postal pioneer will be commemorated on
one of the special stamps to be issued
in 1974 to celebrate 100 years of the
Universal Postal Union,

.... that the 'Bulletin of INTERNABA
1974, Centenarium UPU, has appeared for
the exhibition to be held in Basel from
7th - 16th June. In addition to the
essential information in four languages,
there are severa3, very useful articles
in German or in English. In particular
an article by Max Bertsch on the'1924
UPU issue is outstanding. He makes the
point that the rarest of all Swiss stamps
is the 20c. red with comb perforation.
Only 2 used copies are known from the
one - or perhaps two - sheets so perfor-
ated. Check your stocks for Z.No. 167B,
i.e. with 24 teeth on the long sides
(not 23).

.... that this brings us to Question
No. 13. The first Swiss commemoratives
were issued for . the 25 year Jubilee of
the UPU in 1900 , (not 1899). 

, Until the
50 year Jubilee in 1924 only one set of
specials were issued, namely the 3 PAX
stamps of 1919. Now, how many plain
commemorative stamps were issued between
the 1924 UPU set and the 1949 75 year
UPU set? (Between Z.Los. 168 and 294).

.... that the answer to Question No. 12
is 3 times'. There were 7 months
between the first stamps of ZOrich and
Geneva, but 21 months between those of
Geneva and Basel. The dates are

(Cont. in Col. 1)



B. Special dtamps: Trees:gee from the 
Royal Residence 

lot issue:  Drinking vessels 
30 Hp. Nautilus shell - 4 colours:

yell.red/blue/lieit grey/
black

70 Hp. Ivory vessel - 4 colours:
yellow/grey-green/bluish-blk/
red-brown

Fr.1.10 Silver goblet - 4 colours:
ochre/brn-red/brownish-black/
blue

DepAgner: 
Printing:

14.11X.:
Sheets:

Waite. Wachter, &hum
Roto-heliogravure by

Courvoisier
26 x 36 mm.
White with brown fibres
2 sheets of 20 stamps each

RECENT L NOTENSTEIN)NEW ISSUES 
The following were'issued'on 7th

June:

A. Definitives - Landscapes (3rd part)

50 'Bp.

60 Rp.

70 Rp.

Tidrgfe Vaduz - 2 colours:
Prussian blue/it lilac

Eschuer Riet - 2 colours:
Dk green/it green

Mittagspitz - 2 colours:
dk ultramarine/it blue

Louis Jgger, Vaduz
Heinrich Heusser, Oberggeri
Rotary recess by PTT Stamp

Printing Works* Bern
36 x 26 mm.
White, luminous,

fibres
2 sheets of 20 stamps each

Designer:
Engraver:
P;inting:

2.4411.
Piper:

Sheets:.

violet

held in Luoern from 25-26 May. A
special cancel showed the Society's
emblem and reads '6000 LUZERN -
25-26.5.73 - SSW 1873-1973 SSIC.'
3. VII Congress of the International 

Police Association  , held in
Montreux from 27 May to 2nd June. A
special cancel featuring a globe was
used, reading: '1820 MONTREUX -
29-30.5.73 - 7e CONGRES INTERNATIONAL
DE L'IPA'.

4. Second International Exh4bition of
Space Philately (WERABA II 1973.. 

held in Lucern from 31 Hay to 3rd June.
The special cancel used shows a portrait
of Copernicus and reads: '6000 LUZERN -
WERABA 1973 - 31.5. - 3.6.73.'
5. 58th Internetpmal Labour Conference 

in Geneva, held from 4 - 27 June,
using a special cancel showing the BIT
emblem and '1211 GLNEVE - date -
CONFERENCE INTERNATIONALE DU TRAVAIL'.

6. 83rd Aellmhly_af Delegates of the
of Swiss Pnilatqic

SQcisties, held in Zurich on 16-17
June. To mark the occasion, in addition
to the normal date-stamp '8054 Zurich 54',
a special auxiliary, slogan type cancel
was used with the Zurich lion emblem
and reading: '83. DELEGIERTEN-
VERSAMILUNG DES VERBANDES SCHWEIZERISCHER
PHILATELISTENVEREINE 16/17 JUNI 1973
ZURICH'.

PTT PUBLISH NUMBERS ISSUED:

Pro Petrie 1972: 

10 + 10 c. 5,571,000
20 + 10 o. 7,330,000
30 + 10 C. 7,631,000
40 + 20 c. = 4,374,000

Page 46. As TTER JUNE 1973

A special cover was issued for
each set of stamps and the same First
Day cancel applied to both. This
consisted of a reclining figure, drink-
ing, surrounded by the text: '9490
VADUZ - AUSGABETAG 7. JUNI 1973'.

UN;TED NATIONS IN GENEVA - New Issue

A single stamp was issued on 25th
May on the theme of the Voluntary Aid
Programme of the United Nations.

80 Rp. Design of hexagons) indicating
the various voluntary activitie
(Colours not given)

De-Ogners: Courvoisier S.A.
Printing: Heliogravure by Heraclio

Fournier S.A., Spain
ALM: 34 x 26 mm.
No. printed: 2,100,000

A special cover was available from
the Special P.O. at the Palais des
Nations and mail received a special F.D.
cancellation with the wording :
'1211 GENEVE - VOLONTAIRES LC L'ONU
25.5.73 - ADNINISTaATION P0STALE DES
NATiUNS UNIES'.

Two similar stamps of 8 & 21 USA-cts
were issued in New 'fork on the same day.

SPECIAL EVENT CANCELLATIONS:

1. World:-Congress 1173 of Rotary 
Igternati9nal, held in Lausanne

from 13.17 May. A pictorial cancel
was used showing mountain peaks and the
Rotary symbol: '1000 LAUSANNE - date -
ROTARY INTERNATIONAL - CONGRES MONDIAtP'.

ZEITALMALLUILUM114
From 15th June 1973:

6781 S. GOTTARDO K.599
Amendments: 

As from 3.0.1973 the cancel 1935
Yerbier-Village becomes 1936 Yerbier 2
Village and will be listed as No. K.535a.

The postcode No, of Frinvillier (BE)
is being changed grom 2602 to 2535,'
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STANDING HELVETIA 1905-07

1907

No. 9613

Part XXI

Conclusion)
,Translated by; MRS. K. MacMAHON,&.H.-E.,CRAPMAN

lp c brown 

Worn Plates 

1. Badly worn plates: right star band very light

2. Similarly, Helvetia completely white
3. Similarly on colourless plinth and surrounding parts likewise

almost colourless

Retouches 

1. Upper left corner retouched and value shield partly redrawn

2. Horizontal Margin lines lower , left strongly redrawn

3: 4V' of 'HELVETIA re--engraved •

4. In the oval between spear and head engraver's retouch (9t
h Stamp'

in upper half sheet) (B 2/3)

5. Large retouch in the ovals vertically and diagonally retouched

(moderately regular execution) and right star band badly:worn

6. As No. 96A - retouch 8

No, 97B• 40 c. grey

No. 9913 1 Fr.. carmine 
Plate Floe 

1. Cracked plate: above or below outside the stamp picture

Retouches 

1. Irregular horizontal retouch in centre of left margin

Only a few examples of this stamp are known to-day, Obviously, in

principle it must be regarded with at least a part of the same variati
ons as

No. 99A with perforation llf 12.

No. 100B 3 Fr. brown 
Colour Shades

(a) brown (light - dark) ( ) dull brown

(b) yellow-brown, reddish

Plate Flaws 

1. Typical coloured dots: in the upper left or right small value

shield, in upper inscription band by' the 'TI' of 'HELVETIA',

in the right star band

2. Typical colourless dot in the upper inscription between 'I' and 
' At

worn Plates 

1. Light places in the upper margin and in lower value field

2. Similarly in the oval: left of the foot

Retouches 

1. Upper or lovier margin lines re-drawn, horizontal improvement left
or right of the small value shield upper left, the small corner

shield lower left (F1)

2. Improvements by 7th star left (E 1), by the right margin in the

lower value field
30 Horizontal strengtheainc in various places in the oval

4. Improvements to the background of the oval, partly or wholly

through delicate vertical lines, siadlarly and spear outlined

5. Delicate crosswise retouch over coat-of-arms and improvement of

the upper left corner, also strong re-engraving of right margin



STANDING HELVETIA (Cont.)

No. 100B - Retouches (cont.)
6. Marked strengthening between spear

and head with in part engraver's
lines in strong relief on the
light ground (BC 2/3)

7. Marked uniform strengthening right
of the spear and of Helvetia'
(Illus.)

8. The whole oval background retouched
by crossed lines with plastic
effect, similarly and adjoining th
star band and right margin re-
engraved, similarly with spear
outlined.

* * * The End * * *

This concludes the translation of
the section on the 'Standing Helvetia'
issues.

Next Month, .however, • there will be
a short section on the 1905/6 issue of'
the 'CROSS. & FIGURE! Stamps, Zum. Nos.
80'to 85.

The MS for this was received after
the commencement of the 'Standing
Helvetia' issues and both for continuity
and convenience the latter were dealt
with in sequence.

ZUMSTEIN
CATALOGUES 1974

w E i 1st Se te

EUROPE 1974

Price: 48.00
With thumb index: 48.75

SWITZERIAND/LIECHTENSTEIN 1974
Pocket size: Price: 40.70

4.0••••n11110

Please order Catalogues from

Harris; Publications Ltd.,
42, Maiden Lane, Strand,

London WC2 7Lw
owl11101•n•

Supplements to the Europe Catalogue
are published regularly in the

BERNER BRIEFMARXEN ZEITUNG 

Annual fee: SFr. 10.50

For fine, first class stamps ...
RARITIES OF SWITZERLAND AND.EUROPE 
send your Want List to:

ZUMSTEIN
Propr. Hertsch ecCo.

' P.O. Box 2585, 0H-5001 BERN

• From the Editor:
Now that our long standby serial on

the 'Standing Helvetia' issues has come
to an erl, we shall require more

articles for publication in our 'Helvetia
News Letter', since it is essential to
have material in hand for three to four
months ahead to ensure that lack of
copy does not hold up the regular issue
of our publication.

We cannot impose on our 'Old Faith-
fuls' all the time and would welcome
articles from new contributors - on
any aspect of Swiss philately and length
immaterial.

Short items, too, are welcome. For
example, reports on rare or unusual post-
marks appear from time to time in the
SBZ and often result in interesting
facts being made known.

If members have unusual or puzzling
items in their possession we would be
pleased to have details, with a photostat
if possible, so that others may learn
from them and enlarge their knowledge.

wowammormomonor

Looking for ideas for a short
thematic collection? Quite a number
are to be found among Swiss stamp!,
postmarks, slogan cancels etc. Some
-subjects recently suggested are Scout
Jamborees; slogan cancels of the Swiss
Trade Fair; cancellations used by the
various International Organisations, and
not forgetting those side-line displays
which can be made up from the various
subjects of the Pro Juventute and Pro
Petrie stamps.

1111.1n10=01k wave.

Don't neglect your collection
during the summer months.

Now is the time to go through -
your albums to see if anything is still
needed for completion, or to plan new
ideas for displays in the coming months
or entries for exhibition or competition.

This is where selections from
my stock can be most helpful. what-
ever your requirements send your Want
Lists or ask for Approval Selections.

All issues available - mint or
used; Firstl)ay 'covers; Flight
covers; Pre-stamp material; Flaws
and Varieties, etc.,. etc.

Send now to:

14 Low Lane, Torrisholme,

M ORECAMBE

Lancs.
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ADVERTISING POSTCARDS OF SWITZERLAND
By FELIX GAh2; .... Collaborators Wanted: Pt.

Tucked away on page. 108 of Zumstein's 'POSTAL STATIWERY CATALOGUE'

(1965)e under the heading 'Anzeigenpostkarten s and described as 'regular post-

cards with private advertising on the message aide, sold below face', is one

of the least treated and least known fields of Swiss philately, and it is about

time that some kind of preliminary listing is prepared so that more might become
known about this rather interesting phenomenon of the period 1875-1922 or
possibly beyond.

Who first thought of advertising their own products on inland and

foreign postcards will be one intriguing point that remains to be solved. Eoet

likely the idea grew from practices of advertising on the back of postage stamps

this practice possibly developing from pre-perfin days when firms tried to

protect their stamp stocks by having their initials or address printed on the

stamps (mostly on the reverse). But the advertising scheme on the message side

of government issued postcards is an entirely different matter which both

Suchard & Cie, the chocolate manufacturer near Neuchatel, and Wander & Co., the

malt (and later Ovaltine) producer in Bern, seem to have inaugurated almost

simultnneously in 1875, or thereabouts.

- On the message sides ofthe first thee , 'commercialized' cards (which,

by the way, seem to have been used most widely by owners of smal) grocer shops

all over Switzerland when ordering wares from their suppliers)sat times and in
addition to the actual advertisements, appear the conditions for the reduced

Trice. (Pigs. 1, 2 & They amounted to sending in SFr. 5 or SFr. 50 and
receiving either
125 or 1300 5 cts.
cards, or 65 or 700
15 cts cards in
return - a rebate of
from between 25% and
40,% - at a time when
every centime count-
ed (even though one
had to pay for a
money order when
ordering) - quite a
saving for the small
business owner. But
as a result, every
time this person wrote

a postcard, he became

an agent for the
business whose cards
he utilised.

So far (and
augmenting Zumstein's
listing) the follow-
ing . Swiss postcards

to users in bulk):
1, 12, 14, 18 0 20, 22, 26,
you have in your possession

have become known with private advertising (and rebated

Zumstein Postal Stationery datalogue numbers: 9, 10,
28, 30, 32, 33, 341 36, 38, 44, 46, 51, 6e and 72. If
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ADVERTISING OSTCDS OF riD (Continued)

cards other than the numbers mentioned, then please report them to me. So far
only single cards are known.

Firms known to have sold such cards with their advertisements on them
are Suchard (from which f'ij".o most likely upwards of 500 different design/card
type/card date combinations exist), Wander, Bern, and Joseph Carlogne, Vevey
(sewing machines and oil furnaces), Reesil, Geneva and Otto Forchhammer, St. Gallen
the two last-named actually being advertising agencies who crammed various 'business
cards' on the front and/or back of postcards

Yig. 4
with reduced price
conditions
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(Without sale
donditic) Firms suspected of having sold such

advertisin cards, but not fully proved
because none of tham are known, to date, with
%II imprinted sales offer in addition to the
advertisesient, are; Hoffmann's Stlirke
(starch), Bergmann's Lilienmilchseife (soap),
Steinfels Seifen (soap), Louis Bechert,
Lausanne (tea, etc.), Chocolat Sechaud,

' ANNA BRANDLE • ti.SPETZMANN &Cie H. StEIRIEV!
Corsett-Spezlalhaus St. Ganen Itoklen Mereatorium Sehuhwaratt• 

10.43altost 126st/liter .• Tot. 614 Holz, Koks Tel 1444 Mukergasse 19'
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Sehlarpter Co.

Fig. 7 (Front)

Montreux, and
probably the Kur-
und Verkehrs-
verein,
Kreuslingen
(Chamber of
commerce).

-

-
CAFE UNION R. FIVI AN-ORIEBN ER, Heimatstr 23 StOallen 0 SELIG &Co izet

• 1.Hausa.P1afze A,utekl, Coniserven MODES na'a
JOinsit.-Ratizerte Telephon 4364.. DROOL/ERIE.. Tulepheata Vaoianstr. 21 g.

Fig. (Back)

Reporting of all
simple matter. If
Gage) basic number;

types of advertising cards,
you possess any such cards,
imprint date (and type) on

excepting Suchard, is a reasonably
give the Zumstein (or Higgins &
front of card; lbcation of
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Fig. 13

When it comes to Suchard, the

matter is more complicated because the

same picture - often with very slight
variations - was used over a consider-
able period of time, in different color

shades and sub-hues, sometimes adding

or eliminating a single word, modifying

some letters, overprinting part of the
design, or adding (sometimes in silver

and rid) more text. This last incident occurred when Suchard
 won silver and

gold medals at international exhibitions, or the 'Grand Prix' at the Paris

., orld's Fair of 1900, etc.

Mari I N`1141S 1'1...

Fig. 13
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advertising imprint (back, left; back, right; front and back, along

edges etc.), colour of print; picture and/or text. (Figs. 8 - 13).

(To he concluded next month)

AUTei40B1LE CIU;GI,LLA.:ONS VGR JULY

ZURZACh - 25c. Lide, Pontouierwettfahren
5001 Aurau Auto 3 7 July

Kongress der Europaischer Baptiatischen
Federation Zurich 6022 Zurich

Auto 3 16-22 Jaly

Intern, 5-age 01, Bern/hUnaingen

25.-29.7.73 .... 3000 Bern
Auto 4

12
11, OGi.jUUR:i HIPPLUE LATICAL 26.V11 au

29.VII.73 TRAI
,LELAN .... Auto 5

2720 Tramelan 2429 July

R i IGPEIL IX

The philatelic exhibition held at
Aattwil frorJ i3-15 July used a special

cancellation showing 2 uricorne' heads
ami read: '963G '4ATT'AIL - REGIOPUIL IX -

13-15.7.73.1

ALZLIOLI Citica

Auto 5 30 Lidg. SIngerfest Zurich
24-27 1

1,01 1973
30

e Pte fAle'rale de chant
Zdrich 24-27 mai 1973

(in use 25-27 Ilay)

SPECIAL CALCLUATIGN

World Conpres6of Rotary International
in Lausanne.

Held from 13-17 Flay 1973. The KPO

Lo. 5 was in attendance and used a
cancellation showing mountain peaks -
date - and Rotary symbol, together
with the inscription: 1000 LAUSANEL -
ROTARY INTZRNATI0NA1 COMGRES MOIDIALV.
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The transition from
4 horse-dzawn to mechanised
vehicles.on the principal

walpine postal routes as
effected around. the 1920s:

. (All addressed to the

Federal Munitions Factory in Tbun)

EXTREMELY RARE

No. 3 • n •n •09

tt two copies on same
cover

2.00

de 2.50
No. • •• ft •• E 1.90
No. 21Az ••• • • • 3.40

No. 23z • • • • • • r. 2.50

Over the year'
many types of
buses have been
developed to cope
with the modern
derands for this
amenity.

SWISS ALPINE POSTAL SERVICES
A brief survey - by E. J. RAWNSLEY

Those who have enjoyed holidays in Switzerland will have eeen and probably
travelled on the smart yellow postal coaches ehich carry passengers, thus providing
an excellent service for tourists, and at Vie same time collecting and delivering
mail in outlying areas, and will have heard the musical fanfare which announces its
progress. While skimming over the superb roads, however, negotiating hairpin bends
with case, we might spere a thought for the tremendous haeards which had to be
overcome in earlier days, although its predeeeeeer, the stape-ccach, ie usually
reeardec; as heloeigiae to a eomantie, adventureee era.

Even before the formation of the Swiss Confedration in 1849 certain Cantons
had. already created regular stage-coach (diligeeee) services operating at fieed
rates and heurs. Journeys, however, were lone and tedious. For example, in 1847
the route froe Lucerne to Camerlata took 23 hours and to Milan 34 hours.

When the Federal Government was established it took
over all existing private and Cantonal services and during
the next 20 years coaches drawn by up to 5 horses and
opereted by the Federal Postal Authorities, were operating
on more than 500 routes, even during the winter months when
sleighs were substituted for the heavy vehicles.

Some idea of the importance of the service is gained
from recorded figures. In addition to the tranoport of

mail, come 699,000 passengers were carried on 13 alpine lines between 1880 and 1884
and on the 11 lines Which ran for a further 20 years, over 847,000 passengers were
',c arried between 1906 and 1908.

The coming of the railways saw the gradual decline of the postal coach,
except in the mountainous regions where the railway was slower te develop, and
althoueh passengers travelled most of the way by train, they were often obliged
to transfer to horse-drawn vehicles to cross the mountain passes, and then contin-
ued by train. Cn what was probably the most famous route of all, the St. Gotthard,
the last coach from Fluelen, driven by Michael Danioth of,Andermatt, croseed the
pass on December 31st, 1881, an event which was recorded for posterity in the well-
known picture by Rodolphe Koller, to be seen in the Gallery of Art in Zurich.

The service lasted longest in the
Grisone, where Chur (Coire) was the cent
for the Engadine via the Albula,'and
Italy via the Splftgen and Bernardino
Passes, while Davos and St. Moritz were
important points of arrival and departure
for the Fluela, Julier, Bernina and
Maloja.

1919 Sieelon
1920 Bernardino, Julier
1921 Grimeel, Furka
1922 Klaueen, Maloja, St. Gotthard
1923 Grand St. Bernard
1926 Lukmanier
1927 Fluela

n••••••n•••••n••111. nn•••

* In the case of the St. Gotthard there
was A break from 1332 when the. stage-
coach service was withdrawn and the rail-
way was used, until 1922 when the poet-
bus service started.

Small stock only, this offer is
"subject unsold".

H.L.KATCHER.
TT-4- ALATEDR COLLECTOR LTD.

151, P rk Aoad, St. John's Wood,

LCIDON NUS 7HLT

Telephone: 01-536 0616

1.T.S., A.P.S., A.J.D.A., S.P.A.
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CROSS AND FIGURE ISSUE 1905/6
Translated by: MRS. K. MacMAHON & H. 2. CHAYMAN

122516 I Altuemark Large Cress 

1906 August. Design: Cross and Value Feure, .blue
and red granite paper, watermark:

large crosS; perforation: 11:

Designer: Professor A. Hasert
eriginal engraving: ETraver E. Burger, Bern .
Letterpress: StAmpfli 8; Cie, Bern; from eummer

of 1906 by Federal Mint, Bern

Period of 7:11idity: Until 31et December, 1924

brown

1. Interrupted margin lines: upper left (A 1), upper centre, left of

'FAANCO' (C I), upper right, rignt by the 'N' (DE 7), lower right
( H 7), lower centre (H 4); defect in left lower corner (H 1)

2. Frame defects: upper left (A 1), or diagonal colourless arrow right
of lettering, '0' of upper 'FRANCO' partly defective, diagonal

uplouriess streak through right upper corner (A 6/7), defect

(colourless) lower left, similarly lower centre

3. Colourieok; streak and dot-shaped places

4. Cross extended towards top (27th stamp on half Sheet). '1' of

'HLVLTIA' broken
liarked diagonal colourless block-shaped fault in frame lower left

and lower right of centre (GI, G5)

ham As with the earlier stamps of this design, if recurring clichee errors

of the surface printed stamps are referred to as 'plate flaws', in

analogy to recess printed stamps, in normal philatelic parlance, it mu:It

be realised that with surface printed stamps, one is not dealing with

'plates', but with a printing 'forme' made up of 2OU individual printing

.blocks.

No. 81 5 e. brown-grey
Colour Shades 

brownish-grey (b) dark brownish-grey

Plate flaws 

1. Interrupted margin line in lower centre (H 4)

2. Indentation in margin lower left (H 1)

(a) (c) grey-brown

No. 83

Colour Shades 

(a) yellow/an-green (b) green

Plate Flaws 

1. Corner upper left or lower right blunt or atEndadd
2: Margin line left (f 1) or below interrupted (H 4),

to right or below interrupted diagonally

3. Smaller vertical break above by the 'C' (A 4)

4. Similarly left of cross towards the bottom extending into value

figure field (D 5)

5. Colourless streak from 'E' to the cross

6. Colourless streak right from the cross

7. Frame defect left of the 'H'

Worn Plate 

1. Left margin line very thin to missing

10 c. vermilion red 

similarly above,

Colour  shades 

(a) vermilion vermilion (dark) (c) vermilion red
dark vermilion red
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CROSB & FIGURE ISM (Continued)
No. 63 -10 cw

1. Broken margin lines: upper right ' different) (A 3) (A 5), blunt
corner upper right

2. Interrupted margin lines: aoove, upper left, upper right, to right
3. Jmaller diagonal defects: above, before 'FRANCO', left tnerefrom

diagonally through frame (Al/31,2), right under '0' of 'FRANCO'

(AO), Upper right in inner frame (A 6)
4, First 'h' broken diagonally, cross extended in lower right inner

angle (D 4); colourless fleck left in the '0' of value figure
5. Colourless scroll: right between value shield and frame .F 6),

upper right in frame
6. Double impression of frame: whole frame, and with deformed

lettering above and to right
7. Similarly, but only partial: to right and below or in lower half

of the stamp.

Worn Plate 

1. Margin lines upper left (A/C 1) or lower right very thin, almost
disappearing ( 7)4

No. 64 12c ultramarine

Colour 'Shades 

(a) blue (L) dark blue (c) ultramarine blue

ariete

1. Clear but weak offset

Plate Flaws

1. Indentations in marpin; above, below, to right (in all 7 dil:ferent),

or blunted corner upper left, upper right, lower right
2. Interrupted margin lines: left (B 1), corner lower left (A 1)

3. Frame fracture lower left extending to centre (G 1/2)

4. Defect to top of figure '2' (E 4)
5. Cleft margin line lower right from corner upwards and towards

the left
6. Second lower framin6 line interrupted under the 'M'

7. Horizontal colourlesS streak in centre of the stamp

No. 65 15 c. brown-lilac
Colour shades 

(a) brown-lilac (reddish (c) ark brown-lilac

(b) deep brown-lilac

Plate Flaws 

1. Indentations in margin: upper left, lower right, pearl-formed
between outer and inner margin lines upper right kA 5),

similarly fron there left to the inner corner field upper left

(A/B 1)
2. Vertical frame defect below right of centre (H 5)

3. Half-moon shaped indentation by beginning of stroke of the figure

'5' (76th stamp)

4. Sh(J.t thickening of the outer and inner margin lines lower right.

TEE, DD
...••nnn••n••••••••n 0.•nnn•n•••n•••n•n•n••11M•Ww..111.01.111

SOKB PDITIONAL AOTmS ON THh 'CROSS FIGUW ISSUE 

A new type of paper was used to prevent the brittleness of the previous issue

(caused by the gum) and for reasons of economy the low value stains were typo-

graphed. After the original die was:engraved, the exact design was cut in relief
in steel and a large number of blocks were made in brass at the Federal Mint.

The lesser used values, 5, 12/# 15 c. were printed in sheets of 100 (1C rows
of 10) from a set of plates made by bindin. 100 separate brass blocks in a solid

frame. The remaining values were 'similarly 'made from 200 blocks in 2 panes of

100. During the printing of the 2, 5 & 10 c. stamn,7 in the '30s, in a sural

edition only, the iron bars forcing the frame were raised 8o that they produced a

coloured border round the stamp.



a. RUTALAFeORD

FROK OUR OWL U0aReSFOLDLNTS 

From hiss A. Grueberg (Loadoe)
coeee tne latest philatelic nowler:

"At a Cuevention, ae uoual leoaiag
for Swiee material, I wee offerea a ;
cover with trio Helvetia with Swerd
aum. ho. 161 ultramarine, at a rieicalous
price of a nueber of pounds; ieepectioe
did not reveal anything out of the ordin-
ary and ehen i use/A the reaeoe, was
told that it was . an "Expeditioe" cover,
the ceneel being the circular date steep
of 'Lausanne - expedition'. Needless
to day the dealer wee unebie to tell me
what expedition it was!!')

An also raisee a query:,

FOR SALE Zueeteie VG. 21G cStrueeli,
2 Rd, grey.) aiet, with

oriel/el gum, four frame lines, some
discoloursezdon: ia 20 (or neerest offer

er. J. a. Barrett, Dept. of eiochemietry,
Ueivereite Uollege, Galway, Sire.

A new eeeber, hr. J. R. We:Jain, of
at. Helene, Lanes, netine eur occadional
references to Liechtenstein, Las kindly

sent us a copy of the Auetrian Steep
Ulub'e aulletin he: 13 of Aeril 19e13,
which is a speeial'Austro-Liecheenatein
number, car taming several interestene
articiee. It eae been addeo eo our
Library.

DID YOU KNOW?
.... that on the 16th June the 63rd

Congrees . of Delegates from all Swiss

Philatelic Societies was held, with one

voting deltpate per 50 club members.

As teis eeeting hex become somewhat of

a rubber-stamp affair, it was decided to

have them only every 2 years. The more

useful annual Presidents' Conference

will remain. A cds
'
of Zurich 54 aecom-

panied by a cachet was used and a major

Bourse compleeed the celebrations.

.... that a very small addition to Denis

iilson's most interesting and useful
article on the.'Stampati ticinesi' con-

corns hP0 No. 4. This massive affair,

first used in Lausanne during the 'Expo

64', cannot negotiate the sharp curves

of the alpine passes, so has never been

used in the Tessin. Apparently the

old method of getting the drivers of the

horse-powered post coaches blind drunk
before teey could be persuaded to attempt

the Iremeia is no longer officialPTT

procedure!.

that once again the.PTT has issued

a pamphlet for Swiee tourists to take
with then-on their foreign holidayo. It

lists the retes for most European, and

other countries, for letters and post-

cirrus posted back to Switzerland. They

eay this is to prevent holiday greetings

being clouded by one's friends having to
pay a fine. However, the chances are
much nigher taut nobody will botner to

collect the . fiee as-eeost poet offices
find it too tine coeseming'to chase
such small amounts.

.... that according to Swiss postal
regulations it is not necessary for the
hand or machine cancellation to fall on
the value impression of printed postal
stationery. This is because a cut out
'steep' removed from the entire is
ievaliu by itself. I :

Am not sure if
Switeerlana is enique in teis respect.

Tee Zeestein Specialised Catalogue
gives the date of iseue of ao. 43 (5U c.
lilac 'Sittiee Helvetia' perf./ as
15.VI.1667. 1 nave a cover daeed
'1U kai lab,' from Geneva, swiss Belgerde
cancel '11 Mai 1667' and Leedor arrival
Paid aark '12 kay 1667'. ie this pre-
issued Or Should the Zueetein date read
15.IV.1667 ?. Perhaps someone else tale
early covers and confirm that it is a
prietine error in Zumsteie and not a find.

If :you are visiting Bern in the near

•

	•teet the other day I received an
item Wet from a philatelist/ of PTT

; postal stationery with a 1973 hand cancel.
• To my surprise leis tureed out to be an
• exaaple of the oldest still-valid piece

of postal stationery. Naturally it
had an additional postage stamp stuck
on to make up the current rate.

• tnat Calestion No. 14 is: when
could the above piece have been issued?

future. well as seeiee their selendid

collection of Swiss (and other country)

tamps and postal reeurde, you will Lave

an opportunity to see tee special

exhibition on the theee of 'Space

Philately', whichadil last until leth

September at the iTT hueeum, Eelvetia-
elate, Dern.

AUTUMN SESSION IT unor
Bookinee have beee made at the

Kineseee • Hill fer aeeetieee - the
second dednodae eveniee of each moeth
from Octoesr '73 to May '74, lncludere
January.

The Social e;veelee erreeee e by
Mr. Katcher eefl. we hepe, elee Te
in January ... provided. Mr. Katcher has

.... that the answer to Question he. 13
is: 72 coewemerativee were issued
between tee ',iota aed 75th U.k.L.
celeeratione.

e root over his heed! More about this
ie.:dee course. It will be our last
year at the Kiegeway, toe.

http://was.an
http://was.an


SLOGANE P A K

btifa - 11-15 Sept. 73 - Bdrofach-
Auestellnng neeleh 11 -

8000 Zerich 1 to 15 Sept.
Programme alimentaire mondial CNU/FAO

dixicme annA - les vivres au
service d.i proves

1200 Geneve 11
Organieation mondiale de la sant‘

1948-1973 - 1211 Get:bye 10
Serice philat61ique de l'UN

9 July - 3 Sept.
Tell Freilichtspiele Interlaken -

380C Interlaken to 31 Aue.
Intereat. rusi'e-Featwochen Luzera

15 Aug - 8 Sept. 1973 -
6000 Luzern 2 to 8 Sept.

Concours Hippique National Tramelan
26.VII au 29.VII.1973 -

25C0 Biel/Bienno;
2300 Delemont 1

Larche-Concours national aa chcvaux
11/12 aoat 1973 Saignclegier

2300 La Chaux-de-Fonds
to 10 Aug.

A
Fetes de Geneve 10-12 aoat 1973 -

1200 Geneva 1 9/7 - 12/3
-41•011*....•••n•nnnn••••n••n•n•• ../..•nn••n•••n•....0.111

DON'T FORGET 
to make up some boohlets for the
Exchange Packet duriag cur- summer
rscess. By the beginninL of Seetember
hr. Rauch will be raring te go !

ZUMSTEIN
CATALOGUES

FRANKINGS 

Accordieg to a short note in the
latest issue of the 'Schweizer Brief-
marken Zeitung', there is a growing
interest in 'Eixed Frankings' which
occur during the 18 months from the
beginning of April 1882 to the end of
September 1883, when the 'Sitting
Helvetia Perf.' issue was being superseded
by the 'Grosz & Figure' and 'Standing
helvetia' series.

As covers in this category are now
finding their way into the Specialised
Catalogue, a collector in Switzerland:
Herr Felix Winterstein, Loosnalde,
5424 Unterehrendingen, is embarking on
a project to list the various
combinations of these three issues.

If anyone would like to help in
this he would appreciate details of any
relevant items they may have in their
collections, giving the Zumstein
catalogue number, where posted, with
date, details of destination and above
all any additional markings such as
registration (Chara) etc.

In any case it may be worth while •

for our members to look out for such
items and to check any which-they may
already have.

The classic skixed Fraekinge' may
be beyond out reach, but these may still
be found at more reasonable cost.

Don't be a 'one of each'
collector. There is far too much
scope amuag Sliii30 stamps for this.

•n•10111.M.111100•111110w

1421

Net: Editior 1st $eipt ber .1973.

zaR12,121 _

Price: £3.00
With index: Z'.75

3UITZERLAiDJLIC NSTEIN 1924

Pocket size: price: £0.70

Please order Catalogaes from

ru4NATIers LTD.,
42, Maiden Lane, Strand,

London WC2 7LW

Supplements to the Europe Catalogue
are published regularly in the

BERNER BRIEFMARYEN  ZEITUNG

Annual feet SFr. 13.5C

F..r fine, first-class stamp ...
aARITIZS OF :NITZERLAND  and aaCTE 
seed your -Want Lilt to:

ZUNISTEIN
rropr. Hertsch Cie,

D TZ^N- 114-70n1

Follow some of the many side-
lines: Airm4.1 stliapjp_mi_gmal
with their interesting cancellations;
TPOs - again a wealth of cancels:
l'avgLjui.Varieties, which give added
emphasis to any collection; Soldier 
Stail.epa, another absorbing subject.

These are but a few examples.
Let me help you in your particular
quest.

Want Lists welcome, or material
supplied on approval.

.rite to:

J•S•ARMSTRONG•
14, Low Lane, Torrisholme,

hOit tI ALB

Lancs.

00
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Big New Issue programme for August
A slight shock for collectors this month with the issue of three separate

series: the second Publicity set for this year, new definitives and some more
official service stamps, with a total face value of Sw.Fr. 8.00.  Details are
as follows:

A. PUBLICITY STAMPS - Series II lam
15 c. International Horological Museum in La Chapx-de-Fonds 

To be inaugurated at the end of 1974 in the Neuchgtel watch-making
metropolis and which will highlight the standing of La Chaux-de-Fonds as a
major centre of one of Switzerland's leading export industries. This
specialised museum, whose layout reflects the latest in museum design, will
display a wealth of material from the earliest days to the latest develop-
ments in industrial watch-making. The museum's emblem of 'Man and Time' has
been chosen as the picture subject.

30'c. World Al pine Ski Championships 1974 in St. Moritz 

The organisation of the world championships scheduled for February
2 - 10, 1974, has been entrusted to St. Moritz. A modern stamp design shows
a downhill racer and the emblem of the event, thus publicising not only this
particular occasion but also the popular sport of ski-ing in general.

40 c. 'Terre des Hommes' 

Thanks to the dedicated efforts of 'Terre des Hommes' a large number
of underfed children all over the world can be saved each day. Thousands of
families in Switzerland and abroad support the work of this organisation aimed
at alleviating the suffering of children living in distressed areas, and this
is reflected in the expectant look in the child's eyes in the design.

Designers: 15 c. Bernard JAuier, La Chaux-de-Fonds
30 c. Luigi Grendene, Zurich
40 c. Paul Ferret, Lausanne

Size: 36 x 26 mm. .

Printing: Rotogravure by Courvoisier S.A.

PaPer: White, lightly coated, luminous, with violet fibres

Form cylinder: 2 sheets (A & B) of 50 stamps each

Special covers will be available for each value and one for the set. The
simple First Day cancel will read: '3000 BERN - Ausgabetag - 30 8 1973'.

B. NEW DEFINITIVES. A new series of 'Landscapes typical of the four linguistic
regions of Switzerland' will depict identifiable places

or landscapes, but will be very different from the current series in design.
The new stamps will replace those of the 'Architectural Monuments' series
of 1960/68 after stocks of the latter have been used u

5 c. Sottoceneri - brown/blue
10 c. Grisons - violet-red/olive-green
15 c. Central Switzerland - violet/orange-red
25 c. Jura -, green/blue
30 c. Simmental - red-brown/dark blue

(Continued)
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NEW ISSUES - (Continued) - Definitives:

40 c. Vaud - brownish-grey/blue
50 c. Valais - orange/olive-green
60 c. Engadine - grey/ochre
70 c. Sopraceneri - brown/green.
80 c. Eastern Switzerland - orange/bluish-green

Designer: Hugo Wetli (Stuckishaus nr B6rni- who died on 23rd August 1972
Steel engraving: 5,15,25,30 & 50 c. by Heinrich Heusser (OberAgeri)

10,40,60,70 & BO c. by Pierre Schopfer (La Chaux glossonai))
41111iNV Two-colour line-engraved intaglio by the PTT Postage Stamp

Printing Office in Bern

24 x 29 mm.
pftrer: White, lightly coated, luminous, without coloured fibres
Form 9y1inder: 4 sheets (1 4) of 50 stamps each

Two special covers, one to take 6 and the other 4 stamps will be available
and the First Day cancel is the same as used for the Publicity Stamps.

In both cases the usual leaflets and folders will also be available.

C. NEW OFFICIAL STAMPS 

(1) OMM The World Meteorological Organisation, based in Geneva,
celebrates its centenary this summer. The 4 stamps depict the

WHO emblem. Three values are in one colour; the 80 c. value, which
has an added inscription referring specifically to the Jubilee, is in
2 colours. The new stamps complete the series going back to 1956/60.

30 c. Official emblem - red
40 c. t/ - blue
80 c. and added inscription "OMI-OMM 1873-1973' -

blue-violet/gold
1 Fr. w 11 - ochre

Designer Hans Hartmann, Kaniz
Steel-engraving: Karl Bickel-Courtin (Walenstadt)
Printing: 30, 40c. & 1 Fr. - line-engraved intaglio by PTT Office, Bern

80 c. - Rotogravure by Courvoisier S.A.
411W 36 x 26 mm.
1Paner: White, luminous, with violet fibres
.Form cv4nder: 30, 40c.& 1 Fr. 2 sheets (1 - 2) of 50 stamps

80 c. 2 " (A - B) " 50

(2) UIT The inauguration of the new headquarters of the International
Telecommunications Union is to be marked by the issue of a

large single 80 c. official stamp showing the new building.  Three
further values in the UIT series, in use since 1953/60, will be
issued at a later date,

80 c. New UIT building in Geneva - 2 colours: blue/black
Designers: Alfred Csermo & Jean Jacques Chevalley (Geneva)
I=LEUE.: Rotogravure by Couivoisier S.A.
Size; 26 x 41 mm.
Paberl White, luminous, with violet fibres
Form qvliuder: 2 sheets (A & B) of 50 stamps

Special covers will be available for both and the special First Day cancels
will reads

"1200 GLAVE - ORGANISATION Mil40ROLOGIQUE 0 K - JOUR D'iMISSIOV 30 8 1973"

& "1200 GENEVE - UNION INTERNATIONALE DES TELECOMMUVICATIONS U I T - JOUR
D'EMI6SION - 30 8 1973"

111•011111. 411.1111010.11111.110 .MOIRIANIIIIIIMIONIMI,
AUTOMOBILE CANCEL TOURIST PROPAGANDA CANCELS
Auto 5 March-Concours national de As from 25th July:

chevaux 11-12 aeat 73 -
Saignelegier 4710

6402
KLUS (K.600)
MEiRLIS0B4QBE151 -,Am Vierwald-.

stAttersee (K601)



ADVERTISING POSTCARDS OF SWITZERLAND
By FELIX GANZ (Conclusion)

In the case of Suchard, various periods and groups of advertising types

maybe noted, and some of these are shown.  The earliest ones, known both with

and without sales conditions, feature recipes (Fig. 14) in either French or German,

and they are preceded, on top, eifher by a black, slanted cross (2 sub—forms

exist) or a double "niche", with the name of Suchard prominently displayed. These

two basic types, each with probably up to twelve or more different recipes, were

followed by black picture vignettes (how many ?) of children mischievously

attacking Suchard products (spilling bonbons; sawing apart a cholocate bar, etc.)

(Fig. 1 .,
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Fig. 14 Fig. 15 Fig. 16 Fig.- 17

Around 1890 a third type began to be issued:  vignettes of Suchard's

factories, living quarters of workers, etc., and this is the period where all

the color hues (light to dark brown, reddish, ' violet, blue) occur, and where

sub—types with modified lettering or wording may be found. (Figs. 16 & 17).

During all this time the earliest types continued to reappear, sometimes with

identifying numbers below the recipes.

CACAO
— A R D

GRAND PRIX
PARIS 1900

Fig. 20Fig..18

From about 1894 or 1895 a fourth series made its appearance.  It is

best described as "Suchard around the World", and shows diverse scenes with

children, ladies, or alpine views (such as the Matterhorn), always accompanied
by "Suchard", plus added wording (Fig. 18).

A fifth series featured gold or silver overprints on the winning of the
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ADVERTISING POSTCARDS OF SWITZERLAND (Continued) 

"Grand Prix" in Paris, on a variety of previously issued cards (Figs. 19 & 20);
a sixthTaeries {Figs. .21 &.'22) added the same message in small print and in the
color of the advertisement; and a seventh series added to "Grand Prix" the fact
of having won 33 (and later 35) gold and silver medals.

attempted by the same collaborators a few years ago.

You may see that
bringing order into
this confusing multitude
of issues will not be
easy; but for that very
reason your concerted
effort is respectfully
requested and solicited
so that a list, begun by
the undersigned (whose
address is available
through the Helvetia
Society's Hon, Secretary
& Editor) and by
Mr. R. Hdrlimann
(President of the Swiss
Postal Stationery
Society) may be consider-
ably more complete upon
publication in the
'Helvetia hews Letter'
than the one on 'Perfins',

Thank you Felix Ganz, Chicago

(Editor's note: In a footnote to the letter which accompanied this article
Dr. Ganz states that he and Mr. Hdrlimann have already

accounted for over 500 different items (which just goes to show what can be done),
but the count eventually may go Up to 1000 if all the variants are to be considered.

One of the main difficulties may lie in endeavouring to describe the colour shades
to be found among the brown and violet/blue hues, since no two people see colours
exactly the same. Nevertheless any collaboration that can be given by members
will be most welcome.)

"BUNDESFEIER 1973" - Special Cancels

1. • Bundesfeier at the Mtn 

The special cancellation used on
1st August depicts St. Peter, Patron
Saint of the church at Stans, holding
the key (emblem of Nidwalden) in one
hand and the Holy Writ in the other. It
reads: "6441 ROTLI - 1.8.73 -
BUND4TEIER AN HISTORISCHER STATTE".

2. Other Bundesfeier cancels 

The two towns this year accorded the
use of the special National Fete Day
cancellations are SION and APPENZELL,

The first, depicting a tower, reads:
"1950 SION - FETE NATIONALE 1.8.73", and
the second, showing an old building: .
"9050 APPENZELL - 1.8.73 - BUNDESFEIER".

HLCENT SLCGAN CANCLUATIONS

Faire de Chaindon, Reconvilier, ler
lundi de septembre - 2500 Biel/Bienne

54e Comptoir suisse Lausanne 8-23.9.1973
1000 Lausanne to 23 Sept.

hationale Motivbriefmarken-Ausstellung
Casino Bern 1 to 2 Sept. 1973

OberlAndische Herbstausstellung Thun
23. Aug. - 2. Sept. 73 -
3600 Thun to 2 Sept.

WEGA Gewerbe- and Landwirtschaft-
Ausstellung Weinfelden 28. Sept. -
2. Okt. 1973 - 8570 Weinfelden to 2/10

Programme alimentaire mondial ONU/FAO -
Dixiseme ann4e. Les vivres au
service du progres - 2400 Le Lode

Montreux septembre musical -
1820 Montreux to 30 Sept.

:3 ettimane musicali agosto-ottobre Ascona -
6612 Ascona to 15 Oct.

Braderie - Fate de la montre - La Chaux-
de-Fonda 1-2 aept. 1973 -
2000 Neuchatel to 10 August and
2300 La Chaux-de-Fonds to 11 August.

3. Another special commemorative cancel'
was used during the holding of the

Jubilee Camp 'JUBIKA 73' of the Alpine
Scout Club at Kandersteg from 22 July to
10 August. The cancellation used has
the Scout emblem and reads:
"3718 KANDERSTEG - JUBIKA 73 - 50 JAERE
PFADFINDERZENTRUN 30.7.73".
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500 YEARS OF THE VIAMALA LETTER
By CHRISTOPSER RAUCH

It is July ... we are on holiday in Switzerland
and it is raining: Not to worry, now is the chance to do a
little philatelic write up - •

In the middle of last month THUSIS, in the Grisons,
celebrated the 500th anniversary of the VIAMALA BRIEF. It
was on 23rd April 1473 that a charter was given to Graf Jorg
v. Werdenberg-Sargans and the Junker Joachim v. Castelmur and
their colleagues to build and maintain a path (ein Weg), which became known as
the 'Via male.' between Thusis and Schams (the section of the Rhine valley above
the Viamala towards Andeer and now known as Rania on the modern map), so that
the movement of people and goods could proceed at all times with safety and

Thusis is situated at the extreme south-west corner of the wide
Domleschg valley at the foot of Piz Beverin and is the last important centre
before one reaches the mountainous region on to Tiefencastel and St. Moritz and
through the breathtaking Viamala gorge - one of the most magnificent gorges in
the Grisons - to SplOgen and so to the San Bernardino pass and tunnel.  No doubt
in medieval times the perils of this awesome gorge gave it its name of the
'Evil Way'.

The shop windows in the main street of Thusis were the setting for an
exhibition composed mainly of reproductions of prints provided by the PTT Museum
in Bern, showing documents relating to, and views of the 'path' and later on
the road through the Viamala gorge and beyond.

The first document was, of course, the Charter of 1473, the original
of which is held in the Thusis archives, and being in old German was far from
easy to follow. It stipulated the duties of the 'operators' of the path, and
their rights regarding charges to be levied, expressed in Rheinische Gulden.
One old document dated 1467 related to the establishment of the San Bernardino
Hospiz. A more recent one was the winter timetable and list of fares for the
postal district of Chur, dated 15 October 1673. In addition this document
showed railway connections to Chur from ZUrich, Winterthur, St. Gallen and
Romanshorn. Thus from alrich to Chur (by the fast train) took 3! hours (to-day

hours) and the coach took 3 hours to travel from Chur to Thusis (35 minutes
to-day).

An undated document listed the charges for hiring a one, two or four
horse carriages.te many of-the now famous , placee'in the Grisons and over the
border into Italy. I think this document was about 100 years old. It did
announce that the telephone was available at Trepp Co., in the window of whose
premises the document was displayed:

The prints showed the development of the path with mules carrying goods
or riders on horseback, to the establishment of a road at the beginning of the
19th century, with different types of horse-drawn postal coaches. The first
motor coach illustrated was dated 1922 and showed an open 12 seater Saurer
vehicle on the Thusis-Spltigen-Mesocco run.

To-day the Viamaia gorge is every bit as inspiring as it must have
been to the early travellers, for the modern engineer has followed the route of
his early predessors and has constructed the N13 motorway, mostly in tunnels, but
with some breathtaking bridges across the gorge. And the next village, 6 km.
from Thusis is Zillis but that is another philatelic story.

It has stopped raining and we are off to Mesocco by way of the Viamala
and the San Bernardino:

To end on a philatelic note, no postal markings appear to have existed
for mail carried over the Viamala. Straight-line cancels were used at Thusis
from 1842-1850 and the modern propaganda cancel shown above includes a reference
to this ancient route.

1n00.1......111111110•••n

COMPET IT IC SU C (.; E S 3 E -3

Our congratulations to W.Cdr. H. F. Bulstrode, 0.3.E., on another well-
deserved success - the winning of a Silver-bronze award at IBRA-MtLCHEN.

Also to our Northern Gawp who were winners in the Thematic Section of
the Yorkshire Philatelic Association Competition.
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CUT-OUTS FROM POSTAL STATIONERY
In last month's "Did you know" column Mr. Rutherfoord stated that

cut-outs from postal stationery had no postal validity ... but did not say

whether this ruling came into force at any specific time.

This has prompted Dr. Ganz to reply, saying that although the statement

is basically correct, there are excepticti Which occasionally escape the

vigilence of the post office clerks and sends photostats of two such items.

The first is a neat combination of a postcard cut-out and a postage

stamp, and the other a cut-out only on a re-addressed (forwarded) letter.
No

postage due was levied in either case.

The ban on cut-outs does not, of course, include items cut from

commemorative miniature sheets, whose postal use is permitted.

MEXBERS'

. Ras any member available at a

unmounted,reasonable mint - of the 1955 PRO PATRI4
price, a spare, set -

set?
If so Mr. S.V. Berti, of

55, Smoke Lane, Reigate, Surrey ' 2 7HJ

would be glad to hear about it.

EXCHANGE PACKET:

Our Exchange Packet Secretary,

Mr. C. Rauch, feeling justifiablY
proud of the last season's sales, will

be glad to receive booklets from
September onwards in order to give
a flying start to the new season.



    

GRATIS LABELS
Tucked away at the back of the

catalogue one finds among the 'Frank
Stamps' a plain, impert. 'GRATIS' . label.

This came into
use following the
Franco-Prussian War
of 1870, the dis-
astrous defeat of the
French forces and
subsequent occu-
pation of Paris.

Many of the French soldiers, includ-
ing a large portion of General Bourbaki's
Eastern Army, headed by General Clinchant
deprived of all service support, escaped
captivity in Prussia by entering
Switzerland and being interned. It is
estimated that no less than 80,000
officers and men, among them many sick
and wounded, came into the country and
were characteristically received and
cared for by providing internment camps
for the fit, while those in need of
medical care were sent to emergency
hospitals at Basle, Neuchatel, Lausanne,
Vevey and elsewhere.

Some form of postal facility soon
became necessary and in February 1871,
the PTT issued, to the Command of the
Swiss Army, which was internationally
responsible for these internees, a
special franking label. This, as may
be seen from the illustration, read
simply: 'Hilitaires francais/internes
en Suisse./ Gratis."

The printing was in black on colour-
ed paper, but as there were a number of
printings and the paper tints varied,
they are to be found in three principal
colour groups of dull purple-lilac, rosy-
pink and brownish-rose. They were
produced in large sheets and were
imperforate.

The Swiss Post Office issued precise
instructions that these military franks
should not be cancelled in the usual
manner by means of a postmark, but in a
few cases postmarks were applied. They
are by no means common and while it is
estimated that about 224,000 were printed,
it is thought that only some 80,000 were
actually issued and used, and of these
only a small proportion have survived
the years.

On cover they are highly desirable
items in any collection.

cannot be sold from the old machines since

DID YOU KNOW?

....	 that the Swiss PT will not cancel
any item which already has a cancel-'
lation of any kind of any country on it,
so that all double postmarks - as above -
have to be cancelled in Switzerland
first. 'Philympia' was another event
at which a lot of double cancellations
were manufactured in London.

....  that a Swiss registration label
on a letter of a 'philatelic' nature
i.e. an FDC, does not prove that it has
gone through the genuine mails and been
signed for by the addressee. Anyone,
but especially dealers, can obtain a
block of R-labels to stick onto the
covers to be sent away to receive a
special cancellation. The covers are
then returned en bloc and undamaged.
This simplification for the PTT is done
on condition that all covers are
correctly addressed in ink, i.e. not
pencil, and that all R-labels not used
are returned to the PTT.

....  that proof of genuine use can best
be obtained by sending 'Express', which
also gets an arrival backstamp (which a
registered letter no longer gets). At
present rates of SFr.1.50 + the 30c.,
this is more than any straight set covers

....  that some slot machines with com-
bined vending of stamps (2x10c & 20c)
and postcards (20c only) have now had
the latter modified to sett a set of
Pro Petrie or Pro Juventute at SFr.2.-,

as postcards at the new rate of 30c
the first of January this year.

Militaires &sleds
intern& en Suisse.

Gratis.

that for those who like fruit-
: salad on cover there is an excellent
example available in Switzerland now.
This large cover, each with an individ-
ual number up to 1200, has a picture of
Skylab and caption referring to "Space"
Philatelic Exhibition WERABA held in
Transport Museum in Lucerne from 3105
to 3.6.73. Then top left there are

, no less than 6 Swiss stamps with a
"space" theme, 20c. Pegasus, 80c. Intel-
, sat, 10 & 30c. UIT, 15c. Lenk, and for
' good measure the 1964 75c. EXPO, all
: cancelled with the WERABA special cds
with the sketch of Copernucus, then to

! top the lot a Registered label, 6000
Luzern 1. These covers were then
rushed to Warsaw, then to Torun (birth-
place of Copernicus), to receive a
special cancel of the Phil. Exhibition
on a large commemorative Polish block
on 1.6.73, and a Polish registration
label. All this nonsence for £2.00
a piece!

....  that most lakes and rivers in Switzerland have appeared on one or more
stamps (and together with a wide range of postmarks make an interesting thematic
collection). Question No. 15 is: which stamp shows the Bodensee?

....  that the answer to Question No. 14 is 1938- the newspaper wrapper with
5c. impressed Edelweiss.

M. 1711MULIzimrtnn.r.



PROGRAMMES FOR 1973/4
LONDON GROUP: Hon.Sec. Mrs.L.J.Rawnsley NORTHERN GROUP: Hon.Sec. Mr. A.A.Hoyle

1973 127.1.
Oct. 10 POSTS OF THE SWISS LAKES - Sep. 29 SHORT DISPLAYS BY KLABERS

All Members Oct. 20 CHAIRMAN'S DISPLAY
Nov. 14 ANNUAL G4LERAL MEETING Nov. 17 MODERN DEFINITIVES - Discussion
Dec. 12 SOLDIER STAMPS & MILITARY MAIL Leaders Mr. R.A. Hoyle

All Members Dec. 15 SHIP POSTS - Discussion Leader
Mr. G.D. Wilson

Jan. 9 AUCTION & Short Displays 1914
Feb. 13 POSTAL HISTORY Jan. 12 'NACHNAME' - Discussion Leader

Miss A. Grunberg Dr. G.G. Ritchie

Mar, 13 CUSTOMS CANCELLATIONS - Feb. 9 OFFICIAL NAIL - Discussion
Kr. D.R. Beak - with
supporting material from
other members

Mar. 16

Leader: Mr. J.N. Highsted

LADIES' AFTERNOON

Apr. 20 ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
Apr. 10 'STRUBELIS' -

Mr. G. M. Hodges April Y.P.A. CONVENTION, Halifaa:

••••••• n••••n• Hon. Secretary: Mr. R.A. Hoyle
An additional meeting may be held

in January - circumstances permitting.
6,

Hon.
Limes Ave,

Treasurer:

Huddersfield Rd, Halifax

Mr. J.A. Eastwood

It is hoped the new venue will
enable more members in the North to
attend meetings.

Chairman: Mr. D. Slate
Officers: As shown on front page

ZUIVISTEIN
CATALOGUES 1974,

New Editions: 1st September 1973 

EUROPE 1974.

Price: £8.00
With thumb index: £8.75

SWITZERLAliD/LILCHTErSTEIN 1974 

Pocket size: Price: £0.70

Please order Catalogues from

HARRIS PUBLICATIONS LTD.,
42, Maiden Lane, Strand,

London WC2 7LW

.01,....1.0.01111111

Supplements to the Europe Catalogue are
published regularly in the

BERNER BRIEFMAREEN ZEITUNG 

-Annual fee: SFr. 18.50

For fine, first-class stamps .....
RARITIES OF SWITZERLkND and EUROPE
send your Want List to:

ZUMSTE1N
Propr. Hertsch & Cie

, n-- -)cc)a RLQW

PRICES of Swiss stamps
will be going up in view of the
currency problems.

It is essential, therefore,
that you should complete all gaps
in your collection as quickly as
possible, and also secure some of
the better grade items you still
require while stocks are available.

For all stamp issues, - mint
or used - airmails - tete-beche
and se-t4nant - International
Offices - postal history -
material on cover - postmarks -
Strubelis .- Sitting & Standing
Helvetia etc., etc.,

Write to:

J S ARMSTRONG
Want Lists welcome or material
supplied on approval to your own
requirements.

14, Low Lane, Torrisholme,

Lancs.
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SWISS TRIAL PRINTS
or DON'T BE FOOLED BY THLSS "STAMPS"

by ARTHUR KING

Reprinted from the Western Stamp Collector"

Some time ago, in a foreign auction catalog, I saw one lot described as"
unissued Swiss proofs" and offered at extremely low price. I must confess I

nearly sent in my . bid„ but something made me stop and think first. In the end

I wrote and asked to "view" the lost by post --but received-no reply. A while

later I was giving a display ata distant society when a colleetor came up to me,

bearing in his hand anenvelope and on his face a look of despair: Less careful
thanaaevhe had sent in a bid, they billed him before he got his material and he

paid up. - Then by registered mail he received a neat set of labels
- which the

Swiss Post Office officially describes as "trial prints".

Such items are not often seen, it's true, but their relative scarcity

certainly does not give them any market values for reasons I shall explain.

*Weiser, they are attractive, they do have some connection With the production of

postage stamps, and if you are ever offered them at sensible prices there is no

harm in buying, a set - so long as you realise exactly what they are and what
they are not

what are they? ,

For a start, they are by no stretch of the imagination proofs" - this

word van only be applied to impressions of a genuine stamp design, pulled by the

printers before the final stamp is issued as a check that it is properly engraved

and that the colors are as required. Until a few years ago, the Swiss P.O. used

to refer to them as Trial Stamps, but they dropped this name after complaints

from collectors who had been swindled as my collector friend was. To explain

why they exist, let's look at the way real Swiss stamps are printed.

As most collectors.know, the majority of Swiss issues come from the

world-famous company of Courvoisier; what is less well known is that a number of

issues are produced by the postal administration at its own printing works at

Ostermundigen.
, 'Here there are three complex maehines --a 1936 Goebel (weighing

15 tons), a 1945 Wifag (17 tons)
. and the most rscent addition, a 1966 Wifag

(26..tens). Each produces stamps of different designs and types - and each needs,
. .

from time to time, an overhaul.

Now, it -ie,standard practice for security printers to strictly control

the destiny of every sheet of paper, both before and after printing; the whole

'point of their security soperation
, it_that no unused specialstamp paper should

leak out for possible Use by forgers ', no faulty stamps should get on to the

market, and every properly printed stamp should be strictly accounted for. This

means that Whenevera machine is Checked, serviced or otherwise changed in

:operation, the security printer has :to run through a number of sheets (or part

of esreef of paper in some cases) to verify . that pressure, inking, perforating

and eVerything else i in order.

Since the sheets produced in this way are often faulty, they must be
account ed for and destroyed; since this is a costly and time-wasting operation,

the Swiss administration found another solution.  They prepared special printing
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Having said that, I must add that the labels are of undoubted interest
collectors of Swiss stamps; they demonstrate both the skill of engravers and
designers and the capabilities of the machines which print them.

Bearing neither country name nor denomination, they are printed either by
latleug (known to collectors as "recess") or heliogravure (the Swiss name for
"photogravure"), or a combination of the two, on the same machines as real stamps,
using the same perforators and gums - obviously they must, or their production
would net provide a true test of the machines' functions.  There are four main
types of Trial Print, according to printing process; brief details are given below..

Recess designs 

For the intaglio press a simple yet skilled small-format design is used
(Fig. 1). If you examine this under a magnifying glass you will see straight•
lines, cross,hatching,'stippling, a "brickwork" effect and shaded circles.

Inks and paper are identical to those of the Swiss 1949 regulars;
examples Iilave seen are in slate-blue, rose-carmine, olive-green, chestnut,
violet and orange. Although there is only one design, a selection of all avail-
able colors make an attractive display, especially if you mount them alongside
real stamps in the same inks.

Combined printing -

Two of the most tasteful designs are created by
using both recess and photogravure cylinders-. These
are found only in a 84-tenant block of four Fish
designs, two simply printed in brown recess.
Positions 2 and 3 of the block have a coarse-screen
photogravure background in pale green, on top of which
a brown fish is printed from a deeply-en-raved recess
cylinder.

The contrast is quite startling and is an
example of a technique often used by the Swiss Govern-
ment Printing Office, giving a texture to the stamp
often far more effective than by using either process
alone.

Photogravure designs

Trial Prints from the heliogravure machine are much more varied.
Although all monocolour, they exist in brown, green, blue or violet to my knowledge;
all are in double-size commemorative format, and the sheets comprise a number of
different pictorial views, taken from real photographs.

Scenes vary from postal
coaches to hotels, from aircraft
to tourist scenery. -We see ski-
ing, bridges, trains, children
settling down in sleeping-cars,
castles and lakes, mountains and
trees, the interior of a pilot's
cabin quite a variety, each
design having a descriptive
caption in white lettering
(strangely enough, I have so far
seen these only in French).

Printing is with a fine
screen on highly-coated paper
which, like the real Swiss stamps,

to
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contains tiny colored threads which can be seen from the back through the gUm.

And to demonstrate how thrifty the Swiss are as a nation, these Trial

Prints are supplied to the Swiss Tourist Office for use as pu
blicity stickers!

Multicolour recess 

A totally new design was commissioned for testing the printers'
 newest

machine (SSR III, the 1966 Wifag) which can produce four mill
ion small or medium-

format stamps daily in recess (up to three colors), in photog
ravure (one or two

colors) or combined recess and photo (two or three colors).

The Trial Print depicts an electric locomotive,

seen from the front (Fig. 4). The basic blue printing

incorporates various types of cross-hatching; .imposed on

this are two further colours - buff and red - from add-

itional cylinders working in tandem with the first, and

these use a more viscous ink which gives a smooth and

solid wash effect rather than the fine, sharp lines of the

deep-etched blue cylinder. This time the design includes the
 "Specimen 1966" and

"Mehrfarbiger Stichtiefdruck" (that is, "multicolor recess p
rinting"). Tnere is

a blue cylinder No. "2" to the right of the last stamp, and also in the margin is

a serial number which differs, of course, for each sheet and 
is applied in black

from a separate device.

The SWis8 FTT published details of its machines in 1967 in th
e Technical

Bulletin, but although this also deecribed the multicolor prints, the administrat-

ion does,not,want,quantities of this or the earlier Trial Pri
nts to find their

way on to the philatelic market because they do offer unscrup
ulous people the

chance to swindle collectors by misdescribing them.

Nevertheless, I feel it is essential that everyone should be 
informed

about them - there is more danger in ignorance than in kn
owledge. These are

certainly interesting items, and deserve a place in any speci
alised Swiss

collection. But they are not stamps, they are not proofs, 
or colour trials.

They are Trial Prints, and if you pay a few cents each for
 them you will have a

welcome addition to your collection .... unlike my unwary fr
iend who paid out

4100 for eight of them!
00o-----.

EDITOR'S NOTE: We are indebted to the author, Mr. Xing, and to Mr. Wood,

Editor of the "Western Stamp Collector" in Albany, U.S., for 
permission to reprint

this article, which touches on yet another facet of Swiss phi
lately.

As an addendum it may be of interest to quote from the offici
al

leaflet on the subject, issued by the PTT

and to illustrate a further, very

attractive design of "Specimen" print

not mentioned above.

"The prints up to now incorrectly

called trial stamps are the results of

trials on the rotary press of the
Postage Stamp Printine Office PTT. They

are neither printing proofs or colour

proofs of any philatelic value, nor

labels of any kind, let alone finished

postage stamps.

"These trial impressions are

required after the assembly or overhaul

of a rotary press, after the replacement of parts, or in tryin
g out new material,

such as paper, colours, wiping cloths, support felts, etc.
 To avoid the use of

actual stamp cylinders, special impression cylinders with fancy designs, rare

employed for this purpose, bearing neither the nieme , of the country nor any value.

These pictures also show the various possibilities of steel line engraving.

Thus, the trial impressions are not only of use to the printi
ng staff, but also

to the stamp designers and steel engravers.

"To ensure successful trials it is indispensable to use all e
quipment,

materials and accessories, such as gummed stamp paper, perfor
ating devices, etc.,

exactly as required for the postage stamp impression."

FIRST AUTUMN MEETINGS 

NORTHERN GROUP: Saturday, Sept. 29th at City Reference Library, Leeds -
Short Displays by Members

limns MATTI): Watinakelav. Ont_ leth At KinpAvAir 1411 — Lake Poste
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On 6th_SSPt.ereb.Or a large and very
handsome heraldic stamp was added 'to the -

definitive series. Two new.postcarde

with imprinted stamps were also issued
on the Seise day. Details as follows:

A. New Definitive 

Fr. 5.-
Arms of the Principality

and the 11 Communes -
6 colours: red/blue/green/

Silver/gold/black
Adalbert Pilch, Vienna

'Wolfgang Seidel, Vienna

Combined autotype & recess

by Austrian State Printery
36 x 42 mm on white paper
-Sheets of 8 stamps

WHO -WILL COME JO TIa; ,RESCUE ?.?.? 

, With the two articles which form
the main part of this month's issue I
have come to the end of ty 'bank' of
reserve material.

In order to build this up again
more contributions are urgently required,
and so as to spare those, 'regulars' who

so often have responded to this appeal,
I would welcome articleS from other
members - particularly those overseas -
who may be able to report on their own
researches or give details of new ideas
Or discoveries. Will you please help?

E. I. RAWDSLEY

Desigp:

Designer:
Engraver:
Printirig:

A special cover was issued and the
First Day cancellation shows a crown and
reads: :9490 VADUZ - AUSGABETAG —
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THE AMATEUR COLLECTOR LTD.

SWITZERLAND
CATALOGUE

Values:

Colours:
Designer:
Printing: .
Paper:.

4112,

With imprinted Crown stamp.

PHILATELIC CRUISE 

Have we any rich members who would
be interested in the first philatelic

cruise on the 'Royal Viking Sea', new
cruise ship of the Royal Viking Line,

sailing from Southampton on December 2nd

19 74 .

, Jointly edited by

: L.N. & h. Williame,

R.F. Bulstrode,' 0.B...& H.L. Katcher,

* * * * PLACE YOUR ORDER NOW * *

PUBLICATION DUE 1st NOVEilBER 1973

and S devaluationsl Swiss Fr. reval-

uation and upward market movements have

combined-to create havoc in Swiss Stamp

prices - you will find price' shocks on

every page of the Catalogue!

7,424 price increases
46 price reductions

187 additional prices listed

30 Rp. Old Vaduz
40 Hp. Rofenberg bpi iischen
3 colours:. ochre/green/blue
Brunet Kaufmann, Berlin..

, Offset by,Courvoisier 3.A.
Postcard paper with watermark

148.x 105 tom.

on a.2 week voyage taking in Vigo, Madeira, Nolcollector of Swiss stamps can possibl5

assess the value of his collection with-

out the 1974 edition of our Catalogue
and, in the circumstances, to use an

older edition is completely misleading

whether you want to buy or sell.

Production costs of a Catalogue are
unfortunately governed by the number of
changes in it (there are a record number

this year). In spite of the higher
price of this edition it is still

heavily Subsidized by us.

Price (Incl. post and packing):

U.K. & Europe: 41.60
Overseas: 41.90 (U.S. 34.75)

H. L. KATCHER,
THL AISATEUR COLLECTOR LTD.,

151, Park Road, St. John's Wood,

London NW8 74U

Tel. 01 - 566 - 0616

important: Please keep Catalogue orders

strictly separate from all other trans-
actions to avoid mistakes and delays as
different departments are involved.
'n?. thank you in advance.

Canaries, Casablanca, Agadir and Lisbon, I
organised by Rosette's Travel Bureau Ltd.,

68, Fleet Street, London EC4Y lEU, in
conjunction with Stanley Gibbons.

The itinerary will include films,

philatelic lectures by experts such as

Eric Allen, an auction etc., and shore
visits to places of philatelic interest.

Prices range from 4485 (single) and
4382 (double). Further information

available.

SPECIAL CANCELLATIONS 

1. 1114.12as neetiseeE)chaaiskior ILAL
in Bern . Held from 30th August to

2nd September. A special cancellation

depicted tne figure frou the 'Ogre'
Fountain in Bern and read: "3000 BnRI. -
NAKCBA - 30.8. - 2.9.73."

2. 14.---thintel---'nat s.
Conference in Geneva. Being held

from 19-27 Sept. The special cancel has

the 'UNESCO' emblem and reads: "1200

GshEVE - date - Conference international
de l'education".
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SHIP POSTS OF LAKE 'LUCERNE
by G. D. Wilson & G. G. Ritchie

Lake Lucerne or, to give it its historical name, the Vierw
aldstIttersee,

has been for many centuries part of the north-south route
 over the St. Gotthard

Pass. Mail must have been transported over its waters for man
y years, not just

because the modern roads along the edge of the lake have o
pened up routes where

previously the terrain was very difficult, but also becau
se messengers felt safer

on the water.

In 1970 the Navigation Company of Lake Lucerne - the Schiffahrtsgesell-

schaft des VierwaldstAittersees, Luzern - celebrated 
its centenary, and on its own

correspondence used a commemorative slogan as part of its meter
 mark.  This was

in red and incorporated one quadrant of a helmsman's wheel
 with the text '100 JAHRE

SCHIFF FAHRTSGESELLSCHAFT DES VIERWALDSTITTERSEES' (Fig. 1). At the same time a

PTT pictorial slogan celebrated the same event. This was ba
sed on a stylised

picture of a paddle steamer and was in the normal black. (Fig. 2).

It would seem that in 1870 the Company was formed by the amalgamation of
two rival concerns which had maintained services on the la

ke. From what we can

ascertain, the first regular service was inaugurated in 18
36.  If mail was carried,

and no doubt it was because, 
even to-day, the lake is the best form of communic

ation

for some of the villages along its edge, no special cance
llations were used. The

revised Emmenegger gives 1857 as the earliest use of any ship mark, and this was a

double-ring cancellation with the wording 
rWAIDSTATTERSEE' (Fig. 3). This was

followed in-1861 by the mark 'SCHIFFSBUREAU LUZERN' (Fig. 4) and, from 1862

'SCHIFFSBUREAU No. 2 LUZERN' (Fig. 5). These occur with a
nd without the year

figures.

10 JAHRE SCHI F
FAHRTSGESEILSCH
DES VIERWAWSTAT
TERSEES
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2. (Size reduced) 5. 4. 5.

It is of interest to read what the Baedeker Cade Of 1803

had to say about the steamer services on the lake.
It records

that there were 4 to 5 services from Lucerne to FlUelen and back;

3 services a day to Alpnachstad; and 2 to 3 a day to Ossnacht
e ameRigie The

stopping places on these routes have a familiar ring - Weg
gis,-Beckenried, Gersaue

Brunnen, Treib and so on. Also of interest is the ad
vertisement for a twice

daily summer service of a boat journey from Lucerne t
o FlUelen, where a diligence

was then boarded for the journey over the St. Gotthard to
 Como, a trip taking just

over 24 hours.

It is hoped to establish, with the help of fellow members,
 a comprehensive

list of all the postmarks from 1857 to the late 1960's, w
hen their use was discon-

tinued on withdrawal of the travelling post offices.
Our most recent mark is

dated 28 May 1963, but we anticipate that other members w
ill be able to fix the

last day of use (possibly in 1969) more accurately than w
e can at present. Before

listing what we knew and giving illustrations of the vario
us postmarks, some

consideration of their use may be helpful.

These postmarks were applied to mail for two purposes.
Firstly, as

transit marks on mail handed over at either end of the lak
e for onward transmission.

Secondly, as cancellations on mail posted on the boats or
 handed on board

uncancelled at stops along the lake shore. Such ma
il may already bear the single-

line name stamp of the place at which the item was transfe
rred to the boat, this

being an identical procedure to that operating with the ra
ilway travelling,post'

offices at the same period. Examples seen includte VITZNAU and TELLSPLATTE, the

latter, however, being in manuscript.

The marks listed by Emmenegger are included in the accompa
nying check-list.

and illustrations, but where we have not personally seen 
a mark 'NS' has been

placed alongside it. Al]. the marks in this list are official post-office stamps

struck in black in various standard types of date stamps.
 Emmenegger states that

Figures 3, 7 & 8 also occur in blue.

An interesting postmark is the TPO mark LUZERN-ENGzUBERG-LUZERN BAHNPOST .

Some writers claim that this is a combined lake steamer an
d TPO mark. At the time

of its use, the only continuous route between Lucerne and
 Engelberg was by the

1.



Our
Ref.
No.

Fig. Known
No. period of use

Emmenegger No.
Old New

1 3 1860-61 3873 87/1

3 1957-60

2a 4 1961-66 3870 87/2

2b 1861

3a 5 1862-67 3872 87/3
3b 1863
4a 6 1867-68 3877 87/4

4b 1867 3877 87/5

5 7 1870-78 3876 87/7

6a 8 1872-78 3875 87/6
6b

6c

7 9 1878-87 87/8

8 10 1878-85 3878 87/9
9 11 1898-1917 87/13

10 12 1895-1922 87/12

11 13 1901-1928 87/11
12 14 1940-63
13 15 1952-57 WO.

Comments

in blue

as Fig. 4, but without year figs.

as Fig. 5, but without year figs.

(NS)

(NS) As Fig. 6, but with Roman II
on each side of cross

(NS) Also in blue

Code No. I. Also in blue.
Code No. II. (NS)

Code No. III (NS)

Code It 7 thick bars. Damage
to outer ring at '111.

Code II. 11 thin bars.

8 bars

7 bars

6 bars

wide lettering, 8 bars and stars

cross in upper segment.
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steamer to Stansstad and then the narrow-gauge railway from Stansstad to Engelberg.-
We ourselves have no evidence to suggest that this mark was ever used on the boat,
and all covers were Obviously cancelled in the TPO van on the train.

In addition to the PTT marks alread?; discussed, ships possessed their
own date stamps for,use on documents etc., These are comparable with the railway
station stamps sometimes used as cancellations, but although they can also
occasionally be found cancelling stamps such use was not, unlike the railway-
station cancellations, officially authorised. Since the discontinuation of the
ship TPO's these name stamps are often used as cachets, the stamps being cancelled
by the normal circular town date-stamps of Luzern and, less commonly, Fltielen.

7. 8. 10.

3,1. 12. 13. 14. 3.5.

. Before closing., one other ship mark of Lake Lucerne should be mentioned.
This is worded LUEERN-ALPVACH *SCHIFF*, and is in Type 14. This presumably was
a short-lived service, being reported for 1904 to 1908.  The only copy seen by
ourselves is dated 29th September 1906.

fletfl
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DID YOU KNOW?
...  that the Swiss monthly "Philatelica" tried, with the help of its readers,
to establish the exact whereabouts of each of the views shown on the new defin-
itives. But as the artist, Hugo Welti, had been commissioned to submit typical
views of only the different regions, this has proved to be an impossible task.
He died exactly 51 weeks before the stamps were issued.  In the lovely calendar
he produced in 1963 for the Swiss National Tourist Office I found views very
similar to those of the 10 c. and 25 0. values (just couldn't throw that one
away!). Here are the "Philatelica" suggestions (LP cancellation in brackets):

•

5 0. Below Mt. Ceneri Gentilino ? 6925 Gentilino)
10 c. Grisons SplUgen 7431 Spltgen)
15 c. Central Switzerland Werthenstein 6106 Werthenstein)
25 c. Jura ? ? 2127 Les Bayards)
30 c. Simmsmthal Darstetten 3771 St. Stephan)
40 c. Vaud Biex ? 1098 Espesses)
50 0. Valais Minster ? 3903 Kippel)
60 0. Engadine ? ? 7524 Zuoz)
70 c. Above Mt. Ceneri Bellinzona 6500 Bellinzona, slogan)
80 0. Eastern Switzerland Berlingen (8267 Berlingen)

In case of doubt a cancellation showing a suitable scene was chosen.

.... that a popularity poll Carried out by the same magazine revealed that the
most liked Swiss stamp of 1972 was the 30 c. P.J. rose "Papa Meilland", and that
the graphically excellent portraits did not do too well.

.... that the latest Bulletin, No. 115, from the U.N. Philatelic Bureau,
although dated July 1973, arrived on 31st August - a bit late for those hoping
to get an impression of the 3rd somewhat secret cachet used on all U.N. post
since 4th July commemorating the new wing to the main building, as the last date
was 3rd September! This has not been a lucky year for the U.N. Stamp Dept.

.... that nobody should miss asking the Philatelic Bureau in Vaduz for a copy
of their latest brochure "Postage Stamp Collecting the Easy Way". It's

free, too, but really excellently produced.

.... that I put Ivan Tillen's question about the strange arrangement of many
postal code numbers in the Grisons to a PTT gentleman in Chur.  He agreed
completely! And said that they had been trying for 10 years to get some very

bad ones, like 7499, changed. From another source, no less than the PTT house
magazine, it appears that a general revision in the 1980's is being planned.
A happy day for the postmark collectors.

.... that the new 30 c. postcard, inland and foreign, shows one of the ne4 	.
Volvo coaches operated by the PTT. Which stamps show a passenger-carrying postal
motor coach? That is Question No. 16.

.... that the answer to Question No. 15 is Pro Petrie No. 35, showing the
station of Rorschach, Bodensee being the German name for the Lake of Constance.

M. RUTHERFOORD

THE SERPL/i T AND STAFF 
Rave you ever wondered at the origin of the emblem shown

on the stamps of the World Health Organisation?  It is one of

the oldest known.
Aesculapius (or Oclepius), the Greek God of Medicine, was

according to the ancients, the son of Apollo and the nymph
Coronis. Taught the art of healing by the Centaur, he was later
killed by Zeus who feared he might vanquish death altogether.
Temples of healing were established in many parts of Greece, notably at Epidaurus
and also at Pergamum (or Pergamus), which about 280 BC became a kingdom, 'ruled by

7 kings, the last of whom, in 133 BC, bequeathed+it to Rome.  Pergamum was most

celebrated for its magnificent library and the word 'parchment' is derived from

'charta Pergamena l - paper from Pergamum. Under the Roman Empire it was one of

the chief centres of worship of Aesculapius and an early seat of Christianity.
The cult was introduced to Rome to relieve a pestilence.  A delegation sent

to fetch the image of the god from Epidaurus, where the temple served the purposes
of a hospital, returned instead bringing a snake in which the god was thought

to reside.
Aesculapius as the Father of the art of healing, is usually shown in ancient

sculptures as carrying a club-like staff with a serpent coiled round it and this
has come to represent the true symbol of medicine. It is also interesting to
read that two of his children were Hygieia, who became known as the Goddess of
Health and Panaceia (cure-all!)



It is with deep regret that
we are advised of the death of

DEREK EVANS

who, with his wife and two of his
children, was killed tragically, in
a car accident in Yugoslavia.

Of a quiet, retiring nature,
Mr. Evans had been a member since
1967.
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RECENT SLOGAN CANCELLATIONS 

OLKA 11-21.X:1973 - 9000 St. Gallen
to 21st Oct.

Gomptoir de Martigny du 28 sept. an
7 oct. .1973 - 1920 Martigny to

7th Oct.
Artecasa Lugano 28.IX 8.X.1973

6900 Lugano to 8 Oct.
Programme alimentaire mondial ONU/FAO
dixfeme ann4e - les vivres an service
du progres - 1200 Geneva

OMI-OMM progres de la mateorologie
1873-1973. - 1211 Geneva 10 - Phil.

MLA CUIPA! Service of U.N. 4th Sept. -30th Nov.

A most sincere apology is
extended to our Chairman, Mr. B.C. Slate
for an error of initials.

In the announcement last month
of the forthcoming programme, he was
unfortunately demoted in favour of 'his
nephew::

, We trust that no family feud
will ensue and look forward to seeing
Mr. E. C. Slate in his accustomed place

AUTOMOBILE CANCELS IN SEPTEMBER

Auto 3' Ziircher Knabenschiessen 1973 -
8022 Zarich. 8-10 Sept.

0 3 24. ZUrcher Herbstschau Napa
27 Sept. - 7 Ckt. 73 -
8022 4tirich 27/9 - 7/10

5 MusSe international d'horologerie
Fate de la montre - La Chaux-de-,
Fonds - 2900 La Chaux-de-Fonds

1/2 Sept.at the head of the table when we resume
our meetings in London next month. .

EXCHANGE PACKET 

The Exchange Packet Secretary:
Mr. C. Rauch, is now raring to go and is
eagerly awaiting the arrival of many
booklets. Send them along now and get
the Packets off to a good Start.

ZUMSTEIN
CATALOGUES 1 9 7 4 

New E it st is e, ember

EUROPE 1974 

Prices £8.00
With thumb index: £8075

SWITZERLAND/LIECHTENSTEIN 1974 

Pocket size: Prices £0.70

Please order Catalogues from

HARRIS PUBLICATIONS LTD.,
42, Maiden Lane, .Strand,

London WC2 7LW

Supplements to the Europe Catalogue are
published regularly in the

BERNER BRIEFMARKEN ZEITUNG

Annual fee: SFr. 18.50

For fine, first-class stamps 
RARITIES oFIFAINA L_AEtaan E

send your Want List to:

ZUMSTEIN
Propr. Hertsch & Cie

P.O. Box 2585 CR-3001 BERN

4
Supp. 5 Fete du peuple jurassien

2800 Delemont 8/9 Sept.

NEW PICTORIAL SLOGANS 

From 24th Augusts

MOUDOE - Cit4 historique
FLAWIL im Unter Toggenburg
SCHAFFHAUSEN - Verkehrsfreie Altstadt

From 6th September:

TRAliELAN - Au toeur du Jura - Delassement

The above replace current slogans.

What are your immediate requirements?

A new side-line to occupy the
winter evenings?

Unusual items for a display or
Competition entry?

These and all other material are
to be had from my extensive stocks

All issues of Swiss stamps, mint
or used - Postal History - First Day
and Commemorative Covers - Varieties -
Tate-bgche Sa-tanant - International
'Offices, etc., etc.

Don't delay •.. prices are
going up! Write now to

ARMSTRONG
14, Low Lane, Torrisholme,

M ORECAMB E,

Lancs.

o0o
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SWISS RAILWAYS AND PHILATELY
By S. V. BERTI Part I

Anyone touring Switzerland cannot fail
' to be amazed by the various railways,

state-owned and private, which intersect the lowlands and the mountainous 
regions

alike, and which have contributed so much to that country's reputation a
s "The

Crossroads of Europe.

At present the Swiss Federal Railways (SBB-CFF-FFS) own 1,811 miles 
of track,

while private railways (of which there are more than 80, including th
e famous

Bern-lAtschberg-Simplon Balm) own a further 1,300 miles. 
Switzerland thus has

a mile of railway track for every 1,150 of its population!

It is intended to outline the various aspects of philately connected with

the Swiss railways, and these will be divided into three categoriess 
(a) Stamps

with a railway theme, (b) Station cancellations and (e) Other cancellation
s

with a railway theme - TP0s, publicity etc.

(a)

Up to July 1973, 24 stamps with a railway theme have been issued by the PTT.

These are all marked on the map below, using Zumatein numbers.
 The designs

range from views of stations (Pro Petrie 1947), to bridges and 
viaducts,

locomotives, engineers and railway workers.
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The first railway stamp issue was the 1933 commemorative set featuring the
three engineers, Louis Fevre, Alfred Escher and Emil Welti. It was the energy
of Dr. Escher that restated in railways being pushed from northern Switzerland as
far south as Luzern and Zug. The work of tunnelling through the Alps was given
to the Getevois Louis Pavree who constructed the Gotthard tunnel in which he died
due to aAelzure in 1879. He is buried ..in Gbechenem.

The 20 Rp. values of the 1934 and 1936 landscape definitives each present a
view of the railway spirals in the Biaschina gorge, near Giornico on the Gotthard
line, where the line descends 236 feet by means of two spiral tunnels, the Piano-
Tondo and the Travi. The bridge in the background of Z.205, however, does not
exist:',

The 1947 centenary issue consisted of four stamps showing the development of
the railways over the previous 100 years. They showed the original 'Spanisch-
Br8t1i Bahn' (Ztrich-Baden) of 1847, a C5/6 steam locomotive of between 1913 and
1917, a GotthardTexpress crossing the Melide causeway, and the Rhine viaduct near
Basle, with a Ce 6/8 'Crokodil' locomotive crossing it on the right.

The 1949, definitives provided views of the Sitter viaducte near St, Gallen(5 Rp.), the Rochers-de-Naye railway (10 Rp.), the Melide causeway on the Gotthard
line (25 Rp.) and the. lofty Landwasser viaduct of the Rhaetian Railways (RhB) near
Filisur in GraubOnden '(60Rsis).'

In 1956 the Simplon Tunnel was 50 years old, and a commemorative stamp
depicted an Ae 6/6 locomotive (then a new Gotthard line locomotive:), emerging
from the north portal at Brig. The following year was the 75th anniversary of the
opening of the Gotthard. Tunnel and this event was marked by a commemorative stamp
depicting the Biaschina spirals mentioned above.

' The latest development in international railway travel is the Trans-Europe
Express netwhich embraces several of Europe's capitals and chief cities. The
sleek cream and red units of the EBB were represented on the 5 Rp. commemorative
stamp issued in 1962.

The following year saw the 50th'anniversary of the founding of the Bern-
L8tschberg,-Simplon Balm, which was commemorated by Z.397, showing a train descend-
ing the south ramp of the railway on the Lugelkinn viaduct near Hohtenn, high above
the Rhane valley.

The Swiss railway system has also been well represented on Pro Petrie stamps.
The 1947 series shows plate-layers, and the stations Iltlelen (SBB Gotthard),- Mien
Castiel (MB Chur-Arosa), and Rorechach (SBB Buchs (SG)-Sts Gallen). The Sane
Viaduct near Fribourg on the Bert-Lausanne line is on the 10+10 Rp. stamp of the
1955 series. •

The 125th anniversary of the founding of the Swiss Railway system was in 1972.
It was marked by the release of only one stamp, in contrast with the 8 of 1947, but
there were several special cancellations and many celebrations on all lines,
including special trips by old steam engines.

Finally, one must not forget the unofficial miniature sheet issued for the 8th
International Railway Stamp Exhibition 'FISAIC', held in Ulrich in 1972.  This
shows the 4 stamps Z.277-279 and Z.385 in reduced size, on a background of rows of
the old SBB insignia (which has since been replaced) in grey and white.  The
replica stamps are in'their original colours, and they combine to form a very
attractive sheet. The piece had no postal'validity. Another vignette, showing
the 'Spanisch-Bretli %In', was also produced, again With no postal value.

It is hoped that this brief list, plus the details-of railway cancels to beprinted in a separate article, may help members wishing to form their own thematicRai/way collection.

ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
As the Royal Wedding is to take place on the 2nd Wednesday in November and

it is expected that not only will London be crowded, but also that many membersmay not be in the capital on that day, the ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING has been
postponed until the following Wednes4nia_2111Aulaker.
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GENEVA THE INTERNATIONAL CITY
By P. HOBBS

The presence in Geneva of a considerable number of International Organisa
tions

with more than 10,000 foreign civil servants, gives the city a particu
lar

character unique in Switzerland. In addition, many banks and foreign commercial

and industrial companies, attracted by these institutions and by the favourable
geographical situation of Geneva at the heart of Europe in a neutral c

ountry,

have established their offices here. The presence of an international a
irport

also plays a role in their decision to move here.

Because of its historic role of receiving and welcoming strangers there are

at the moment, out of a total of some 336,000 inhabitants, some 115
,000 foreigners,

or more than one third of the population, not counting the ones who live in the

neighbouring canton of Vaud and the French frontier zone and who travel into

Geneva eaoh4lEty't"Oiiibr4."-

The postal service of the city i great1y influenced by its international

character. One can easily understand, if one thinks,that the capitals of all the

member states of the UN and the large specialised organisations such a
s the WHO,

WMO, ILO & ITU receive each day a heavy mail, and various documents, printed

papers, reports and letters are sent out by the hundreds and thousands
, the

majority by airmail.

A few figures will give an idea of the intense traffic which makes it
necessary for the PTT to work 24 hours a day. In 1970 for instance ....

Despatches (each despatch load may be made up of many bags of mail)

Deliveries received from abroad

Number of letters dealt with each day at the main sorting office

Number of stamps & 'meter marks' (1st class)

2nd (printed ) despatchedclass matter, newspapers

To cope with the postal needs of the International Organisations, spec
ial

measures had to be taken. Firstly, permanent Post Offices were
 set up in the

buildings of the large organisations.  February 1st 1921 saw the op
ening of the

office "Geneve 10 Societas des Nations" which became, on let January 1
947

"Geneve 10 Nations Unies". Then it was followed over the years 
by:-

Geneve 14 Palate Wilson - let October 1951

Geneve 22 Bureau International du Travail 2nd August 1956

Geneve 23 CERN - 6th July 1959

Geneve 27 Organisation Mondiale de la S4nte - 7th May 1966
e • A,. . -

These are post offices exclusively:for the use of the organisation in which

they are situated. In addition to these offices there is the t
raffic from the

office at Geneve 20 Montbrillant (which was transferred to th
e new Centre Inter-

national des Conferences in the Spring of 1973). This office
 is open to the

public, but also handles the mail for the ITU, EFTA and the other impo
rtant

organisations in.the Centre International.

As well as these permanent offices, the PTT is obliged to open 
temporary

offices (on average 8 to 10 per year) for shorter or longer periods on the

occasions of large inter-governmental conferences and important congre
sses.

Geneva has experienced an enormous expansion in the last 20 years which has

resulted in a population explosion - 1950: 200,000; 1970: 336,000 
approx.

It is evident that this development is due to the arrival 
in Geneva of the

International Organisations and companies of whom we have been speakin
g. The

free flow of the postal services poses few problems to the PTT in norm
al times,

but alas, the lack of staff which is particularly acute in Geneva, makes it

difficult to get the 2,000 staff needed to ensure a good service. T
he devotion

of the staff and the assistance given by the other postal regions who 
regularly

send staff to assist, ensures that the post flows freely.

• ••
 121,000

60,000

••• 500,000

• •

2nd class ( " " ) delivered 41, • • 170,000,000

70,000,000

160,000,000

AUTOKOBILE C 

Auto 4 . Autobahnfest Spiezer LIelet-
Sunntig Spiezmarit 6-8 Okt.

sun . 5 Fate des vendanges Neuchatel
6/7 October

Fr SUL3E LON2M 

Has anyone any knowledge of a
'Fete Suisse de Londres', held probably
in the early part of the century and
in connection with which at least 2
special postcards were printed?
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SWISS TRIAL PRINTS
Not wishing to sound either pompous or school-masterly, but simply interested

in greater completeness of information, the undersigned would like to add the
following facts to the fine article that appeared in the MIL of September 1973.

Swies Trial Prints could, maybe, also be called "Printing Press Control
Vignettes".

1. A single copy of the 'Specimen' design block of 4 shown in the 'Editor's Note'
at the conclusion of the article, was affixed to the cover of a PTT publication

by Hans Gaudard, "The Noble Art of Steel Engraving" (1965) to illustrate the PTns
then regent attempts at printing engraved stamps in more than one colour. It would
be amusing to know WHERE the HNL's Editor was able to acquire the block of 4 of this
supposedly elusive item:: The first Swiss stamp printed by this multicolour process
was theTr.2.20 'Liestal' stamp of 1964.

2. Pre-dating the single-colour trial prints of 1948-50, (Fig. 1 of original
article) an earlier trial print, in the small size of the steel engraved land-

scape series of 1936-48 was produced for the same reasons - although r_
some people think that this earlier item MIGHT also have served the  !
purpose of testing and readjusting Swiss coil stamp vending machines I

much in the manner of the British 'Poached Egg' labels. As the
illustration shows, this small size trial print also incorporated in
its design a series of straight, diagonal and wavy lines, producing
a 'Flag and Swiss Cross' effect. This writer's only specimen is in
a brown-reddish colour and is stuck to a PTT leaflet, inside a
printed frame. Other colours undoubtedly exist.

3. The photogravure trial prints from the heliogravure machine definitely exist
not only in French, but can also be found without any text. Whether these

gummed labels (quite often seen as sealers on the back of letters) served only as
- trial prints for Swiss postage stamps, or whether they were used to determine the
size of the pictorial views tkat decorated most Swiss postal cards between 1929 and
1959 is not known, but the labels and -
the card pictures are almost identical
in size.:

4. The recess design trial prints of
the 1949 'Technic' series, in add-

ition to the colours enumerated in the
article, also exist in blue-green
(exact be of the 15c. stamp), red (akin
to the 25c.), and bright bluish (as the
40c. of the small-size landscape added
value of 1948). Thus the inks used
exactly match the inks used for the 1949
series 5; 10, 15; 20, 25, 35A 400.
stamps,- and in addition we find the
light purple-violet and the bright
bluish. Sheets of these 1948-50 tr
prints have plate numbers (1,2,3 or 4
as well as the printing date on the
selvage.

One should, by the way add a thank
ful "amen" to Mr. King's article because
many collectors have been bamboozled
into belying these bite of paper under
false pretences from unscrupulous
"fast-buck" operator stamp dealers. The
items in question were available free
for the asking at the PTT Philatelic
Agency in Bern for years ... in whole
sheets!

F. GANZ

•••nn••••.••n•••nn••n••n••nn•n•

TOURIgT PUBLICITY CANCELS: From 10 00
2087 CORNAUX (NE) (1.602)

from 19 Oct:
3988 ULRICHEN - Tor sum Men Nufenen-

pass 2478 ta. (K.603)
4654 LOSTORF - Thermalkurort (K.604)
9658 WILDRAUS 1 - Obertoggenburg (K.605)
9658 WILDHAUS 2 - Obertoggenburg (K.606)

PUBLICATION DATZ let NOVEMBER 1973

Price (including post & packing):
U.K. & Europe: £1.60
Overseas: £1.90 (U.S. $4.75)

THE AMATEUR COLLECTOR LTD.
151, Park Road, St. John's Wood,

LoNnow_ w w
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...0_114 /L_MJUIALLBLEZEI Re the 'Fish'
Design' trial

prints, Mrs. E.I. Wiltshire of Esher
points out that the se-tenant layout is
more complicated than stated. The
arrangement is as follows:

It will be seen, therefore, that in some
cases, notably from rows a & b and f & g

it is possible to have blocks with one
brown and 3 green fishes.

UNI ED N

The stamp for 'NAMIBIA' (S.W. Africa)

ass issued in Geneva on 1st Oct. 1973.

The First Day cancel shows a hand

releasing doves and reads: '1211 GENEVE -
Premier Jour 1-10-73 - NAMIBIA -
ADMINISTRATION POSTALE DES NATIONS UNIES'.

Similar stamps of 8 & 15 c. (US)
were issued by the UN in New York on the

same day.

000-- ---
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DID YOU KNOW
.........	 that a second Swiss publisher is
issuing a book on philately, the illus-
trations of which can be obtained only
by handing in a certain number of "free
gift coupons'. These are from the
packets of products of firms associated
with that particular group. The first
book was by "Avanti" and dealt with
philately generally, it came out in
1967. The latest is in 2 volumes and

is published by the largest group
"Silva". It deals with Swiss stamps
only and is by no less than Max Bertsch
of Zumstein's. All Swiss stamps to date

are fully illustrated and described,
4-colour printing is used, except for
the older stamps where 12-colour is used.
The books cost SFr.10.35 each, but for
the illustrations I will have to eat
either 1000 bars of chocolate or buy
some 15 Jumbo boxes of soap powders

.... that another UN Geneva FD post-
mark has been designed by PEN, it is
for the delayed Namibia stamp - South-
West Africa.

.... that a Swiss publisher is to pro-
duce a 200 page, lavishly illustrated,
world-wide postal history book for the
UPU centenary celebrations next year,
At SFr. 30.- it should be a good buy.

 that in a few years the PTT plan
to transfer all Swiss Giro activities

to one central computer in Fribourg,
instead of the present 25 offices about
the country. Some Zurich accounts are
now being transferred to Pribourg to

give the system a try out. This has
resulted in an interesting item of postal
stationery in that the PTT has issued
these subscribers with a number of 30c
postcards with a pre-printed text in
black on the back. With these cards
the account holder can inform his
friends and/or creditors of the changed
number. I don't yet know if other
places have issued such cards.

.... that the Regiophil in Wattwil had
some interesting collections on show,
especially when one considers that they
were all practically first showings.
One must attain silver to qualify for a
National or International Exhibition,
Unfortunately the judging was late so
that visitors could not learn much by
seeing which were the best exhibits,

.........  that the answer to Question No.16
is as follows: 1949 30c. No. 293;
1949 35c. No. 304; 1953 10c & 30c, Nos,

314,315; 1956 5c. No. 324; 1959 5c.
No. 343. These all show postal coaches.
Nos. 210 & 276 show mobile post offices,
which do not carry passengers,

 that Question No, 17 is which
stamp shows "farmers' golf"?

M•R•
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THE EXCHANGE PACKET 

A cry from the heart comes from our
ever enthusiastic Packet Secretary:

After last year's excellent efforts
it is disappointing to find that this
year the flow of material is, so far,
much slower, in fact down by one-third,
Only 100 booklets have so far been re-
ceived. Last year the Packet sold £2,540
out of £5,900 submitted and members saw
at least 6 packets. Unless more material
comes in soon, fewer packets may be cir-

culated and members see probably only 4,
nor will it be possible to send out any
specialised ones.

If members are awaiting the new A.C.
Catalogue (due on 1st Nov.) in order to
have an up-to-date guide to values, it is
to be hoped the booklets will then roll in

Also will members please pass on
Packets by hand wherever possible. If
altering the rota will help let the Pkt.
Secretary know, and advise any change of
address or absence from home('

HELY
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A reminder that renewal subscriptions

at Z1.00 per annum for Commonwealth
countries and 16.00 for 2 years in United
States - payable by dollar bills. - if
cheques are used please add $1.00ato cover
exchange losses - (Airmails- $2.00 p.a0
extra) are due on let January. 1974.

Those whose dues are renewable On this
- ate will find a form enclosed with this
copy of the 'News Letter'.

aucA-L —Tom
1. ,Comotoir Sulsoe - Lausanne. The

annual Trade Fair, held from 8-23 Sept.
he special cancel showed the lion emblem

and reads: '1000 LAUSANNE - date -
COMPTOIR SUISSE - 54e FOIRE NATIONALE'.
2. eC.feeeo.Se t & C -o e

Ategileee sa, which opened on 18th
September in the 'Centre International des
Conferences' in Geneva, used a special
cancel reading: '1211 GENEVE - 18.9.73 e
CONFERENCE SUR LA SECURITE ET LA COOPER-
ATION EN EUROPE'.

3. 22.,szaais
Aesoceatieni at Lausanne was held from

7-12 October. A supplementary cancell-.
ation was used in addition to the normal
postal one.

44 OLMA im in St. Gallen, held from
1-21 October 1973. The special

cancel had '9000 ST. GALLEN - date - and
OLMA in fancy lettering.

ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING

A last reminder that the date of the
AGM is now *EDNESDAY - 21st 9OVEM4ER.

Even if your collection is reasonably
complete, you will still want extra
items for displays or competitions. Or
to pursue a special study, or start a
new aide-line.

The choice is wide:

POSTAL HISTORY

STAMPS e All issues, mint or used

AIRMAILS

FIRST DAY & SPECIAL CANCEL COVERS

RAILWAY CANCELS

SOLDIER STAMPS

Approval selections available or
material supplied to Members' Wants
Lists.

Send now to

S ARMSTRONG

We are delighted to see that two
Helvetia members are among the BPE prize
winners this year: MR. S.R. MacKENZIE
receives a Silver medal and MR. H. DIXON
a Silver-bronze.

From the US comes news of outstand-
ing achievements in September by
Dr. F. GANZ: First prize at "Cornpax"
(Bloomington, Ill.) for 72 pages of
National Ate Day cards, and also the
' Marcus White Plate' for the beet Posta
History exhibit, plus 2 other awards,
and at the Chicago Phil. Soc.'s
'Transwiss Phil. Soc. show' 2 Silver
Medals plus a Postal History Certifies
for 60 pages of Swiss Railroad Route
Cancellation Covers 1859-1970.

RECENT SLOGAN CAbrELLATIeNS

1898ACS 1973 - 75 Jabre im Dienste der
Automobilisten - 3000 Bern 1

1898 ACS 1973 - 75 ens an service des
automobilistes - 1200 Geneva 11

1898 ACS 1973 - 75 anni al servizio
degli automobilisti 6900 Lugano

Geneve - 10-18 nov. 1973 - Concours
hippique international officiel

1200 Geneva 1 15 Oct. - 18 Nov.
26-31 Dezember Davos - Spenglercup seit

1923 - 7270 Davos Platz 1 and
7260 Davos 3 to 31st Dec.

Journtie des Nations Unies - Geneve
24 oct. - 1200 Geneve 1 from

20th October

ZUMSTEIN
A OGU E S

New Editions: at.., ptewber 1973

EUROPE lau
Price: 48.00
With thumb index: £875

SWITZERLAND/LILCHTENSTEIN 1974
Pocket size: Price: Z0,70

Please order Catalogues from

HARRIS PUBLICATIONS LTD.,
42, Maiden Lane, Strand,

London W02 7LW
1110.....•n••n

Supplements to the Europe Catalogue are
published regularly in the

BERNER BRIEFMARKEN ZEITUNG

Annual fee: SFr. 18450

For fine, first-class stamps ....
RARITIES OFS.ITZERLAND and EUROPE 

send your Want List to:

ZUMSTETN
Propr. Bertsch & Cie

P.O. Box 2585 CH-3001 BERN

14 , Low Lane, Torrisholme,

MORECAMBE, Lancs.
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LAKE LUCERNE SHIP POSTS
By FELIX GANZ

The following comments are given as an addendum to Mr. i1.1sOns excellent

article on the lake postst

1. Additional cancellat'.ons types

are shown in Figs. 16,17 & 18,
Pig. 16 is a very elusive postmark.
reading (in French) 'FLUI.EN A
LUZERN from 1863. ONE single strike
is so far known of it, discovered on a
cover less than 6 months ago! Chron-
olcgically it should be numbered as
Fig. 5a in Mr. Wilson's table. Fig.
17 is identical to Fig, 14, except that the hatchmarka in the upper semi-circle
have been replaced by an unshaded cross; while in Pig. 18 all hatchmarke have
been removed. Fig. 17 was in aee in 1936-3E4 Fig. 13 from 1943-46, but likay

as late as the 1960s.
2. Of Type 14 itself there exist several subtypes, as far as pleeement of the

stars, or width and height of the hatchmerTee is concerned; bet the differ-
ences are really too small to be worthy of differentiation. The last late I own
of Type 14 is 19624

, elation k:s3P0), another very
. was

superseded by the Lueern-Engelberg-Lueern Bahnpost cancellation
vet which about 8 different types and sub-types exist, with and
without hatchmarks; with shaded or unshaded cross; with two
full double circles or with extended bridge),  These combiaation
SFO/TPO devices were carried in the pcatal satchel of each postal
employee making the combined ship-train run to Engelberg or
versa, Thus,Thus, in spite of saying 'Bahnpost' these cencellere,
through December 18, 1964 when the direct rail line from Luzern to
Engelberg via Hergiswil-Stans was inaugurated, e used on Lake Lucerne steamers,
To convince the doubters three different excerpts from envelopes mailed aboard

3. Pictured as Fig. 19 ie the 'LUZERN-ALPNACB
elusive item indeed. My copy is dated 1905.

Lake Lucerne lake steamers are offered for evidehoe. AA may be $COA they also

each feature the respective ship's 'mailed aboard' cachet.

40 Use of mu eitficellerm (freight letters, etc.) A authorised for those
ships that were plying the waters of the lake when NOT having a $FO clerk

Aboard, Or for those that never had. a. postal facility. Fig, 21 ((:)verleaf) shows
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Mccuat OHS
HIND REDRAWN

such an item
its entirety,
and the best
guess at legal
use of the non-
postal canceller.
on mail was that
it served to can-
cel special del-
ivery mail and/or
local mail that
was placed aboard
and was destined
for another village
on the lake that
lay on that same
boat trip. This
shows a transit
mark of Brunnen
as well as the
arrival mark of
St. Gallen
thus IS not a
favor item.

5. Of straightline postmarks affixed to mail on which the stamps were cancelled
by the SPO ode, and which served as posting marks, this writer knows those

from Beckenried (Fig. 22) and Seelisberg (Fig. 23) -- which wan the name of the
station now known as Treib until about 1935 -- In addition to those mentioned.

Fig. 23 Fig. 24
Pig. 24 shows the straightline

of Vitznau. Whether or not the two
xamples shown as Fig. 25 (Te/le-

platte) and Fig. 26 (Soeburg) are
ndeed posting marks or not, is still

an unsolved question. They COULD he,
but they might Just as well be, as
Mr. Liniger thinks of the Telleplatte
item ,(which is rare, incidentally),
postal kiosk marks from a tiny accept-
ance depot located on the pier at
Telloplattel or in the cam, of

mail was despatched by boat to Luzern where

Fig. 25 Fig. 26

Seeburg, a posts depot from which all
it was cancelled Luzern Briefpoet'.
6. In conclusion it might interest soee readers to eee a few illustrations of

Lake Lucerne ship tatin "weekend canceller", applied by the station-master,

Pig. 27
in accordance with rules established for RR station masters, in order to prevent
mail sitting in station mail boxes from Saturday noon to Monday Morning.. Some of
the Lake Lucerne mark e are distinguiehed from all others by showing an anchor;
others can only be told by knciwing that the town's station is a steamer stop and

(Continued on Page 81)



Pro Juventute 1973
The stamps for this year will be issued on 29th November and from 1973 until

1976 will depict "Shrubs, herbs and fruits of the forest". By featuring these
motifs the Foundation proposes to call attention to the interesting plant life
of the forests and to enrich the range of these popular charity stamps with a
new botanical theme. The values have been adapted to the new postal charges in
force since 1st January 1973, the price of the set now being SFr. 2.-.

90A of the proceeds from the additional charge will go to the Foundation and
the remaining 1011 is intended for other youth welfare work of national importance.
yiluea: 15 + 5 c. Sweet chestnut - 4 colours: ochre/green/brown/ brn-grey

30 + 10 c. Sweet cherry - 5 colours: lt.red/red/yellow/green/grey
40 + 20 c. Blackberry - 5 colours: lt.blue/dk.blue/yellow/red/dk.brn
60 + 20 c. Bilberry - 5 colours: yell-green/dk.blue/brown/yellow/green

Kobi Baumgartner, Ulrich

Rotogravure by Courvoisier S.A., LaChaux-de-Fonds
24 r 29 mm. in 2 sheets (A & B) of 50 stamps each
White, lightly coated, luminous, with violet fibres

The special cover has the blackberry design frem the 40 + 20 c. stamp and
the same motif is used for the First Day cancellation. Folders and collection
sheets will be available as usual.

A stamp booklet with gold coloured cover has been prepared at the request of
the Pro Juventute Foundation. It contains twelve 15+5 c., four 30+10 c. and
four 40+20 o. stamps and costs SFr. 7.00 including 60 c, production costs.

UNITED NATIONS IN GENEVA
On 16th November 4 special stamps will be issued to mark 25 years of

'Declaration on the Rights of Man'. Valid for United Nations mail only.

Similar stamps of 3 & 21 c. (U.S.) will be ieeued in New York on the same day.
The special First Day cancel reads: "1211 GENLVE - Droits de lehomme

Premier Jour - 16.11.1973 - ADNWSTRATION POSTALE DES NATIONS UNIES'a

1124Aws
Printkew

Size:
Papers

the

..AL KEJAPIERN ILIMEITAa (continued)

not a RR station (Figs. 27-30).

The writer has just completed, in the
Swiss American Stamp Society's 'Herald', a
lengthy observation of Swiss lakes' post-
marks. Interested readers might write
te the Society's new editor & secretary:
Mr. Robert Clarke (1338 Naples Drive,
Dallas, Texas 75232) for copies of back
numbers on this article which is still in
process. Should enough members wish to
see this article published in the 'Helvetia
News Letter', this, too, could be arranged.

As a final note the funicular railway
running to Bdrgenstock cancels mail, when
BUrgenstock hotels and post office are
closed, with a railway cds reading;
"BUrgenetockbahn, Station Kehrsiten" on
Lake Lucerne).

AUTOMOBILE CANCEL:

Auto 3- MORGAHTEN Histor. Sehiessen und
Sehlachtgedenktag - Luzern 15/11.

DEATH OF JEAN . WINKLER

Swiss philately has sustained a
great loss by the death last month of
this eminent Swiss postal historian.
Founder and former President of the
Swiss Postal Hietory Society. Herr
Winkler signed the Aoll of Distinguished
Philetelists in 1971. Among many books
on early SWi3n philately he will be beet
remembered for his 'Handbuch der
Schweizer Vorphiletelie 1695-1850', for
which he was awarded the Nugent Clougher,
Award in 1969 and a Gold Eedal in the
Literature Clase at Philympia in 1970.

111.0.1M.

SPECIAL CANCLUATI01
Centenary of the LEB LLgeopeeee-

Echallene-Bercher-BeliTT first narrow
egmee_railwqe,in Switzerland. To mark
this jubilee on 5th November a special
cancellation will be used showing an
early railway engine and reading:

1033 C1iLS6AUX-SUa-LAUJANNe - Centenaire
du premier chemin de fer a vole etroite
5.11,73".
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CATALOGUE 1974
ex.=======emeee

By now many will have received their
1.974 Amateur Collector Catalogue and
older members will, no doubt, view with
satisfaction the upward trend in values,
particularly the 'Classics', Strubelis and
mint Standing Helvetia. In all there
are 7,424 price increases and only 45
reductions. Among more modern issues the
'Pax' set goes up to £62 mint (t67.50
used), while in the Miniature Sheets, the
1934 'Nebel, which declined for a while,
is back to 4100 (t120), the 'Lunaba' to
t37.50 (t32) with smaller increases in
most others,

Intact there is no section which
doee not reflect the rising market value
of Swiss stamps and those with blanks to
fill would be well advised to do so with-
out delay. Even before publication
auction realisations were outstripping
many of the prices quoted, thus proving
to the collector that he cannot go wrong
in his choice of country.

The catalogue' as always, is clearly
set out and profusely illustrated, list-
ing all stamps with major shades and
varieties. Included are the Inter-
national Offices, Hotel Poste, Railway
Stamps, ,blocks of 4 and Quantities Issued
thus covering all main fields.

This - the Catalogue you cannot do
without e costs £1.60 (DK) and £1.90
(GS 04075) overseas, both inclusive of
postage and packing. .J.3.

local collectors get their share of

awards.

So far we are not enough in num-
bers to form a Study Group. However,

our connection with the Helvetia
Philatelic. Society is invaluable, and
the 'News Letter' forma the vital link
to the world of Swiss Philately.

POST JUBILEE
In the Oct. SBZ Herr J. Ott expresses

egret that some jubilees go unsund and
the PTT missed the opportunity to mark,
either by a stamp or even a slogan, the
Centenary of the first Hotel Post stamp,
that of Belelp on 27th Jnne 19730

The Hotel Directors, however, did
issue a privately printed miniature sheet
depicting two of the stamps of 1873. On
sale from 1st June 1973 only 4982 were
produced, together with the use of a
special green Hotel cancel. The latter,
however, was not valid for postal use
and covers bearing the miniature sheet
and posted were franked at Brig with the

o

SHEET 

The miniature sheet to be issued for
this event will depict four of the old
Cantonal Messengers of Basel, Zug, Dri
and Schwyz. In all four different
cancellations will be used. Further
details on these will be given next
month.

MNG OVERDUE -

Canadians are right in there, amongs
the numerous collectors of Swise stamps
that you can find in almost every corner
of the world. The popularity of the
subject ie not only demonstrated in the
high prices of items at auctions, but also
in the scarcity of good material on this
side of the Atlantic. The recent
currency exchange problems, of course had
their effect. Some idea might be gained
from prices realised at an auction a
short time ago, by Maresch, in Toronto.

An unused copy of Zurich 6 RP, with
izontal lines, Type III (No. 2H) very

fine, realised £450 (ca 4176) and an
uruJed Geneva 5 c. Large Eagle, dark green
(No. 7) fetched £900 (ca 4374). The air-
mail stamp No. 1, 30 c. tied to a large
p, of a cover and dated Lugano 4.6.21
went for £270 (ca 4112), leaving behind a
nee er of disappointed bidders.

Various aspects of Swiss philately
appear from time to time at local exhib-
itions, and provide a welcome variant from
ehe more common exhibits of British North
America or the Colonies. At the
National Philatelic Exhibition in Toronto
last Junem an exhibit of the 'Standing
Helvetia' issues by E. C. Walton received
a Silver, while entries in other shows by

THE SWISS PHILATELIST

Nos. 64/65/66
(due out about November 20).

To show good faith
12 pages instead of the usual 81

Exceptionally interest-
ing contents including:
The Dr. Albert E. Thill revenue

collection.
An Issue is Born,
1972SpanOrter.
Swiss stamp booklets 1914 to 1936
Seise manuscript cancellations.
Investment:, 22 years of market

progress,
Special Offers: some outstanding

rarities for all pockets
and, of course, continuing our usual
series of articles.

Send stamped addressed envelope
for free specimen copy.

T CHER
LECTOR LTD.,
John's Wood,
7Hie

M.1 tVl OZ (Lie



Fig. 1

(b) Ltatigasjia_Lces.
In this section I will describe briei . the type al railway niation aancell-

ation in use nowadays. Kany members wilA 4 no ermht, be farid r with the rinot-,
angular cancellations used by the Swiss ieUerni eppesring they on

the reverse side of the Swisa Bolidai Illsns of 4. ari7ate raiiwaya are
similar.

The philatelic purpose of these ruhiJer ;oihdwtamps le ;0. uencel mail posted in
station letter boxes in the absence of an °ruiner!) 9ost offioe collwation, partic-
ularly on Saturday afternoons and Sundays when tne pult co7iix .ea are cloaed in any
case. The cancelled items are then forwarde4. by the station staff to talc nearect
postal collection centre.

The illustrattore nnow
full size examples of c°ntempQr-
ary cancels, which are aid0
used on baggage receipts*
Larger stations: have a separate
luggage stamp which, as in the
•case of Iocarnoi-woUld not

Private Railway Pattern •normally be applied to a postage State Railway Pattern
stem

1111111111111111111111111111111111111111MUM
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ACQUAROS0A-C

Acquarossa-Compravasco
BA Railway (Private)

Filisur (OR)
RhS (Private)

Luzern-Stana-Engelberg
LSE (Private)

PVAN()
6)4. t-- °9

A

MO,:lin
Li. Ufficio'.i;agagii 

FFS ',merino
Ufficio 

FAIDO 

- 7 AGO. 1973
	in

FFS Faido SBB Tagertschi

( ) Rtlaerlar_m_sasasmAkth a_Railway,Thema

The T,P.O. marks of 3wiss Railways have already been dealt with by
R. L. Christian in his excellent series of articles in the 1969 Lin, so I will
restrict myself in thin section to dealing with a few of the recent publicity can-

cels issued by the PTT to support their stamp issues with a raikway : thae. These
can be even more interesting if collected applied to stamps with a Matching :theme,
for eiample, if the 1962 5 Rp. TEL stamp ia cancelled with the matching TEE Auto-
matching TEL Automobile cancellation (Fie. 1),

Pig, 2 shows a 1952 publicity slogan commemorating 50
years of the Swiss Federal Railways, reading "SBB 1902-1952
;Mick, Safe, Comfortable" and depicting an Re 4/4 Mark 1
locomotive heading a train.

A similar conception was used in 1972 on the occasion of
the 125th anniversary of Swiss Railways generally, when the
slogan cancellation used showed the front view of an Re 4/4
Mark II. It was issued in German, French and Italian, two
of which are shown in Figs, 3 and 4.
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In addition to specie/ T.P.O. marks were used on railway excursions with!stsam
engines. on lines in northern and western Switzerland.  The first of these (Figo 5)
was on September 10th 1972, when a train comprising a steam engine, a passenger
coach and a T.P.00 wagon journeyed from Lyss to the lakeside town of Yverdon via
Payerne. The other special trip was on October 1st 1972, when a train completed
the round trip Winterthur-Schaffhausen-Romanshorn-Winterthnr. The cancel Also
showed a mail coach, and had the inscription "Sonderbahnpost" with the route as
above.'

Figo 5

Of further note are some of the 'V Publicity cancels, which have railway
motifs. That of 6354 VITZNAU shows A train of the Vitznau-Rigi railway starting
its long journey up to the summit. The cancellation of 6776 PIOTTA depicts the
SBB funicular which leads up to the hydro-electric power station at Flora, next
to the lovely mountain lake of Ritom.  This funicular is the steepest of its kind
in Switzerland, and only operates one car, instead of the normal two cars.

These are just a few examples of a range of interesting cancels, and many
readers will no doubt be able to findmore in their collections.  If anyone has
any queries regarding this or the last article, I will be pleased. to try to answer
these if they contact me through the Secretary.

Editor's Note: It may be as well to poiSt out that the station cancelsreferred to
; under (b) are all dated 1972/3. Since the last re-numbering Of

railway Stations it is possible that efforts are being made to standardise the
design Of the cancellers, but there are, in fact, dozens of others to be found,
the majority rectangular with rounded or. sloped corners; with a variety of
partition lines or no lines at all, and in some cases circular marks Which include
the winged Wheel denoting railway use, all of which provide a most interesting
aide-line.

SPELLINGS 

Strange differ-
ences exist in
some cancell-
ations over the
years and perhaps
members have some
ideas about these
two.

Above shows
'ST. UES' for
't. Cergue in
1899, the writer
even giving his
address on tne
back with the is'
and 'sur Nyon*:

Below 'BELLENZ'
for Bellinzona in
1876, but why the
German spelling
for a town in the
Italian-speaking
area???

DECEMBER MEETINC

NORTHERN GROUP: Saturday, 15th Dec

121/29"3"Et YedDesdeY. 12th hftC.

- Discussion Leader: Mr. G.D.Wilesm
s'OLDITP STAMPS 4 tTITTAT'Y M'31 - All Members



      

Our Enquiry Bureau has been successful
once more and Mr. J.J.E. Eudebio hasi solved

the mystery for us. He writes:

"This well-known function of the London
Swiss Community 'benzin about the turn of the

century as the 'THE SUISSE' (the Swiss Tea)
organised annually by the Church of the
French-speaking Swiss Community as a social
get-together. As these things do, it
blossomed out into an important social
occasion, and from a tea-party at a West
End restaurant, moved to Caxton Hall and
finally, when over 2,000 participants could
be counted upon, to the Central Hall, West-
minster. By then it was a patriotic re-

view, with refreshments in the interval,
speeches and selling of all kinds of (Swis
souvenirs. .

"After the last War it over-reached
itself and, instead of making a profit for
the benefit of London-

g
uise charities, it

was making a loss to be borne by the
Embassy. Consequently it was merged with
the National Day Celebrations conducted
under the patronage of the Swiss Embassy,
but on less ambitious and strictly non-
profit-making lines.

"I served on the 'F'ite-S e Committ

for some years pre-war, but I am not aware
of the special postcards mentioned and can

only assume they were one of the many
'catch-penny' schemes devised for this one

time popular event of the London-Swiss

Colony."

MART OF A NEW OOLLECTO4

It all began on April 221 19710 when
turning the pages of 'Stamp Collecting I
read the articles on the Helvetia Society.
Having been a member of my local Society
for some time as a general collector, I
began to realise that moat of the speakers
were specialists (and very good ones too)
in one field or another.

I looked at my collection ... "$10
Quite a few Swiss there," so off I wrote

to our hard-working Secretary. Back came
a most encouraging letter and I joined.

Gradually the general collection wes
disposed of at local auctions, and the
money gained used for filling the Slain
gaps. Then, of course, I fOund just how
wide a field I had chosen. My pocket was
just not deep enough for some of the issue
I, therefore, had to restrict my collect-
ing to one aspect of Swiss Philately,
namely Postal History.

Through articles in the H.N.L.,
written by our many friends, I saw that a
specialist was not born overnight and that
there were many reasonably priced avenues
of study open to me.

I cannot begin to thank all those
whose ideas in H.N.L. have helped me with
write-ups. It takes years of careful
study and collecting to become a speciali
Out I think the "How, When, Where and Why
of Swiss Mail intrigues me the most.

A.V.S. THORPE (Northampton)

U Sifinjt

DID YOU KNOW?
..... that the old Lausanne 250. (Z.359)
as reprinted in February of this year,
but is still not mentioned by the Phil-
atelic Bureau in Bern's stock list. As
the Europa low value was also 25c.,
which fits no postal rate, one wonders
if the local rate was originally planned
to rise from 20c. to only 25c. instead
of 30c., but changed after the printing
order had gone out.

.... that the 'Switzerland' catalogue,
published by the Amateur Collector Ltd.,
(1974 issue just out) has caused some
interest in Switzerland as it is the
only one which lists Swiss stamps Can-
celled with the postage due T handatamp.
However, I think these stamps should
be collected on cover only as cto
cancels are all too common, even altho
forbidden by the PTT.
.......  that the well-known Swise 'Biella'
stamp albums, with printed illustrations
to indicate each stamp space, are pub-
lished in conjunction with the Swiss
Dealers Association, so that they will
line up with the Zumstein catalogue.
This affects the selection of which
errors will be given catalogue sad %bere-

t by album status. Collectors of the num-
erous errors and worn-plate varieties of
coil stamps don't agree with the choices
made by the above group. Willer in
Basle tends to go his own way with his
catalogues and albums.

... that the first known imperforate
Swiss UN stamps have been sold over the
counter in Geneva in June of this year.
Two sheets of 70c. definitives had the
left-hand row of 5 stamps perforated on
one side only..
..... that Jean Jacques Winkler died on
21st Sept. 1973, a great loss to Swiss
philately. His monumental work on pre-
adhesive marks is a joy to read, not
only for the philatelic information, but
also for the historical background to
each type of mark, in fact one realises
that one cannot separate the two when
reading this book,

that the answer to Question.No.17

is the game of qlornussen' as shown on
PP stamp Ao.54 of 1951 (one of the most
expensive PP stamps, issued at the time
of the Korean War). The hard-rubber
puck is hit by a long flail and in
flight buzzes like a hornet. The field-
ers try to bring it down by throwing
large bats into its path to prevent the
striker achieving a point. Played orig-
inally in the Emmental it had spread from
Bern to the Cantons of Luzeru, Aargau,
Zurich and Thurgau as far as I know.
n ancient game played by farmers on
rday.

that Question No.18 is to find the
own whose post-code most nearly corres-

ponds to the average of the post-codes
of the most northerly, southerly,
westerly and easterly villages of
Switzerland. M.R.
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Then go in June
and visit the

- 4 Ttign acnbseo. Mre.E.J.Rawnsley
For tee opening meeting of the

season the subject wee UTOTS OF THE
2WI58 LAKES'. Our President, Mr. Moore,
altho not able to be present, very kindl
aeat coalman 24 sheets from his collect-
ion; superb early covers, carried for
part of their journey on the lakes of
Como, Maggiore, Lucerne, Brienz and
Geneva, all excellently written up with
the maximum of detail on the routes
followed. Among them were some clearly
showing the use of the 'R L (Rayon
Limitrophe), and the Lake Maggiore
'Verbano' cancels. Such items are seldom
to be found these days.

Mrs. Raensley followed with further
examples from the lakes of Lucerne,
Zurich and Constance (Bodensee), the
latter being mainly modern covers bearin
eteamerecitchets from the large fleet of
vessels which ply on thepe waters,

Mr. M. Rutherfoord was a welcome
vieitor who added further information o
the subject and also spoke of the diffi-
culties being encountered by the Swiss
Post Office, due mainly to shortage of
labouraa malady whimh seems to be affec
lug mostpostal undertakings these days.

G. h .e showed Hotel Stamps and
cards, new Liechtenstein post-cards
and a selection of covers and cards
depicting alpine passes and mountain
peaks.

ECTO

'ends are under orders to quit
their present premises and will be moving
in the spring. Further details in due
course.

Meanwhile will London Group Members
please note that Mr. H. L. Katcher
extends an invitation to his last "At
Home" at 151, Park Road, NW8, to be held
on Wednesday, January 23rd 1974. This
ill be additional to our Kingsway Hall

ting on January 9th.

   

Members held their first meeting at
new 'Home' in Leeds on Sept. 29th

when three members provided short displays:

hx.„2,2,A1E4§to, showed a varied select-
ion of special event covers.

Mr. G.A. Wilsog displayed freight and lost
property cards, railway parcel despatch
notes, customs cancellations and coverzi
stamps and slogans connected with
Pestalozzi.

°IL "u)Auxs_Di

A

INTERNABA

International Stamp
Exhibition

7 - 16 June 1974
in BASLE.

f udie. The annual session
of CCYP held. in Bern from 5-17 November.
During this period the special cancel
depicts the globe from the UPU monument
and reads: "3000 BERN 15 - date - Conse
connultatif des itudee postales'.

jelf„
'

,

,
voluirtoi

ZUMSTEIN

$1,
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details in due course.

Please order Catalogues from

HARRIS PUBLICATIONS LTD.,
42, Maiden Lane, Strand,

London WC2 7lee

Supplements to the Europe Catalogue are
published regularly in the

BERNER BRIEFMARKEN ZEITUNG

Annual fees pft. 18,50
AN. n11.4104.

YOT fine, first class stamps ....
AA. 3 0 "" ITZE; . nd EUROP'

send your Want List to:

ZUMSTEIN
Prepr. Hertsch & Cie,

P.O. Box 2585 CH-3001 BERN

As forecast the value of Swiss
tamps is rising and with their ever-

' increasing popularity, will go even
higher.

Is your collection complete?

Send now for material on approval
or let me have your Wants List for

Mint and used stamps
Covers: Pre-stamp, FDC, Airmail,

First Flight, Commemorative
Postal Stationery - Day of the

Stamp cards
Soldier stamps and covers
Varieties - (ate-be"che etc.

J S ARMSTRONG
140 Low Lane, Torrisholme,

MOReCAMBE

Lance..

Prices (.8.00

With thumb index: 48,75

IE HTENSTE

Pocket size: Price; 40.70
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27th TEAR

By G. D. WILSON

In the July 1972 issue of the 'Helvetia News Letter', I gave some inform-

ation concerning the handstamp numerals found on Swiss covers during the peilod

1828/45 and I also asked for assistance from colleagues. I m
ust eonfess, very

shamefacedly, that not until now have I responded to the informa
tion which came ie.

I can only eay that me procrastination, which was due to the pressure of other

commitments, has made it possible for this article to contain far more detail than

it could have done had I written it months ago.

I as particularly indebted to our Exchange Packet Secretary, 
Mr. C.Raneb,

who put se in touch with the research work of M. LQUie Vuille, o
f Yverdon:in

Canton Vaud. Xt. Vuille
4 s writings have helped me to piece together the details

-

regarding the numerals and the procedures of which they were a part.

To understand these handstamp numerals, cue has to examine the p
rovisions

of the Pranoo/Smiss Postal Treaties of 1824/29 and the system of
 Exchange Offices

On both sides of the frontier. For a long time prior to these treaties,
 the

French had repeatedly complained to the Swiss that their letters
 addressed to

places in France did not always show the town of origin. 
The 'tench needed this

information so that they could determine the correct postal char
ge which was to be

collected from the recipient on delivery of the lettere The 
information was also

required so that the amount of this postal charge could be apportioned between
the two postal administrations. These new treaties contained provisions
specifically designed to deal with this problem,

There were, in fact, five separate treaties - one with each of the
Cantons of Basel, Bern, Neuohatel, Vaud and Ulrich.  All were similar in detail

and provisions.. The treaties with Bern, Neuchatel and Vaud became effective on

1st October 1826, and the other two on 1st April 1829.

one or
follows:

With the exception of Neuchatel, each treaty
. Canton had power to act

more of the remaining 17 Cartons. These associated networks were as
for

Treaty Canton Associated Cantons

Basel

Bern
Neuohatel

Aargau, Luzern, Schaffhauaen,

Fribourg, Geneva, Solothurn,

None

Tessin, Vri

Unterwalden

Vaud Valais

Ztrich Appeneell, Glarus,
Schwyz, Thurgau,

Graubanden,
Zug

St. Gallen.

kppenzell and Ste Gallen appear to have been added to the Zurich
 network



For fife, first-class stamps ...
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only *mks before that particular treaty came into effect.  Neuchltel's severance
from any other Canton may have been due to the fact that at the time the King of
Prussia still retained some severeignty over the Canton's internal affairs.

One of the main provisions of the treaties was that the Swiss Exchange
(Moe' had to use postmarks which clearly showed the amount of postal charge due
as far as the French Exchange Office which accepted the mail. The system of
Exchange Offices was as follows:              

Off jades

1. For Basel, the immediate French Exchange Office was Huningue and this office
certainly handled the mail. Tet the treaty stated that Belfort was the
point to which the Swiss portion of the postal charge should be determined.
Per Bern, Porrentruy handed mail destined for the northern parts of France
and the Geneva-Ferney link dealt with the southern areas.

For the first few years of the treaties, the Fischer Post operated the mail
routes from Bern and Geneva and details of this will be included later in
thie article.

4. For Tend, Orbe dealt with mail going to the northern areas of France and
Coppet the southern areas,

To be continued) 

There are several interesting points about this table of Exchange

re

Prices £8.00
With thumb index: £8.75

IECHTENST

Pocket sixes Price: £0.70

Please order Catalogues from

HARRIS PUBLICATIONS LTD.,
42, Maiden Lane, Strand,

- London WC2 7LW
yos.n.tararbilket.

Supplements to the Europe Catalo
published regularly in the

Annual fees SFr. 18.50
nnn•nn •04,. ...1n180111

glafti

ZiciPP aleat
to all Helvetia Members from the

DIRECTORS

and STAFF

of

THE AMATEUR COLLECTOR LTD.

We look forward to seeing many

of our Helvetia friends at our

COOROAIL PARTY on

Wednesday, 23rd January

amplyli

44: :

tend your Want List to:

ZUMSTEIN
Propr. Herteoh & Cie,

P.O. Box 2585 CH-3000 BERN

(A. U. Ltd.)
151, Park Road, St. John's Wood,

LONDON. NW8 7HU

Tel. 01-586-0616
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FAIR PLAY
By EL SHILDRAXE

With reference to the spate of recent Articles' and letters from eminent.
and knowledgable people in the Philatelic Press on National Exhibitions, Judging.
and Judges' comments on exhibition entries, etc., can anyone answer some questions
which are pussling me and atee

s
one has yet raiseds

Exhibitors have to pay for the use of framee on which their material has

to be shown, they also have to pay postage, insurance and/or transport charges to
the organisers of the event at which they hope to show their treasures.

In turn, the organisers of the show charge the public for the privilege
of seeing these mostly top class exhibits which have resulted from the sweat, stody
and concentrated labour of the people whoare showing them to say nothing of the
financial cost, and the trial and error of countlesi sheets before finalising the
entry to their satisfaction.

However, the matter doesn't end there, at most exhibitions there are
plenty of dealers in all kinds of material, who use the exhibitors displays as a
means, quite legitimately I know, of attracting the largest possible crowd who,
after looking at the wealth of philatelic and other gems on display, will then

haunt the dealers' stands looking for 'bargains' with which to enrich their own
collections.

I fail to see why sums of money, however modest, should be asked of
exhibitors to show their wares in order to help fill the pockets of the organisers:
of philatelic events, when the dealers themselves have also had to pay quite large
amounts.

The recent 'Stan e is a ea e in point. One reads that the powers-that-
be were disappointed with the standard of entries on show and duly put their

comments in writing through the medium of the various stamp periodicals and

associated press.

In these days of shrinking incomes, especially those unfortunate enough to

have static incomes, it is becoming increasingly hard to make ends meet, and many a

person who might have the ability and the material to put on a good display, has to

look askance at any further inroad on his or her financial resources.

Again, there are those who have already worked out the above problem and
have decided Its'a matter of principle, not to be fleeced, or even if well provided
for, do not see why the big organisers cannot remove this charge from the head of
the wouldsbe exhibitor, in view of the fact that they need his philatelic efforts
to provide the "carrot before the donkey".

I know it will evoke considerable opposition from the "we don't want

anyone sending in rubbish" line of thought, from the established and traditionally

conservative minded philatelic "old guard". However, when one visits these

national events and makes comparisons between early exhibitions and those of to-day,

it does seem that anything which would break new ground, or bring in fresh talent
to the bi-annual fairs would be a desirable thing.

As to the largest bone of contention, about anyone putting in inferior

material, how about making it a rule that exhibitors must establish proof of winning

a local Society Competition in order to justify sending in an entry as a condition
of acceptance by the judging fraternity.

What do our readers think?

20,11SM'alATIaas To our member
W.Cdr. R. F. Bulstrode for another well
deserved award of a Large Silver Medal a
'INDIPEX

,
 (New Delhi) for 'Proofs and

Essays of Switzerland:

Egumummas The following figures
released by the PTTI

lasiliZIAtute 197?
10 + 10 c.
20 + 10 c.
30 + 10 c.
40 + 20 CO 008

including stamps from 392,200 booklets.

RA STAMP of
ants BarbaralP.0. Box 6250, California

93111) have just issued a concise 1974
Price-list of Swiss stamps.

U.S. members will no doubt already
know this, but it is also available to
anyone here who is interested against
the equivalent of 21c. U.S. postage.

Auto 3 Prone Weinachten/Joyeux N441/
Buon Fatale - PRO OVENTUTE
1973 — Zurich 8/9 Dec,

“ 5 Escalade GeAve 160
2-1973 -

Ceneva 8/9 Dec.

13,711,000
13,906,000
14,840,000
6,233,000
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ABA 1974
Preparations for this event are well under way. It will

be held in the halls of the Seiee Industries Pair Building in
Basle from 7-46 June., Some 14 forei  postal administrations
will have 'stands and member countries of the U.PoU. will have
r presentative exhibits. The Swiss PTT will display its
newly arranged classical collection and part of the collection
of Nola Queen Elisabeth II will aleo be shown.

The Exhibition Bulletin No. 2 has been published and provides information on
all aspects of the event: the international Jury, a Calendar of Eventa, details of
eempetitive entries and a nuaber of interesting articles including Aetophilately, the
History of the Simplon (in French), the stamp> of Mexico (Italian; the U.P.H. and
the City of Basle, etc.* etc*

Pour cancellations will be >way
lo First Day cancel, similar to Pig. I, for the athature sheet on sale from 29th

January 1974
Cancel as Fig.I to be ueed throughout the period of the Exhibition
Cancel as Pig. II for ths sJOURNEE DE L'IIPM from 8th June, 1974
Cancel me Pigs, III for the day of tapIe BASILIENSIS' from 13th jUlle 1974,

and in addition a slogan cancel
also depicting the exhibition
emblem, to be ipeued in January,

Anyone proposing to visit
Basle and requiring information
on hotel accommodation is invited
to gat in touch with
Mx. Y. Peter, RAmelstraese 3e
CH-4055 Led, as soon as

Fig. III poesible.

Those interested in labels used for various postal
purposes, it may not be known that a new ones 'Handle with
Care' ,ppeared in 1972, as a replacement for the old 'Fragile'
and 'Bulky Parcel'. The PTT now charge double the parcel
rate, instead of only a holt' more, but accept no respons-
ibility whatsoever for any damagel These new labels are
printed in strips of 5 in red, the numbers being 236-27,
236-29 and 236-21 respectively. See illustration.

(I would be glee to hear of any other printing dates
or the earlier issue as January 1961 is tne only one I have.

N. Huthertoord.

The long-awaited 'Seise Philatelist', eomprising Noe.
64/65/66, is now to hand and ie packed full of information
with Srticleenon the Albert E. Thill 'Revenue Collection',
the 1972 20 c* Spannerter, Swiee Booklets 1904-36, and
further instalments on "Who's Who on Seise Stampa! and
"Proofs & Essays", also New issue news and many Special
Offers. What more could one eamt to provide interest
amidet the prevailing gloom?

Get your copy from the Aeateur Collector Ltd., 15
p St. John's Woods London 7Eu.

Salon interne des inventions> GeAve 230XI su 25111
1973 - 1200 Geneva.

27 MOWO Auestellung node, Wohnen, Ualveheit, Kunst
Sterner AueetelIuegsbalIe S4-18 Mie. 1973 - Bern 1 to 1/ti
rganisation mondiale dt la sante 1947-1973 - World

Health Organlaatioe - 1.200 Geneva 11
cIaratioe univereel des ircite dc l'nemne 1948-1973 -
1211 Geneva 10 U.Vo Philatelic Serviee from 3 Dec.

IIIes Epreuveo ir.ttereatioeales de ski 12-13 janvier 74
Le Braasua fallee de Joux 1000 Saueanne to 13 Jan.

2,



ad121242.9-154E-112200.1 Received from Mr. & Mrs. J.A. Salmen and Messrs.
V.W. Hall, C.P. Kietely, D.A. Pashby & A.N.S. Thorpe         

a) halWeef the 'News LetIee. Thi,i had been considered but a change in size
would mean a certain reduction in the content; the aajority present were

satisfied with the current size which allows the maximum scope for illustratione,
and it was agreed that it should be left to the Editor to make any change if
or when it should be expedient°
b) , Mr. Rauch was asked if he had checked on cover against

damage by burst pipes. He had not but was certain this would be covered
under normal insurance, Following the recommendations at the last A.G.M. the
Packet Rules had been amended and members advised.

Ch4rman 'a

Mr. Slate said it had been an excellent year with many interesting displays.
This would probably be his last year as Chairman since he would be retiring and
moving to the West Country, He had enjoyed his ausociation with the Society and
had seen many changes, particularly from the early days of very solemn meetings to
the present friendly and informal atmosphere, The number present on this occasion
showed that even an Annual General Meeting could be an enjoyable event.  He hoped
his successor would continue on these lines so that members would always feel they
were among friends; and that he could on occasions visit London and maintain his
association with them. Laatly he wished to thank the Officers for their assistahoe
during the year and the members for their wonderful support. 

Mr. Harding said that despite increased costs in some directions, there had

been fewer heavy expenses such as were incurred for the Silver Jubilee.  The healthy

stale of the balance ensured that the present subscription rates could be maintained.
The Exchange Packet had contributed an excellent sum into the general fund.

Mr. Slate said that the Society was in a most satiefactory position, helped by

the acquisition of new members,

Adoption of the accounts was proposed by Mr. D.R. Beak, seconded by Miss Grunberg

and passed.

It was suggested that part of the assets could profitably be transferred to a

Building Society. This was proposed by Mr. C. Rauch, seconded by E.G. Slate

and passed. Mr. Harding would make the necessary enquiries.

5. Se Re
Mrs. Rawnsley reported on a most successful. year, with exceptionally good

attendances at meetings, averaging 22, which had resulted in very interesting evenings

Although new membership had not been as high as in the previous year, the Society

welcomed 22 new members. Inevitably there had been losses: 3 deaths and a few

resignations and deletions.

As Editor she deeply appreciated the efforts of those members on both sides of
the Atlantic who rally round when help is needed in the way of material for the

'News Letter'. All will recognise the value of the research work achieved by them
and their willingness to share their findings with others.

Our Northern Group has suffered some setbacks, but it is hoped that their

difficulties are now over and that they will forge ahead with renewed enthusiasm.

continuing co-operation from all members a successful year is assured.

6. ret s Reseed
Mr. Rauch also retorted excellent results. The value of material eubmitted

was 45,958 (44,050 in ''72) with sales of 42,540 (just below 42,000 in '72), amount-
ing to 40 and the sum of 490073 had been handed over to the Treasurer.  Insurance
costs 493400 of which two-thirds has to be paid in August, with the balance and the
same proportion for the next year the following August. Postages and ;stationery
amounted to 441.

The most worrying aspect been several cases of 'switching' stamps, and at
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a result sores amendments had been Rade to the circulation list. Members should
report any irregularitiee promptly, as only then could this deplorable practice be
stoppoii

he only 170 booklets had been received so far -(46! against 238 last year), only
15 Paokets are in circulation at present. More booklets are urgently required
and any change* in the circulation rota to improve the progress of the Packet will
be Wale. There are still a large number of discrepancies in the accounting; come
cases have )2400/1 reported where the plastic bags have apparently been mialaid, these
help considerably to protect the booklets; all payments should be made out to the
Society end ad, to the Pkt. Secretary. And please do read the Rules.

*r. G. N* Hodges, 04 behalf of members, proposed a vote of thanks to Hr. Rauch
for all the work involved and for carrying it out most •xpeditiously*  This was
endorped unanimously.
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There
the present
The followin
President;
Ohairaan;
Visee0hairmant
Hon. 3ecretaa7

el -Editor:

o new nominations
'en bloc'. This

fore, wore *looted
MOORE
Co SLATS
E. STILES

RAWNSLar

2.27

1.9.12=1.
E4 Chapman proposed the ro-electi n of

was  by Mr. G.A. Hodges and agreed,
for the easuing year:

Hon. Treasurer:
Hon. Exchange Pkt.

Secretary:
Ron, Auditor:
3. A.. EAaTWOOD
j. N. HOSTED
H. W. ReBERTSHAW
G. W. HUBBARD

J. HARDING
• C. RAUCH

MR. T. C. BROOKS'

Northern croup

London Grou

Xi

ANLASahareliK44411
1 Mrs. lawnsley advised sebere that she was contemplating movitg, probably

to Sussex, during the coming year and wished to knov the wishes of the
members with regard to the Offices held. It vaa the unanimous 'dish of those
present that she should continue these duties, when the time came, possibly
with help from an Assistant Secretary based in London.
2. P The B.P.A. has issued a warning

to Societies that material framing into the country for inclusion in Club
Packets is liable to VAT. As there are only a very few Helvetia members who
do this Mr. Rauch was asked to write to them and explain the position in full.

3. Mx'. Gotch asked if, in view of the number of advanced collectors who make
a 'Bill return on packets, these could be graded.  Mr. Rauch said this

was difficult since only material which was submitted could be sent out. Also
it often happened that some members suddenly became interested in a new aspect
eor theme and could fird wanted items in general packets,  Where sufficient
as:Aerial was forthcoaing, specialised packets would be circulated tp
interested aeaberwo

OUNVealf..IMII•

There being no further busieeee the A.G.M. closed at 8 pole
The remainder of the evening was spent in general diecuseion on

various matters. Although strictly speaking, the subject belonged to the next
meeting, Mr. R. F. Bulstrode brought along a number of sheets relating to the Swiss
Guard Trains which carried supplies to Poland and Roumania afterlWorld War I.

The first cover shown vas of the 5th Polish train, and the next,
although bearing no official steep, had the signature of the Escort Commander, who
was Frederick Bieri and therefore, properly used. Than examples from the 10th
and 12th Roumanian trains and a further example which took from September 1919 to
April 1920 to complete its journey and bore a Roumanian train stamp with an over-
print applied after it was on the train, while the last two examples were without
train numbers. All these items are now extremely rare and full of interest.

OIREGI.V.W

jANUtRj_ M E LLULLA
12th 'MACHbiaME' - Discussion Leader Dr. Ritchie
9th AUCTION - Short Displays

23rd MR. H. KATCHER entertains at 151
(Thoee wishing to attend please notify the Secretary
or Mr* Kateher not later than Jan. 21nt_l



1200 GENEVE 20 - Centre international
des conferences (K.607)

AOGAN1NgBalk - from 28 Nov,
YVERDON s'oeumee sun le lao

J S ARMSTRONG
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DID YOU KNON-NTT
The International Priseo for 'Touris

Philatelic Art', held in Asiago (Italy)
were &yarded to .f for a series ef
stamps depicting 'Alpine Shelters in the
Tatra Mountains', designed by A. Balcerz
and dedicated to mountaineering.  For
the promotion of tourism, the Landscape
issue of Atatemitta was judt-d to be
the best.

The Ecology prize went to
§eitgului for the large Conservation
*stamp designed by M. Hunziker and show-
ing the 4 elements: air, earth, fire
and water, and the prize for the best
musical stamp was awarded toinaut
Britain for the Ralph Vaughan Wil'iams
commemorative stamp.

The prise-giving ceremony was held
in the Town Hall of Asiage in the
presence of the Mayor. Government
Officials, Pnilateliste and many other
Dignitaries.

WI*VINCONI101.••••

N

U.K. members are reminded that subs
are due for renewal on let January 1974.
Where applicable a renewal slip is
enclosed. Prompt payment would be
much appreciated,

,:peorsammookormwoo

from 28 Nov,

extends to all Helvetia Members

his Best Wishes for

the

FESTIVE SEASON

and will be at their service during

the Coming Year in all matters

relating to Swiss Philately.

--o0o----

Stamp' of all issues, mint & used

Covers - PDC, Commemorative, Airmai

Material for Thematic studies

Plaits and Varieties

All these and more ar Amine
able on approval or against Wants
Lists.

----o0o----

14, Low Lane, Torrish
MORECAMBE

.... that the 25c. Laucanne (Z.N0.359L)
is now available in rolls of 2,000, but
made up from sheets (as the 30c.
Mrich)i.e, strips of 10 joined man-
ually and without numbering on reverse.
They can be identified by the sharp top
and bottom cuts if used from one of the
private dispensers, or by the selvedge
on every 10tb stamp, So far Omega have
used them for their Christmas catalogue
of exotic watches, which weighs 80 g.,
and therefore above the 50 g, limit of
the 15c. rate,
..... that my copy was dated 1.10.1973
in Ulrich, but arrived well in November:
Wrong date?? The textlesa slogan was the
old wavy line die No. 0.2.19 of 19310
which I haven't seen used in Zfirich
since 1967.

..... that Bulletin No 2 has appeared
for the INTERNABA which looks like being
the exhibition of all exhibitions. The
bulletin is full of interesting articles
and details of the show. Of the 84
dealers no less than 29 will be from U.K.

..... that on the back eover the
INTEREABA block is shown in colour. It
consists of 4 stamps showing postal
messengers of the Cantons of Basel City
30e., Zug 30c., Uri 60c. and Schwyz 80c.
Selling price SFr. 3.-. The illus-
trations are taken froe the well-known
series of 13 postcards done for the PTT
Postal Musens. Date of issue 2901.1974.
..... that stamp booklets with the new
definitives, and therefore tete-beche
haste, are not on the PTT programme yet.

...p. that the ?PT had its first showing
n 1907 in the mein P.O. in Bern, That

was the beginning of the Postal Museum,
n the next few years, however, a new
ome will have to be found; among the
asona is the flood of new issues which
pouring out. The Swiss and British

P.08 are the only ones to show all the
rld's stamps, which come to them on 4
ciprocal basis from all UPU member. .

countries. A special DPU Centenary
xhibition is now being arranged,

..... that the answer to Question No, 18
s: most northerly place 8233 Bergen

(SR), most southerly 6832 Pedrinate (TI),
most westerly 1249 Chancy (GE), most
easterly 7531 Mustair (GR) (or possibly
7551 Martina (or), but the answer is not
affected). The average of these four
numbers is 5911 and the nearest place to

1

this number is 6000 Lausanne.
..... that Question No. 19 is: Which

i set of 4 stamps was printed by 3 differ-
ent methods?

m OORD

there any particular subjects
on which members vould like us to try
to prepare articles?



La eopia del mitre
epedita mama iudirizzo, denti-

ta n (mane e entree indirizze)

ft resift dun ahenuern
airman jeurqu'au•)

neerne an abbersamente
postal., valevole fine al
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L9,,..jmungEs Ron.Sec. Mr. R.A. Hoyle,
6 Limes Ave, Huddersfield Rd., Halifax.

On Oct. 20th, Mr. G.D. Wilson present-
ed his Chairman's Display to the Group.
His paper was entitled "Franco-Swise
Postal Treaties of the 18th & 19th Centur-
ies" and covered work done on this subject
during the last 2 years. The display
showed 4 wide variety of covers and mark-
ings beginning with a straight-line Basel
of 1784. Other sheets showed marks assoc-
iated with the 1845 Treaties; marks used
by the French Office in Basel; 3 examples
of combined Marques d'entree and Ambulante,
and many pages showing postal abbreviations
and postal rates. Other sheets covered
examples of missing Swiss Exchange marks,
the 14BpH in black of June 26th 1830 (just
6 days after the earliest quoted date),
various items of postage paid to the Swiss
frontier and Exchange Office marks for mail
addressed to Italy, Baden and Bavaria.

At the meeting held in Leeds on Nov.
17th, Mr. H.A. Hoyle presented a display
of Modern Definitive stamps, beginning with
the small Landscape issues of 1934 & 1936
and including many mint and used blocks,
tete-beche, booklets and photographs.
Among the items displayed was a first day
cover of the 1934 issue and a *int corner
block of the 1936 20 c. ordinary paper,
Bo. 205y and specialised studies of the
1936 5e. and 1938 20o.

The 1949 issue followed and included
60 sheet study of the 1949 'Grimeel Dam'

tamp, with many examples of plate wear
id doubling and a strip of 4 and single

on piece of the Die 19 the study being
illustrated with many drawings & photos.

Mr. Hoyle continued the display with
elections from the 'Monuments' issue and
oneauded with the new 1973 Definitive set.

a

DAT 9P TUE ATIALlal
This annual event was held in

Montreux on Sunday, 2nd December. The
special cancellation used comprised
the coat-of-arme of the town and the
inscription '1820 MONTREUX JOURNEE DU
T IMBRE 2.12.73.

EMPArKK-PUDERIEZIM
Newspapers in Switzerland are often

bought on 'subscription' at the post-
office and delivered by the postman
every day, instead of by newspaper boy
as in Britain. The PTT have recently
disclosed that a 50c. newspaper costa
them Fr.1.01 to deliver, but that they
are paid only 4.3 c. by the publisher
for the service and suggest they will
not be able to continue the service for
mucinlon

A 6 MEM4. Mit ••• 11404.
Front & back of postcard)
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